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About us

GF, a division of Bunzl, provides a complete line of
industrial packaging, warehouse and fastening
products, including equipment and service.

Make your next packaging job a 

pages 8 and 12 page 37

page 55 page 80

page 100 page 137

Our Locations:

CALGARY 
2270 Portland St. SE  
Calgary AB T2G 4M6
Fax (403) 287-7152

EDMONTON
11224 184th Street  
Edmonton AB T5S 2S6
Fax (780) 454-0569

LETHBRIDGE
2934 12th Ave. N.  
Lethbridge AB  T1H 5J9
Fax (403) 320-5136

MEDICINE HAT
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Medicine Hat AB T1A 8R6
Fax (403) 527-2828
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657 Henderson Dr.  
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Vancouver BC V4G 1N4
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Our complete line of products is available on the Internet for safe, fast and efficient  service.  You can use the GF web site to search
our catalogue, place orders, review stock availability and check pricing.  

The world of GF is at your fingertips

Access to the complete GF•
product line:  search by brand,
type of product, product key
word and GF part number

Order entry and tracking•

Sign on with your user ID to•
see your contract pricing and
stock availability at your
branch location

Access to outstanding•
balances, statements and
invoices

Personalized listings for•
immediate access to
frequently-used products

A cross-reference between•
your product codes and GF
product codes for greater
familiarity

Capacity to save frequently-•
used order lines to eliminate
time-consuming data entry

www.gf.ca

Comprehensive Service and Support
We are proud to support everything we sell with
the most complete service department in Western
Canada. Our technicians are fully accredited and
insured and we back them up with an extensive
parts inventory. Talk to us today about:

Installation and configuration support•

Preventative maintenance•

Product demonstrations•

Authorized repairs•

and much more. See page 108 for details.

Call us toll free at 310-GFGF (4343)
www.gf.ca

Sometimes, smaller is better
At GF we are acutely aware of the fact that the packaging industry has a particularly heavy environmental footprint and uses a
lot of resin, forestry and metal products. We’re also aware that these all depend on a finite and dwindling pool of natural
resources.

We believe that it’s important for our industry to do everything it can to try and manage these resources responsibly. Over the
years we have looked for packaging solutions that use fewer materials or recyclable materials. For example, pre-stretched film
can be just as effective as traditional film in securing your load, but you don’t need as much material (and you don’t have to pay
as much). Finding better solutions is the most important thing we can do for the environment but it’s not the only thing.

A Smaller Catalogue 

We’ve said goodbye to the brick-thick printed catalogue that contains 10 products you need and 5,000 you don’t. Since 2008
we have been reducing the size of our book until it is now less than half the size it was then. But that’s not because we carry
fewer products - quite the reverse! We are just making it easier for you to find them without wasting a lot of paper. We have a
comprehensive web site and starting with this edition of the catalogue we are making better use of emerging technologies for
using your electronic devices to find information about the products you need.

Throughout this book look for our mascot, Cynchy. He will point you to relevant QR codes
that you can use with your smart phone or tablet to browse our complete product line, or
watch movies with related technical information, product demonstrations and much more. 

We could get some of that extra information to you by adding a few hundred pages to this
book, but we have the technology to give our forests a break. We think it’s time to use it! 

This Book is Printed on FSC® Certified Paper

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®) provides an international, independently audited certification and labeling system that
allows buyers to choose paper and wood products that come from responsibly managed forests, and verified recycled sources.
Under FSC® certification, forests are certified against a set of strict environmental and social standards, and fibre from certified
forests is tracked all the way to the consumer. The FSC® ‘check-tree’ logo guarantees that the paper this book is printed on is
responsibly sourced.

More Efficient Packaging Technologies

Ask your sales rep about saving material and cost in your packaging operations. As we noted above, pre-stretched film is a great
place to start and if you’re not already using it, it will save you money as well. And Ranpak void fill systems (see page 21) are
just one example of how an environmentally friendly solution may also make better business sense for your operations.
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Contacting GF
There are many ways you can reach us or place your order at GF. Just phone, fax or email.

Call our toll-free, centralized service where you can order product, discuss your account or meet any service needs. You’ll also learn about the latest specials
and promotions:

310-GFGF (310-4343)
If you prefer, you can email us at info@gf.ca with any inquiries. Visit our website to find detailed contact information, including fax numbers:

www.gf.ca

Pricing Policy
Prices may vary up and down with market conditions and you want to be sure that you’re getting the best possible price at all times. Because of our business
volume and buying power based on more than 10,000 customers, we aggressively pursue fair market pricing. It’s our commitment to you.

For the latest pricing, check our website at www.gf.ca. For more information about our pricing and other policies, see page 4.

Terms and Conditions
Please see page 4 of this catalogue for detailed terms and policies, including Returned Goods Authorization (RGA) policies, terms and conditions of sale,
minimum order quantities, and shipping and delivery policies.

Minimum Order Quantities
Some products that we carry are subject to minimum order quantities. In most cases this is because we price the products per unit but sell and ship them in
case quantities. In an effort to keep the catalogue as concise and legible as possible, we have largely omitted Minimum Quantities in this edition. You can find
them easily online at www.gf.ca.

If you don’t have access to the Internet, please call the order desk at 310-GFGF (310-4343). Our customer service representatives can quickly get you the
information you need.

For a detailed description of GF’s Business Policies, please see page 4.
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Product Demonstrations
We sell our products with confidence. You can buy them with confidence. No need for guesswork. We will
demonstrate our products to show you exactly how they work - either at one of our locations or on your own
premises. Just give us a call.

This includes stretch, shrink-wrap, carton sealing and strapping equipment. We will also demonstrate the various
types of consumables used by the machines.

Manufacturing Direct Support
At GF Packaging, we are proud to carry on a strong tradition of providing quality products and superb service to our
customers and business partners. Our staff includes qualified technicians to provide the necessary follow-up
service and equipment repairs.

We work side-by-side with our suppliers to ensure that you receive 24-hour repair and maintenance service from
our factory-trained millwrights and automation technologists. We're not with you just for a quick sale. We're there
for the long haul.

Specialized Product Sourcing
Can't find it in the catalogue? No problem. Our on-line product catalogue contains thousands of items designed to
meet virtually all packaging and shipping requirements. But sometimes there's a need for a special customized
product that's not an off-the-shelf item.

Leave it to us. We are experts in finding the right products and solutions for any requirement. It is what sets us apart
from our competitors. Just give us a call and we will come to your location to determine your needs, design a
solution and source the products that fit.

Vendor Managed Inventory
Leave the worry of inventory control of your packaging supplies to us. GF’s professionally-trained staff will visit your
facility on a regular basis to track your supplies, report on usage and make sure that you never run short of product.
We can do it on a weekly or monthly basis - whatever works best for you.

Installation, Configuration and Maintenance
There's more to labeling and packaging than just purchasing the right equipment. The entire process must be laid
out professionally and expertly for optimum efficiency and cost-effectiveness. 

GF will not only help you find the right equipment; our dedicated and trained professionals will come to your
premises to analyze your needs, determine the right equipment, and how it should be configured. 

Authorized Repair Depot
GF Packaging is an authorized warranty depot for more than 30 North American equipment manufacturers. See
page 86 of this catalogue for more information.

3M™
Akro ProCart™
Akro-mils®
AkroBins®
Avery Dennison®
Avery®
Barlok®
Brother®
Cryovac®
Diagraph®
E-Z-Rect®
E.A.R.®
EA Abrasives®
Eastey®

Goodwrapper®
Greensweep®
HexaBlok™
Hexacomb®
Hysol®
Instapak®
Intertape™
Jet-Weld™
Jiffy®
Lepage®
Listo®
Loctite®
Marino®
Max®

MaxLite®
Minigrip®
Multi-bins™
Nashua®
Nestaflex®
North®
Orgapak™
Pakmark™
Pallet Plus™
PolyGun™
PolyMask™
Quadrack™
Rampmaster®
Rapid®

Roloc™
Safety-Walk™
SafTPro™
Sato®
Scotch®
Scotch-Brite™
Scotch-Weld™
Scrim-Works™
Sealed Air®
Secur-a-tach®
Secur-a-tie®
Senco®
Shanklin®
Sigma Stretch Film®

Signode®
Sontara®
Spartan®
Spraymount™
Stack-n-Store™
SuperShrink™
Swiftachment Plus™
Swiftachment™
Tamanet®
Tawi™
Teflon™
Tensionnet™
Thinsulate™
Thor-weld®

The following Trademark and Registered Trademarks may be used throughout the text:
Titebond®
TouchNTuff™
Toughtek®
Traco™
Twister™
Ultrasorb™
VacuMove™
Velcro®
Versatouch™
VHB™
White Swan™
Wilson®
Wulftec®
Zebra®
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PRICING POLICY

Prices printed in this catalog are subject to change as prices for many•
items are sensitive to commodity costs and market conditions. 

You want to be sure that you are getting the best possible prices at all•
times and GF is committed to the pursuit of fair market pricing.

Prices quoted are valid for thirty (30) days. Prices do not include•
applicable taxes. Exemption from Provincial sales tax is subject to the
customer providing their PST number or exemption certificate prior to
or at time of order.

Equipment purchases are subject to a deposit or down payment  in•
accordance with the manufacturer terms.  Equipment purchases
remain the property of GF until paid in full.

For the latest pricing, please visit our website at www.gf.ca or•
contact us at info@gf.ca or call us toll free at 310-GFGF (4343).

STOCKING AGREEMENT

GF is prepared to stock certain items and retain specific quantities•
on hand as a service to our customers with expressed written
consent as outlined in the ‘stocking agreement’. 

Quantities and delivery schedule outlined on this agreement may•
not be adjusted.

Cancellation of the stocking agreement may occur once the•
balance of inventory on hand has been shipped and invoiced to
the customer.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Upon approval of our credit application found on www.gf.ca, GF•
will extend payment terms of net 30 days from date of invoice.
Past due accounts may result in shipments being delayed until•
such payments are made.
We make every effort to contact all customers on a timely basis to•
ensure payment status is current.
Please pay from invoice.  Invoices can be mailed, emailed or faxed•
to you.  Alternate methods of payment such as Electronic Funds
Transfer are available by contacting Direct@gf.ca.  Statements will
be issued upon request.
Interest at 2% per month may be charged in the event of late•
payment.
Any discrepancies, such as pricing and quantity must be reported•
to GF within 5 business days of receipt of goods.
GF terms and conditions shall supersede any terms or•
conditions contained in the customer’s purchase order.

RETURN OF GOODS

Pre authorized returns must be accompanied by our Returned Goods•
Authorization (RGA).  Return of custom products which are produced to
the customer’s specifications will not be accepted.
Goods are not returnable after five (5) days from date of sale without•
written approval from GF.
Only goods returned in the original packaging and in sellable condition•
will be accepted unless deemed defective by GF.
RGA number must be clearly noted on all packages.•
Restocking charges may apply. Minimum charge of 15%.•
Returns due to customer’s error will be shipped prepaid to GF. Returns•
due to GF’s error can be sent back collect on the carrier designated by
GF.
Customer’s purchase order is not subject to change, cancellation or•
reduction in amount, suspension or deferment of deliveries except
with GF’s written consent.

GF Business Policies

SHIPPING AND DELIVERY

Customer should specify freight carrier of their choice at their•
expense unless otherwise negotiated at the time of sale.  Lacking
such instructions GF shall choose the carrier without incurring any
liability therefore.  Orders will be shipped the most economical way
with charges to be added to the invoice.

Orders eligible for prepaid freight are subject to a fuel surcharge•
(FSC).  Consult our customer service representative when placing
your order.

We take great pride in our high customer service level and will do•
our utmost to provide delivery as agreed upon. Delivery dates are
quoted in good faith, but are not guaranteed.  GF cannot assume
any risk or liability for delay or non-fulfillment of shipments beyond
our control.

MINIMUM ORDER
QUANTITIES

Some products that we carry are subject to minimum order quantities.•
In most cases this is because we price the products per unit but sell
and ship them in case quantities. In an effort to keep the catalogue as
concise and legible as possible,we have largely omitted Minimum
Quantities in this edition. You can find them easily online at www.gf.ca
where they are listed immediately after the product packaging
description.
Custom order items are subject to over or under runs of +/- 10% or as•
dictated by the manufacturer.



This section contains all
types of bags, boxes,
bubble and foam
packaging, as well as
packing paper, cutters,
knives, tying and
equipment.

Boxes and Packaging 
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Great quality•
Great value•
Great service•

CYNCH Foam
Made of recyclable, low density polyethylene•
Clean, non-abrasive and lightweight•
High-cling, low-slip material holds securely•
Resistant to moisture damage and provides excellent thermal insulation•
Efficient replacement for bulkier packaging to help reduce solid waste•

CYNCHY
When you need a helping hand. 

Look for our CYNCH mascot throughout this
catalogue. He will point you towards helpful
links and videos where you can get more
information about our product line. And ask
your sales rep about a real CYNCHY.

CYNCH is a line of high-quality yet economical packaging supplies and
materials available exclusively from GF. Our comprehensive CYNCH
product line offers you the quality you need and the value you expect. GF
and CYNCH - the perfect partnership for all your packaging needs.

CYNCH Bubble Wrap
High quality•
Can be slit & perforated for your•
specific needs

Make your next packaging job a CYNCH!

CYNCH Stock Boxes
Designed to withstand rough handling•
Available when you need them.•

See page 8

CYNCH Bubble and Foam products are made in
Canada, so you get the benefit of North American
quality without the cost of excessive shipping.

Ask your sales rep for more information.



Boxes 
Kraft corrugated cardboard boxes are used for storage, moving, mailing and shipping items such as antiques,
business to business supplies, jewelry supplies, hardware supplies, show supplies, coins, videos, books, clothing,
and much, much more.

The regular slotted container can be used for a variety of products and is the most common box style. All flaps
have the same length and the two outer flaps (normally the lengthwise flaps) are one-half the container’s width,
so they meet at the centre of the box when folded. If the product requires a flat, even bottom surface, a fill-in pad
can be placed between the two inner flaps. This style is especially resistant to rough handling. Stacked on its
bottom panel, the overlapping flaps provide added cushioning. All flaps have the same length (the width of the
box). When closed, the outer flaps come within one inch of complete overlap.

GF specializes in small-quantity, custom-made boxes. We can provide boxes in the exact size and style you
require. Double and triple wall boxes are available as well.

Bin Boxes and Inserts

Stock Boxes

Die Cut Folders and Mailers

File &

Office 

Boxes

Variable Depth

Folder

Boxes and Packaging
Boxes
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Brown Stock Boxes

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 03010030        6" x 6" x 6" 175 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                                    $49.74    100          25/BDL 1200/SK 

v 03010040        8" x 6" x 4" 175 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                                    $46.15    100          25/BDL 900/SK 

v 03010045        8" x 8" x 8" 175 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                                    $64.89    100          20/BDL 900/SK 

v 03010050        9" x 9" x 9" 175 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                                    $74.81    100          25/BDL 600/SK 

v 03010060        10" x 8" x 6" 175 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                                  $61.51    100          25/BDL 900/SK 

v 03010070        10" x 10" x 10" 175 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                              $80.02    100          20/BDL 500/SK 

v 03010071        12" x 9" x 6" 200 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                                  $83.70    100          25/BDL 600/SK 

v 03010090        12" x 12" x 12" 175 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                            $109.30    100          25/BDL 500/SK 

v 03010080        12" x 10" x 8" 175 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                                $90.41    100          25/BDL 600/SK 

v 03010110        14" x 14" x 14" 200 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                            $165.34    100          20/BDL 560/SK 

v 03010130        16" x 12" x 10"  200 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                           $126.85    100          25/BDL 400/SK 

v 03010120        16" x 16" x 16" 200 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                            $203.18    100          20/BDL 140/SK 

v 03010140        18" x 12" x 6"  200 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                             $139.01    100          25/BDL 400/SK 

v 03010150        18" x 12" x 12"  200 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                           $127.45    100          20/BDL 500/SK 

v 03010170        18" x 18" x 30" 200 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                            $874.55    100          5/BDL 75/SK 

v 03010220        24" x 12" x 12" 200 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                            $181.56    100          20/BDL 280/SK 

v 03010240        24" x 24" x 24" 275 lb CYNCH                                                                                                                            $813.30    100          10/BDL 120/SK 

All 24” - 29” Lengths

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price          20 +        100 +        200 +  Per      Packaging

v 03070147        Corrugated Box 25"X15"X12"                                                                     $285.49       $270.68       $261.75       $261.75    100          20/BDL 240/SK 

All 30” - 39” Lengths

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price          10 +        100 +        200 +  Per      Packaging

v 03074143        Corrugated Box 36"X20"X15" 200LB                                                          $983.53       $932.83       $901.73       $901.73    100          10/BDL 130/SK 

All 40” and Above

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price          25 +        100 +        200 +  Per      Packaging

v 03070191        Lid 48"x40"x4"                                                                                           $460.00       $436.21       $421.67       $421.67    100            

v 03070175        Bin 48"x40"x39 1/4" 51 DW 2 3/4 Glue Tabs                                           $2,633.04    $2,496.84    $2,413.62    $2,413.62    100          80/SK 

Our stock boxes are either 175 lb or 200 lb test single wall 32ECT (Edge Crush Test) corrugated. They are
designed to withstand rough handling during shipment and storage. Shipped and stored flat. We can ship most
stock box orders within 24 hours.

Boxes and Packaging
Boxes

8 v - Item is Normally In Stock

Explore our complete line of boxes. Just follow the QR
code to our website to see all of our marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or
our support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more
information.
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Packaging Tapes & Dispensers:
GF provides your complete Packaging Solution!

See ourTape Section (pg 35) for complete information about 
all our tapes and dispensers.

28000035 
Cynch Regular Duty 48MM
Packaging Tape Dispenser  

28000075 
Cynch A1 Heavy Duty 48MM Tape
Dispenser with Magnet 

Standard Grade Packaging Tapes - pg 37

Packaging or box sealing
tape is primarily designed
to provide quick, inexpen-
sive closure to a carton.
Like masking, duct and
filament tape, it can be
used in many different
applications and comes in
different performance
grades and price points.  

Machine length rolls are
intended to go on semi-
automatic case-sealing
equipment.

Cynch Packaging Tape Dispensers - pg 49



Moving Boxes
   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price        100 +        240 +  Per      Packaging

v 03010161        2 Cube 18" x 15-1/2" x 12-1/2" CYNCH                                                                        $179.40       $166.99       $155.71    100          20/BDL 240/SK 

v 03010191        4 Cube 18"x18" x 21" CYNCH                                                                                        $332.83       $317.66       $296.48    100          10/BDL 130/SK 

v 03010200        5 Cube 18" x 18" x 26-1/2" CYNCH                                                                               $442.00       $405.28       $380.80    100          10/BDL 130/SK 

v 03020106        Sml Mirror 37-1/16 x 4-15/16 x 26-1/4 CYNCH                                                             $353.48       $344.05       $335.12    100          5/BD 130/SK 

v 03020107        Lg Mirror 48 x 4-3/8 x 32-1/2 CYNCH                                                                            $698.16       $673.67       $650.83    100          5/BD 150/SK 

v 03020026        Wardrobe 24" CYNCH                                                                                                       $12.71         $11.80         $11.01    Each        1 EACH 80/SK 

Accessories

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price        100 +        240 +  Per      Packaging

v 03020027        Wardrobe Box Hanger Bar 24" CYNCH                                                                               $1.62           $1.50           $1.40    Each        1 EACH 

Boxes and Packaging
Boxes
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Gum Tape Dispensers - pg 49

Simplify your packing operations with a proven solution.  Water Activated Tapes are an easy, economical answer
to a wide variety of basic carton sealing challenges.

Water-Activated (Gum) Tapes & Equipment

Moistened adhesive interacts with porous surfaces to form a•
powerful, secure bond

Tape forms a tamper-evident seal that shreds if an attempt is•
made to pull it off before delivery

Boxes are sealed secure, yet easy to open without cutting tools•

Coreless rolls reduce waste and simplify roll changes•

It’s greener!  It is made of paper which is a natural, renewable•
product; it can be recycled and re-pulped along with the boxes
it is adhered to, without any time-consuming stripping.

Kraft Gum Tapes - pg 44



Bin Boxes and Inserts
   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price        100 +        200 +  Per      Packaging

v 03000010        2" x 12"                                                                                                                           $72.66         $67.66         $65.20    100          50/BDL 

v 03000020        4" x 12"                                                                                                                           $87.30         $80.83         $77.95    100          50/BDL 

v 03000030        6" x 12"                                                                                                                           $96.70         $89.54         $86.34    100          50/BDL 

v 03000040        8" x 12"                                                                                                                         $109.16       $101.07         $97.46    100          50/BDL 

v 03000100        Inserts "A" Size 3-1/2" x 2-5/8" x 3"                                                                              $63.43         $32.81         $31.20    100          100/BDL 

v 03000110        Inserts "B" Size 3-3/8" x 5-1/8" x 3"                                                                              $66.91         $35.84         $34.08    100          100/BDL 

File and Office Boxes
   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price          40 +          80 +  Per      Packaging

v 03020010        15" x 12" x 10" Std Attached Lid                                                                                       $3.84           $3.35           $3.04    Each        25/BDL 400/SK 

Die Cut Folders and Mailers

Self Lock Standard Mailers

Self Lock Mailers Side Flaps

Self Lock Mailers Side/End Flap

Variable Depth Folders

White variable depth folders keep inventory of sizes to a minimum. Set up and seal in seconds with tape or glue.
These flexible cartons have multiple “scores” (or creases) so you can vary the folder height to fit your product.
Boxes are scored across a “depth” range. Scores fall every 2 inches unless otherwise noted. Ideal for shipping
and mailing of books, stationery, photos, binders, records and disks. Shipped and stored flat.

These mailers have the same features as a standard tuck top mailer with side flaps but come with two added
flaps which tuck into end of box. This creates an even stronger, more secure carton for increased protection of
contents.

Crush-resistant yet lightweight white boxes that fold and assemble in seconds without staples, tape or glue. Rigid
self-locking design sets up in seconds. 200 lb test white outside corrugated cardboard. Shipped and stored flat.

Same features as a standard tuck top mailer but with added side flaps to create extra reinforcement, tighter,
more secure closure and added dust/dirt protection.

Boxes and Packaging
Boxes
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Explore our complete line of bubble packaging options.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Bubble Packaging 
Standard Bubble

Small Bubble 3/16”

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            6 +  Per      Packaging

v 17040010        24" x 750'                                                                                                                      $125.00       $119.00       $109.00    Roll          1 RL 

v 17040002        48" x 750'                                                                                                                      $249.00       $239.00       $229.00    Roll          1 RL 

Medium Bubble 5/16”

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            6 +  Per      Packaging

v 17040110        24" x 375'                                                                                                                        $82.00         $74.00         $71.00    Roll          1 RL 

v 17040102        48" x 375'                                                                                                                      $149.00      $139.00      $132.00    Roll          1 RL 

Large Bubble 1/2”

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            6 +  Per      Packaging

v 17040210        24" x 250'                                                                                                                        $60.00         $57.00         $54.00    Roll          1 RL 

v 17040202        48" x 250'                                                                                                                      $136.00       $132.00       $127.00    Roll          1 RL 

Bubble pack is a fast and convenient way to wrap and protect fragile products. It is ideal for cushioning, void
filling and surface protection. Lightweight and reusable, it does not significantly add to shipping costs. Good
clarity to allow for easy identification of wrapped products.

Available in standard or anti-static and in 3 different bubble sizes. GF Packaging stocks standard widths: 12”,
24”, 36” and 48”. Other widths available. 48” wide rolls of bubble can be slit into any combination of widths as
long as the total equals 48”.

Perforated bubble for easy tearing is also available.

Boxes and Packaging
Bubble Packaging

12 v - Item is Normally In Stock



Boxes and Packaging
Bubble Packaging
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Sealed Air Fill-Air Rocket™

The Fill-Air Rocket™ inflatable void fill system is a void fill solution designed specifically to meet the needs of modern
fulfillment. Drawing on decades of best-in-class inflatable void fill experience, this system is faster, simpler, lighter
and better prepared for your packaging operations.

Unrivaled Speed

The Fill-Air Rocket™ system produces 100 feet of
inflatable void fill cushions per minute in a variety of
sizes.

Simplified Operation

Simply plug in and load Fill-Air Rocket™ system with
film to blast off. No shop air is required. Two new
features ensure further foolproof operation: 

active film web tracking, which automatically•
improves the film feed

bag length detection, which stops the film in an•
ideal position every time. 

These guarantee consistent, optimally filled bags.

Saves Valuable Space

The Fill-Air Rocket™ system has a compact footprint
(less than 1.5 sq. ft.) that makes it ideal for tabletop
placement in decentralized environments. 

Recyclable and Reuseable

The superior sealing technology and material strength
of Fill-Air® packaging makes it highly reuseable. If
material must be disposed, Fill-Air® packaging loses
99.3% of its volume when deflated.

Versatile Film Options

Fill-Air Extreme™ and Fill-Air Extreme Efficiency™
films are available in three widths (8", 10" and 12") and
can be converted to two different cushion lengths,
creating six possible cushion sizes.

Watch the Rocket in action

Other Sealed Air Foam and Bubble Products

GF is a proud provider of a large range of Sealed Air
products, including:

Bubble Wrap® IB 

(Video)

Cellu-Cushion® Foam Rolls 



Foam Packaging 
Standard Foam Rolls

Foam rolls 1/32”

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 17050020        24"X1350'                                                                                                                        $83.88         $80.18         $76.79    Roll          1 RL 

v 17050015        36"X1350'                                                                                                                      $125.82       $120.26       $115.18    Roll          1 RL 

v 17050010        48"X1350'                                                                                                                      $167.75       $160.35       $153.58    Roll          1 RL 

   17050000        72"X1350'                                                                                                                      $251.63       $240.53       $230.37    Roll          1 RL 

Foam rolls 1/16”

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 17050070        24" x 900'                                                                                                                        $84.02         $80.31         $76.92    Roll          1 RL 

v 17050065        36" x 900'                                                                                                                      $126.03       $120.47       $115.38    Roll          1 RL 

v 17050060        48" x 900'                                                                                                                      $168.03       $160.62       $153.83    Roll          1 RL 

v 17050050        72" x 900'                                                                                                                      $252.06       $240.94       $230.76    Roll          1 RL 

Foam rolls 3/32”

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 17050120        24" x 600'                                                                                                                        $84.02         $80.31         $76.92    Roll          1 RL 

v 17050115        36" x 600'                                                                                                                      $126.03       $120.47       $115.38    Roll          1 RL 

v 17050110        48" x 600'                                                                                                                      $168.03       $160.62       $153.83    Roll          1 RL 

   17050100        72" x 600'                                                                                                                      $252.06       $240.94       $230.76    Roll          1 RL 

Flexible low density polyethylene foam is well suited for
many protective packaging applications including
surface protection, light cushioning, thermal insulation
and moisture resistance. It is non-abrasive, non-
corrosive, dustless as well as tear and puncture
resistant. Reusable and recyclable. CFC free.

Available in standard and anti-static. We carry other
standard widths in addition to those listed below.

Perforated foam for easy tearing is also available.

Boxes and Packaging
Foam Packaging
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Explore our complete line of foam-based void fill solutions.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Miscellaneous Foam Packaging
Loose Fill and Dispensers

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            6 +  Per      Packaging

v 16060010        Packing Peanuts Foam                                                                                                    $25.34         $24.26         $23.58    Bag         14 CU FT/BAG 

v 16060015        Packing Peanuts Corn Starch                                                                                          $26.15         $23.86         $22.67    Bag         12 CU FT/BAG 

Mailers and Envelopes 
Packing Slip Envelopes

Non Printed

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price      3000 +      5000 +  Per      Packaging

v 12000020        4" x 5"                                                                                                                             $19.81         $18.99         $18.16    1000        1000/BX 

v 12000070        6 1/2" x 4"                                                                                                                       $40.07         $38.33         $37.46    1000        1000/BX 

v 12000090        9 1/2" x 5"                                                                                                                       $52.77         $51.26         $49.00    1000        1000/BX 

v 12990005        9-1/2"X12"                                                                                                                    $130.42       $126.51       $121.29    1000        500/BX 

Printed

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 12000010        4" x 5"                                                                                                                                                                   $21.00    1000        1000/BX 512BX/SKID 

Polystyrene and corn starch packing peanuts
are common loose fill packaging and
cushioning materials. Will not expand, contract
or hold moisture. Light weight and non-abrasive
they are great void fill choices that also offer
shipment protection by cushioning contents on
all sides. Corn starch is biodegradable and will
dissolve in water. We also offer anti-static
packing peanuts.

Canvas Hopper DispenserLoose Fill Bag

Self-adhesive polyethylene packing slip/invoice
envelopes can be used to attach shipping
documentation, instructions, sales literature,
etc. to packages or products. Insert documents,
peel backing off and stick envelope to parcel.
Protects against dirt, moisture, smudging and
tampering.

Boxes and Packaging
Foam Packaging
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Bubble Cushioned Mailers

Bubble Bags

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 13030920        6" x 8 1/2"                                                                                                                     $203.96       $192.42       $185.42    Case        800/CS 

v 13030945        8" x 11 1/2"                                                                                                                   $175.36         169.51        $161.44    Case        500/CS 

Bubble Envelopes Kraft Shell

   Item No.     Description                                                        List Price            3 +            5 +          10 +          20 +  Per      Packaging

v 13030110        #000 SelfSeal 4" x 8"                                                                 $58.80         $54.60         $53.50         $52.50         $46.20    Case        250/CS 

v 13030120        #00 SelfSeal 5" x 10"                                                                 $63.06         $58.65         $57.70         $56.76         $50.45    Case        250/CS 

v 13030130        #0 SelfSeal 6" x 10"                                                                   $59.05         $54.91         $54.10         $53.14         $47.23    Case        200/CS 

v 13030140        #1 SelfSeal 7 1/4" x 12"                                                             $35.45         $32.97         $32.51         $31.91         $28.36    Case        100/CS 

v 13030150        #2 SelfSeal 8 1/2" x 12"                                                             $38.39         $35.70         $35.05         $34.55         $30.71    Case        100/CS 

v 13030160        #3 SelfSeal 8 1/2" x 14 1/2"                                                      $45.90         $42.69         $41.91         $41.31         $36.72    Case        100/CS 

v 13030170        #4 SelfSeal 9 1/2" x 14 1/2"                                                      $49.39         $45.93         $45.25         $44.45         $39.50    Case        100/CS 

v 13030180        #5 SelfSeal 10 1/2" x 16"                                                           $47.24         $43.93         $43.15         $42.52         $37.79    Case        80/CS 

v 13030190        #6 SelfSeal 12 1/2" x 19"                                                           $46.98         $43.69         $43.08         $42.28         $37.58    Case        50/CS 

v 13030200        #7 SelfSeal 14 1/4" x 20"                                                           $55.97         $52.05         $51.17         $50.37         $44.77    Case        50/CS 

Kraft air bubble cushioned mailers have outstanding shipping protection for a wide range of semi-fragile, low
profile items. They contain a 3/16 inch layer of bubble wrap material that provides maximum air retention and
cushioning power. Lightweight for shipping savings. Up to 40% lighter than paper cushioned bags.

Bubble bags are self-sealing. If you are shipping electronics or other sensitive materials, you can also order anti-
static versions.

Bubble Bags Bubble Envelope with Kraft Shell

Boxes and Packaging
Mailers and Envelopes
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Paper Products 
Corrugated Cardboard Rolls

Standard Weight Rolls

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            3 +            6 +          10 +  Per      Packaging

v 15000010        12" x 250'                                                                                                     $19.05         $17.63         $17.04         $16.40    Roll          1 RL 

v 15000020        18" x 250'                                                                                                     $28.55         $26.42         $25.48         $24.58    Roll          1 RL 

v 15000030        24" x 250'                                                                                                     $38.06         $35.22         $33.67         $32.78    Roll          1 RL 

v 15000040        30" x 250'                                                                                                     $47.56         $44.01         $42.46         $40.96    Roll          1 RL 

v 15000050        36" x 250'                                                                                                     $48.82         $47.68         $47.05         $46.55    Roll          1 RL 

v 15000058        42"X250'                                                                                                       $65.74         $60.84         $58.12         $56.61    Roll          1 RL 

v 15000060        48" x 250'                                                                                                     $63.87         $62.75         $62.03         $61.63    Roll          1 RL 

v 15000070        60" x 250'                                                                                                     $95.19         $88.09         $85.07         $81.97    Roll          1 RL 

v 15000080        72" x 250'                                                                                                   $110.16       $105.72       $102.16         $98.38    Roll          1 RL 

v 15000081        84" x 250'                                                                                                   $133.24       $123.30       $119.24       $114.74    Roll          1 RL 

Hexacomb Protective Packaging
   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 15000408        Hexacomb 4"x51.79"x3" SS @2"                                                                                                                           $3.70    Each        192/SK 

v 15000409        Hexacomb 4"x92"x3" SS@2"                                                                                                                                 $5.82    Each        192/SK 

Pack and protect products and shipments with single-faced corrugated paper. Lightweight and flexible alternative
to heavier, stiffer, double-faced corrugated. Paper is recyclable and biodegradeable. It has good cushioning
properties and protects against breakage, chipping and scratching. Conforms easily to any size and shape.
Excellent for wrapping odd-shaped items. Kraft colour.

Boxes and Packaging
Paper Products
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Kraft Paper and Dispensers

30lb Brown Kraft Paper

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 15010010        12" x 1200'                                                                                                                      $26.89         $25.28         $23.85    Roll          128RLS/SK 

v 15010020        18" x 1200'                                                                                                                      $30.56         $28.28         $27.46    Roll          96RLS/SK 

v 15010030        24" x 1200' Special Pricing available for all quantities                                                  $32.29                                          Roll          64RLS/SK 

v 15010040        30" x 1200'                                                                                                                      $47.85         $45.62         $43.40    Roll          64RLS/SK 

v 15010050        36" x 1200' Special Pricing available for all quantities                                                  $48.96                                          Roll          43RLS/SK 

v 15010060        48" x 1200'                                                                                                                      $77.90         $74.56         $72.33    Roll          32RLS/SK 

40lb Brown Kraft Paper

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 15010070        12" x 900'                                                                                                                        $18.26         $16.90         $16.41    Roll          96RLS/SK 

v 15010080        18" x 900'                                                                                                                        $27.40         $25.36         $24.62    Roll          96RLS/SK 

v 15010090        24" x 900' Special Pricing available for all quantities                                                    $31.17                                          Roll          64RLS/SK 

v 15010100        30" x 900'                                                                                                                        $45.68         $42.27         $41.04    Roll          64RLS/SK 

v 15010110        36" x 900'                                                                                                                        $48.97                                          Roll          43RLS/SK 

v 15010120        48" x 900'                                                                                                                        $73.03         $67.58         $65.62    Roll          32RLS/SK 

Kraft Paper Dispenser

Low-cost, all-purpose, smooth surfaced kraft paper is excellent for wrapping products, filling voids and
protecting/masking off work areas. Our kraft paper is made from 100% recycled fibres. Biodegradable and easily
recyclable.

Although Kraft Paper is typically brown, some sizes are also available in white. You can customize the wrap with
your logo or other printed material.

Boxes and Packaging
Paper Products
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Explore our complete line of paper void fill solutions. Just follow
the QR code to our website to see all of our marketed products.
See page 21 for more information on Ranpak fill systems.
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



50lb Brown Kraft Paper

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 15010145        18" x 720'                                                                                                                        $24.91         $22.53         $21.35    Roll          96RLS/SK 

v 15010150        24" x 720'                                                                                                                        $35.64         $34.52         $32.30    Roll          64RLS/SKID 

v 15010160        30" x 720'                                                                                                                        $47.41         $45.04         $42.67    Roll          64RLS/SK 

v 15010170        36" x 720'                                                                                                                        $53.43         $51.20         $48.98    Roll          43RLS/SK 

v 15010180        48" x 720'                                                                                                                        $69.85         $64.64         $62.77    Roll          32RLS/SK 

60lb Brown Kraft Paper

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 15010220        30" x 600'                                                                                                                        $42.76         $39.57         $38.42    Roll          64RLS/SK 

v 15010230        36" x 600'                                                                                                                        $57.87         $55.65         $53.42    Roll          43RLS/SK 

v 15010240        48" x 600'                                                                                                                        $68.45         $63.34         $61.51    Roll          32RLS/SK 

v 15010245        60" x 600' Special Pricing available for all quantities                                                    $86.97                                          Roll          25RLS/SK 

Pallet Linerboard\Slipsheets

Linerboard Sheets

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 15055740        Linerboard Sheets 42lb 40"X48" White                                                                                                                     Call    1000        2250 / SKID 

Paper Tubes and Cores

Wooden pallets sometimes require a layer of protective material to be placed on the pallet prior to the placement
of the product to protect the goods from transportation damage, moisture, nails and rodents. Thicker sheets (69 lb
or better) are excellent for double stacking pallets to protect the tops of the bottom pallet. These sheets can be
reused many times because of their durability. The thinner sheets are better designed for a one-time use.
Linerboard is also available in roll form for easy custom sizing.

GF general purpose mailing tubes protect against all
kinds of shipping and storage damage. They are made
of heavy spiral wound recyclable kraft chipboard and
make ideal storage containers for long narrow items
such as blueprints, maps, posters, banners and prints.
Plastic end caps are sold separately.

A wide range of diameters, lengths and thicknesses are
available. The tubes can also be custom printed.

Boxes and Packaging
Paper Products
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Newsprint and Pack Tissue
Packing Paper

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 14500030        Newsprint Roll White 18" x 1500'                                                                                    $20.34         $18.82         $18.28    Roll          1500'/RL 50RL/SK 

v 14500040        Newsprint Roll White 24" x 1500'                                                                                    $27.11         $25.09         $24.36    Roll          1500'/RL 50RL/SKID 

v 14500050        Newsprint Roll White 30" x 1500'                                                                                    $30.52         $28.24         $27.42    Roll          1500'/RL 25RL/SK 

v 14500060        Newsprint Roll White 36" x 1500'                                                                                    $40.58         $37.55         $36.46    Roll          1500'/RL 

v 14990019        Newsprint Sheets White 25"X30"                                                                                        $.73             $.67             $.65    Lb            1000SH/50LBS 

v 14500035        Newsprint 25"x30" 10LB                                                                                                 $10.92         $10.10           $9.81    Each        10LBS/BOX 

v 14500025        Newsprint Sheets 27" x 34"                                                                                            $76.05         $70.37         $68.33    100          50LBS/PACK 

v 14060060        Newsprint Sheets Folded 27"X34"                                                                                      $.73             $.67             $.65    Lb            25LBS/BDL 

v 14500150        18" x 28" Sheets                                                                                                             $26.98         $24.97         $24.25    RM            

Paper Bags

Grocery Bags

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 14030120        GF                                                               12" x 7" x 17"                                                                            500 BDL                                $238.62      1000 

Hardware Bags

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 14030140        GF                                                               5 lb 5" x 3" x 9 3/4"                                                                   500/BUNDLE                           $99.17      1000 

v 14030155        GF                                                               8 lb 6 1/4" x 3 15/16"                                                                500 BDL                                $109.95      1000 

v 14030170        GF                                                               12 lb 7 1/8" x 4 3/8" x 13 15/16"                                              500 BDL                                $179.07      1000 

v 14030190        GF                                                               20 lb 8 1/8" x 6" x 14 3/8"                                                         500 BDL                                $221.80      1000 

GF Packaging carries a wide array of premium quality paper
bags that are suitable for use in retail, grocery, food service,
hardware and industrial applications. The bags are available in
sizes ranging from a 1/2 lb lightweight bag through heavyweight
checkstand and hardware bags.

Other sizes and types of bags are available. Check our web site
for notion, handle, millinery and merchandise bags.

GF newsprint and packing tissue is an economical alternative for
void filling, wrapping and protection. It can be used as a
lightweight interleaving for product separation. Ideal for
economical cushioning and wrapping of fragile items. Can also
be used as protection against dust and dirt, dunnage material for
added protection and as movers’ packing material. Comes
securely packed in boxes or on easy to use rolls which fit
standard kraft paper dispensers.

Boxes and Packaging
Paper Products
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Paper Void Fill Products
   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 15990250        Padpak Fillpak SGL Paper TT15 #30                                                                                                                    $169.73    Bdl          65BD/SK 

v 15990258        Padpak 450' 3 Ply Export 30/30/30  SXP333R                                                                                                    $287.73    Roll          25RL/SKID 

v 15990260        SXP353J Length 1350' 9 Per Skid Jumbo                                                                                                           $929.40    Roll          9RL/SKID 

v 15990263        NOR SXL333R Padpack J. Paper                                                                                                                         $133.09    Roll            

Boxes and Packaging
Paper Products
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Ranpak Paper Fill Systems - An Environmentally Friendly Voidfill Option

Ranpak's PadPak and FillPak systems are the ideal choice if you need cushioning or void-fill to protect your product for
shipping. Ranpak's converters use multi-ply roll or single-ply fanfold kraft paper to create packaging material right on
your factory floor. Their materials are recyclable, renewable and biodegradable making them an environmentally
friendly alternative to traditional void-fill materials. 

PadPak Jr.

The PadPak Jr. converts 2 or 3-ply kraft paper into a cushioning pad for multiple
packaging applications. It is easy to operate and requires minimal operator
training. The pad is fed by raising the operator handle to the top position and
holding the handle there until the desired pad length is dispensed. The pad is cut
by lowering the operator handle to the bottom position.

The standard PadPak Jr. converter includes a head, former housing unit and
standard casters. 

Follow this link to see a video of the PadPak in action, or visit
gf.ca/ranpak for links to product videos and specification sheets.

FillPak TT System

Use the FillPak TT�system to create top and side void fill material from 15" single-
ply, fanfold paper. The TT converter quickly forms fanfolded kraft paper into an
efficient and effective void fill material to protect products in shipment. The
converter height and head angle is adjustable and easy to rotate for ease and
comfort while packing and loading paper. In addition, the small footprint of the
converter allows it to easily fit into areas with limited space. 

Follow this link to see a video of the FillPak TT in action, or visit
gf.ca/ranpak for links to product videos and specification sheets.

Versatile � Simple � Compact � Powerful � Economical
For more information, talk to your sales rep or call our support at 310-GFGF.

(Video)

(Video)



Plastic Products 
Poly Bags

Gusseted Stock Bags

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price      2000 +      4000 +  Per      Packaging

v 16010050        3 lb 5" x 2" x 11 1/2" 1 mil                                                                                              $33.18         $32.02         $30.42    1000        200/BX 2000/CS 

v 16010070        5 lb 5" x 3" x 13 1/2" 1 mil                                                                                              $50.73          47.56           45.66      1000        200/BX 2000/CS 

v 16010100        8 lb 7" x 3" x 15" 1 mil                                                                                                    $47.65         $45.98         $43.68    1000        200/BX 2000/CS 

v 16010110        10 lb 7" x3" x 20" 1 mil                                                                                                   $57.58         $55.56         $52.78    1000        200/BX 2000/CS 

v 16010120        11 lb 8" x4" x 18" 1 mil                                                                                                   $62.45         $60.26         $57.25    1000        200/BX 2000/CS 

v 16010130        12 lb 8" x4" x 20" 1 mil                                                                                                   $67.35         $64.98         $61.73    1000        200/BX 2000/CS 

v 16010133        13 lb 14" x 22" 1 mil                                                                                                        $81.11         $78.26         $74.35    1000        1000/CS 

v 16010140        15lb 14" x 22" 2 mil                                                                                                       $203.14       $192.98       $183.79    1000        500/CS 

v 16010150        21 lb 18" x 24" 2.75 mil                                                                                                 $280.75       $270.89       $257.35    1000        350/CS 

Layflat Stock Bags

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price      4000 +      6000 +  Per      Packaging

v 16010210        6" x 9" 2mil                                                                                                                     $22.71         $22.01         $20.73    1000        2000/CS 

v 16010220        6" x 10" 2 mil                                                                                                                  $35.62         $34.52         $32.52    1000        1000/CS 

v 16010226        7" x 12" 2 mil                                                                                                                  $44.13         $42.77         $40.29    1000        1000/CS 

v 16010240        9" x 12" 2 mil                                                                                                                  $45.46         $44.06         $41.51    1000        2000/CS 

v 16010255        10" x 15" 2 mil                                                                                                                $58.94         $57.12         $53.81    1000        1000/CS 

v 16010162        12" x 18" 2 mil                                                                                                              $101.17         $98.06         $92.38    1000        1000/CS 

v 16010294        14" x 22" 2 mil                                                                                                              $143.00       $140.11       $138.77    1000        1000/CS 

v 16010264        18" x 24" 2 mil                                                                                                              $183.76       $178.11       $167.78    1000        500/CS 

Durable, clear, open-top poly bags are ideal for storing, packing, shipping and
displaying 100’s of different items. The bags help keep dirt, dust, moisture and
contaminants away from products. They are approved for contact with food and
therefore are excellent for storing and packing different food items. Bags are
packed in a convenient self-dispensing box. 4 oz to 12 lb bags are gusseted. Can
be heat sealed.
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Prices can vary depending on a number of factors.

Prices for many packaging items are very sensitive to commodity costs and market conditions, so the
prices printed above are subject to change. You want to be sure that you’re getting the best possible prices
at all times and GF is committed to the pursuit of fair market pricing. 

Additionally all prices quoted in this catalogue are FOB our major branches. Regional prices on some
products may vary either up or down because of transportation costs.

You can always find current pricing for your region by setting up an account on our website at
www.gf.ca. Or contact your GF sales representative or call us toll free at 310-GFGF (310-4343.)



Reclosable Poly Bags

Reclosable Bags 2mil

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price      3000 +      6000 +  Per      Packaging

v 16020090        4" x 6"                                                                                                                             $28.90         $27.09         $24.77    1000        100/PKG 1000/CS 

v 16020110        5" x 7"                                                                                                                             $46.63         $43.72         $39.97    1000        100/PKG 1000/CS 

v 16020160        6" x 9"                                                                                                                             $38.82         $36.62         $35.29    1000        100/PKG 1000/CS 

v 16020190        8" x 10"                                                                                                                           $63.94         $60.32         $58.13    1000        100/PKG 1000/CS 

v 16020210        9" x 12"                                                                                                                           $68.77         $65.49         $63.48    1000        100/PKG 1000/CS 

v 16020230        10" x 12"                                                                                                                       $111.84       $105.51       $101.67    1000        100/PKG 1000/CS 

v 16020240        10" x 13"                                                                                                                         $96.80         $91.32         $88.00    1000        100/PKG 1000/CS 

v 16020260        12" x 15"                                                                                                                       $105.26       $100.00         $95.24    1000        100/PKG 1000/CS 

Reclosable Bags 4mil

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 16020215        9" x 12"                                                                                                                                                               $220.73    1000        100/PKG 1000/CS 

v 16020245        10" x 13"                                                                                                                                                             $258.24    1000        100/PKG 1000/CS 

Mattress and Furniture Bags
   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 16000905        King 76"X13.5"X99" 5mil                                                                                                                                    $308.90    Roll          20/RL 

v 16010511        Queen 61"X15"X96" 2mil                                                                                                                                 $5,197.40    1000        50/ROLL 

Popular reusable polyethylene bag with quick-zip
locking seal eliminates the use of twist ties, staples and
heat sealers. Store, ship, display or sell products and
inventory from small parts to fasteners in an organized,
attractive way. Clear plastic bags keep out dirt and
moisture. Reusable locking seal holds firmly.

GF Packaging stocks and sells regular-duty 2 mil,
heavy-duty 4 mil, with/without hang hole and ID write-
on block.

Boxes and Packaging
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Explore our complete line of plastic packaging.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Parts Bags

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price      3000 +      6000 +  Per      Packaging

v 16030005        4" x 6" x 2.5 mil                                                                                                               $28.58         $27.26         $26.06    1000        100/PK 2500/CS 

v 16030010        6" x 9" x 2.5 mil                                                                                                               $40.98         $39.09         $37.37    1000        100/PK 1000/CS 

v 16030020        9" x 12" x 2.5 mil                                                                                                             $79.50         $75.83         $72.49    1000        100/PK 1000/CS 

v 16030030        10" x 15" x 2.5 mil                                                                                                         $103.34         $98.57         $94.22    1000        100/PK 1000/CS 

T Shirt and Handle Bags

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price      5000 +    10000 +  Per      Packaging

v 16080009        12" x 7" x 22"                                                                                                                  $52.79         $48.48         $45.25    1000        2000/CS 

Polysheeting Stock Sizes

Standard

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 16040010        Light 102" x 177' 1500 SqFt                                                                                            $25.53         $24.06         $22.75    Roll          156RL/SK 

v 16045140        Medium 72" x 250' 1500 SqFt                                                                                         $45.16         $42.56         $40.24    Roll          90RL/SK 

v 16040030        Medium 102" x 177' 1500 SqFt                                                                                       $45.16         $42.56         $40.24    Roll          90RL/SK 

v 16040040        Medium 120" x 100'  1000 SqFt                                                                                      $24.08         $23.00         $22.33    Roll          156RL/SK 

v 16040050        Heavy 102" x 177' 1500 SqFt                                                                                          $65.18         $61.42         $58.07    Roll          72RL/SK 

v 16040060        Heavy 120" x 100' 1000 SqFt                                                                                          $38.65         $36.81         $35.68    Roll          110RL/SK 

v 16040085        Heavy  240" x 100' 2000 SqFt                                                                                         $79.71         $75.12         $71.02    Roll          53RL/SK 

v 16040065        Extra Heavy 120" x 100' 1000 SqFt                                                                                 $68.76         $64.79         $61.25    Roll          49RL/SK 

v 16040005        Utility Grade 102" x 177' 1500 SqFt                                                                                $23.33         $42.49         $40.15    Roll          225RL/SK 

Clear polyethylene plastic film. Ideal for general industrial, agricultural and
construction applications. Place over insulation to hold heat in, keep cold out.
Improves energy conservation, prevents structural moisture damage. Use over
concrete for curing purposes. Close in and protect construction products.
Cover floors and walls when sanding, painting, moving. Landscaping,
temporary greenhouse, pallet covering, weather barriers and many more uses.

GF handle bags are made with white polyethylene material. They are an
economical choice to hold parts, hardware, groceries, clothing, etc. The strong
gusseted bag resists punctures and tears. The large handles make carrying
goods easy. They are reusable and recyclable.

Our strong, durable 2.5 mil open top polyethylene parts bags are ideal for
storing, packing, shipping and displaying parts. The strong polyethylene
material holds heavy contents without tearing or ripping. The white write-on-
block accepts permanent markers, pens or grease pencils, allowing fast, easy
visual identification. The bag keeps moisture, dust and dirt away from
sensitive parts and products. Can be sealed with a bag sealer, twist ties, tape
or heat sealer. Custom printed and custom sized bags are available.
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Top Sheets and Pallet Covers

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            5 +          10 +  Per      Packaging

v 16041015        Standard Poly Pallet Top Cover 60"X60" 2 mil                                                                 $89.10         $82.88         $77.48    Roll          100SH/RL 30/SKID 

Polytubing Stock Sizes

Polytubing 4mil

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price        100 +        200 +  Per      Packaging

v 16050003        4" 4 mil                                                                                                                              $2.78           $2.68           $2.55    Lb            25LB/RL 

v 16050060        6" 4 mil                                                                                                                              $2.78           $2.68           $2.55    Lb            50LB/RL 

v 16050065        8"  4 mil                                                                                                                             $2.78           $2.68           $2.55    Lb            50LB/RL 

v 16050069        10" 4 mil                                                                                                                            $2.78           $2.68           $2.55    Lb            50LB/RL 

v 16050070        12" 4 mil                                                                                                                            $2.78           $2.68           $2.55    Lb            50LB/RL 

v 16050075        16" 4 mil                                                                                                                            $2.71           $2.61           $2.48    Lb            50LB/RL 

v 16050080        18" 4 mil                                                                                                                            $2.71           $2.61           $2.48    Lb            50LB/RL 

v 16050090        24" 4 mil                                                                                                                            $2.65           $2.56           $2.43    Lb            50LB/RL 

v 16050095        30" 4 mil                                                                                                                            $2.72           $2.62           $2.49    Lb            50LB/RL 

v 16050100        36" 4 mil                                                                                                                            $2.65           $2.56           $2.43    Lb            50LB/RL 

v 16050105        48" 4 mil                                                                                                                            $2.73           $2.64           $2.51    Lb            50LB/RL 100LB MIN 

Need specially sized bags for odd-shaped or extra-large products?
Polytubing on rolls is an excellent product for making bags. Just cut the
length you need, insert product and seal the ends for a custom fit every
time. Eliminates the need to stock an expensive variety of bags. 2 mil is
ideal for light-duty applications, 4 mil is the standard for heavy-duty
bagging and wrapping.

All-virgin, resin-approved for contact with food. Custom sizes and mil
thicknesses are available.

We also carry a complete line of polytubing dispensers. Call your sales
rep or customer support at 310-GFGF for more information.

Pallet covers and top sheets protect products from dust, dirt, moisture
and other environmental hazards. Bags easily slip over pallets and will
conform to different sizes and shapes. Can also be used to cover
machinery and other large containers. Top covers are normally applied
to top of pallet before stretch wrapping. This gives overall protection to
the load.
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Heat Sealers and Accessories

Desk Top Models

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 16080040        GF                                                               12" Desk Top Model                                                                   1 EA                                       $196.20      Each 

v 16080050        GF                                                               16" Desk Top Model                                                                   1 EA                                       $255.65      Each 

Floor Models

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   16080064        GF                                                               24" Foot Operated Floor Model                                                  1 EA                                       $792.58      Each 

Lumberwrap / Polywoven Bulk Bags
When kiln-dried lumber, plywood and other
finished wood products are wrapped, quality
control is extended through transportation,
distribution and even to the end-user.
Lumberwrap is a woven reinforced
polyethylene coated with two poly layers. This
treatment repels moisture which prevents
saturation of the finished product. It also
blocks light and reduces heat build-up which
reduces condensation and wood staining. It
has exceptional strength-to-weight ratio and
is designed to resist staple pullout and avoid
rips and tears.

We can provide you with custom printing and
labeling on your wrap.

An impulse sealer is used to close the open
edge of a bag. This simple process has just a
few steps: (1) place item in bag (2) use sealer
to make a new seam so contents are
completely encased.

Cutters are recommended when trying to size
a bag which is too large for the item or when
using bag tubing.

Impulse sealers are also called heat sealers
and are available in a variety of formats, such
as table-top, floor-model, manual, etc. Call us
to find out which model is right for you.
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Tying and Fastening 
Stapling Products
Plier Staplers

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 22010101        BOSTITCH                                                   P3 1/4" Fine Wire Light Duty                                                      1 EACH                                    $28.07      Each 

v 22010140        BOSTITCH                                                   B8P 1/4" - 3/8" Fine Wire Regular Duty                                     1 EACH                                    $49.08      Each 

v 22010110        BOSTITCH                                                   1/4" - 3/8" STCR Wire Heavy Duty                                             1 EACH                                    $61.23      Each 

v 22010170        RAPID                                                         1/4" - 1/2" 73/STCR Wire Heavy Duty                                        1 EACH                                    $31.62      Each 

Plier Staples

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 21020021       BOSTITCH                                                  STCR 5019 Series Power Crown  1/4”                                      6000/BX                                 $19.62     Box

v 21020030       BOSTITCH                                                  STCR 5019 Series Power Crown  3/8”                                      5000/BX                                 $19.76     Box

v 21020041       BOSTITCH                                                  STCR 5019 Series Power Crown  1/2”                                      5000/BX                                 $18.28     Box

v 21020055       BOSTITCH                                                  STCR 5019 Series Power Crown  9/16”                                    4000/BX                                 $19.32     Box

v 21020150        BOSTITCH                                                  P3  P3 1/4"                                                                                  5000/BOX                                  $5.32      Box 

v 21020380        BOSTITCH                                                   B8P 1/4" Power Crown                                                              5000/BOX 100BX/CS                 $7.50      Box 

v 21020390        BOSTITCH                                                   B8P 3/8" Power Crown                                                              5000/BOX 20BX/CS                 $13.11      Box 

Box Closing Staplers

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 22050075        BOSTITCH                                                   Pneumatic Strip 561 Series 5/8"-3/4"                                       1 EACH                                  $482.00      Each 

v 22060120        JK-HAUBOLD                                              561 Wide Crown Manual Foot Operated                                     1 EACH                                  $810.13      Each 

Pneumatic Hand Held Box Closing Stapler Foot Operated Box Closing Stapler

P3 Light Duty STCR Heavy Duty B8P Regular Duty

Boxes and Packaging
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Box Closing Staples

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price    10000 +    25000 +  Per      Packaging

v 21060060        561/15  5/8" Wide Crown                                                                                                  $6.96           $5.57           $4.88    1000        2500/BOX 

v 21060070        561/18  3/4" Wide Crown                                                                                                  $9.64           $7.71           $6.75    1000        2500/BOX 

Twine and Rope
Poly Tying Twine

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 38000030        180lb Tensile Strength 7000'                                                                                                                                 $47.53    Box          100BX/SK 

v 38000040        240lb Tensile Strength 5250'                                                                                                                                 $47.53    Box          100BX/SK 

v 38000115        Poly Tying Tape 1500'                                                                                                                                            $47.53    Box          100BX/SK 

General Purpose Rope

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            5 +          10 +  Per      Packaging

v 38010040        3/8" x 630'                                                                                                                       $55.91         $53.61         $52.18    Roll          64RL/SK 

v 38010030        5/16" x 975'                                                                                                                     $55.91         $53.61         $52.18    Roll          64RL/SK 

v 38010050        1/2" x 335'                                                                                                                       $55.91         $53.61         $52.18    Roll          64RL/SK 

Item # 38000070

l Waterproof lightweight polypropylene tying twine
l General purpose use in construction, industrial and packaging applications
l Lasts longer than other twines and ropes
l Resistant to chemicals, oils and grease
l Very high resistance to rot and mildew
l White and blue spiraled filaments won’t fray
l Self-dipensing 10 lb carton 

Wide crown staples for various makes and models of top and
bottom box closing staplers. JK staples fit 561 and C series
staplers.

Bostitch makes both strip and coil staples for the D series wide
crown staplers.

Item # 38010030

l Waterproof lightweight polypropylene rope
l General purpose use in construction, industrial, marine, safety and transport
l Resistant to chemicals, oils and grease
l Very high resistance to rot and mildew
l Floats in water
l Yellow spiraled filaments won’t fray
l Self-dispensing 10 lb carton 
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Wire Bar Ties

Black 16GA 2500 per Bundle

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 36000120                                                                         6" 16GA                                                                                      2500/BDL                                $68.18      Bdl 

v 36000140                                                                         8" 16GA                                                                                      2500/BDL                                $97.42      Bdl 

Copper 18GA 5000 per Bundle

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 36000300                                                                         4" 18GA                                                                                      5000/BDL                              $129.64      Bdl 

v 36000320                                                                         6" 18GA                                                                                      5000/BDL                              $172.90      Bdl 

v 36000330                                                                         7" 18GA                                                                                      5000/BDL                              $192.64      Bdl 

v 36000380                                                                         12" 18GA                                                                                    5000/BDL                              $294.84      Bdl 

Tools

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 36000280                                                                         Yankee Automatic Bar Tie Tensioner                                          1 EA                                         $39.76      Each 

Bar Ties Yankee Automatic Bar Tie Tensioner

Double loop wire ties are used in many industries and applications such as construction, bagging and bundling,
carpet and textiles, packaging and agriculture. The ties come in black annealed, galvanized and coppered wire
and are pliable, easy to twist but hard to break. Black annealed ties are for general purpose applications.
Galvanized ties are corrosion-resistant for long term service. Coppered ties are an attractive closure for produce,
plant nursery and ice bags.

GF Packaging stocks many different lengths of 16 ga black, 18 ga copper and 16 ga galvanized. Other gauges
and lengths are available.
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How to Order from GF

Online with our eCatalogue at www.gf.ca•
In store at any our 9 branch locations in Western Canada•
Fax or email to info@gf.ca•
Toll free by phone at 310-GFGF (310-4343)•



Cable Ties

Miniature/Intermediate Ties

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price      5000 +    10000 +    20000 +  Per      Packaging

v 36020010        4" 18lb Natural                                                                                              $22.77         $21.61         $21.04         $20.44    1000        1000/BG 

v 36020040        5" 18lb Weather Resistant Black                                                                  $32.57         $31.21         $29.86         $27.14    1000        1000/BG 

v 36020034        5.5" 18lb White                                                                                             $22.00         $21.00         $20.00         $18.00    1000        1000/BG 

v 36020030        5.5" 18 lb Natural                                                                                          $22.00         $21.00         $20.50         $20.00    1000        1000/BG 

Standard Cable Ties

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price      5000 +    10000 +    20000 +  Per      Packaging

v 36020070        7.5" 50lb Natural                                                                                           $51.86         $48.48         $46.95         $45.51    1000        1000/BG 

v 36020080        7.5" 50lbWeather Resistant Black                                                                $55.16         $51.57         $49.84         $48.41    1000        1000/BG 

v 36020110        11" 50lb Natural                                                                                            $82.82         $77.14         $75.49         $73.53    1000        500/BG 

v 36020120        11" 50lb Weather Resistant Black                                                                $88.82         $82.73         $80.19         $78.86    1000        500/BG 

v 36020140        14" 50lb Weather Resistant Black                                                              $116.57       $108.57       $105.85       $103.50    1000        500/BG 

v 36020130        14" 50lb Natural                                                                                          $123.04       $116.57       $113.17       $110.74    1000        500/BG 

Ladder Style Cable Ties

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price      5000 +    10000 +    20000 +  Per      Packaging

v 36020050        Ladder Style 7.1"  Natural                                                                             $37.02         $35.36         $33.84         $32.45    1000        1000/BG 

v 36020090        Ladder Style 11" Natural                                                                               $41.64         $39.78         $38.07         $36.51    1000        1000/BG 

Ladder style ties are designed to be more flexible than standard cable ties. They are a cost-effective solution for
light duty pairing, tagging, securing and bundling.

Cable ties are used everywhere: for securing and routing wire bundles, tagging, pairing, sealing, and a variety of
other applications. Standard and heavier duty cable ties are made from strong and resilient type 6/6 nylon
material with features such as rounded edges and bent tip design which make installation easy, accurate and
secure for almost any application.

In addition to traditional cable ties, we also offer a variety of specialty products, mounts and installation tools.
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Explore our complete line of tying and fastening products.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Swiftachment Products

Swiftachment Tools

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 37000022        AVERY                                                         Swiftachment Tool Mark III Pistol-Grip                                       1 EA                                         $36.32      Each 

Replacement Needles and Access

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 37000080        AVERY                                                         Standard                                                                                     4/PK                                          $7.33      Each 

Standard Fasteners

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 37000140        AVERY                                                         1" Natural                                                                                   5000/BX                                    $2.96      1000 

v 37000160        AVERY                                                         3" Natural                                                                                   5000/BX                                    $2.96      1000 

Heavy Duty Fasteners

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 37000120        AVERY                                                         1/2" Natural                                                                               5000/BX                                    $5.12      1000 

v 37000143        AVERY                                                         1" Natural                                                                                   5000/BX                                    $4.44      1000 

The most popular family of fasteners meets most attaching needs: Original polypropylene general purpose
attachments. Paddle style is used primarily for standard tag and ticket attaching, T-Ends for pairing, Hooks for
display and Hanging and Loops style, which is mainly for securing and packaging. There are 50 attachments per
clip and they have a tensile strength of 4 - 6 lbs.

Invented by Avery Dennison in the 1960’s, the Avery Dennison Swiftach fastening system revolutionized the
apparel and retail industries by producing a quick, safe and cost-effective method to attach price and brand tags
to garments.

Today, the Avery Dennison Swiftach brand fastener has ventured beyond tag attaching. You can find our products
in use in almost any market, in a wide variety of applications. If you’re using string, tape, thread, pins, staples,
glue, hooks or twist ties then you need to know more about Avery Dennison Swiftach fastening solutions.

Pistol Grip Tool Standard Fasteners Hook-Tach Fasteners Secur-a-Tie Fasteners
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Hook-Tach Fasteners

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price    10000 +    30000 +  Per      Packaging

v 37000121        1 1/2" Natural                                                                                                                    $9.67           $9.33           $8.87    1000        5000/BX 

Secur-A-Tie Fasteners

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            0 +            0 +  Per      Packaging

v 36020180        5" Natural                                                                                                                        $17.52         $16.53         $15.93    1000        5000/BX 

Elastic Bands
   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price          25 +        200 +  Per      Packaging

v 11110030        50mm x 1.7mm                                                                                                                  $5.72           $5.48           $5.26    Lb            1LB/BG 25LB/CS 

v 11110050        76mm x 1.7mm                                                                                                                  $5.72           $5.48           $5.26    Lb            1LB/BG 25LB/CS 

v 11110060        87mm x 1.7mm                                                                                                                  $5.72           $5.48           $5.26    Lb            1LB/BG 25LB/CS 

v 11110090        76mm x 3.0mm                                                                                                                  $5.72           $5.48           $5.26    Lb            1LB/BG 25LB/CS 

v 11110100        87mm x 3.0mm                                                                                                                  $5.72           $5.48           $5.26    Lb            1LB/BG 25LB/CS 

v 11110120        87mm x 6.0mm                                                                                                                  $5.72           $5.48           $5.26    Lb            1LB/BG 25LB/CS 

Paper/Plastic Twist Ties

Twist Ties

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price      4000 +      8000 +  Per      Packaging

v 36030040        Paper Twist Ties 4" White                                                                                                  $4.40           $4.09           $3.91    1000        2000/BDL 

v 36030050        Paper Twist Ties 7" White                                                                                                  $8.38           $7.79           $7.44    1000        2000/BDL 

v 36030070        Plastic Twist Ties 7"                                                                                                         $17.04         $15.87         $15.13    1000        1000/BDL 

Miscellaneous Products
Tag Fasteners

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            5 +          10 +  Per      Packaging

v 36030030        Tag Wires 12"                                                                                                                   $14.84         $13.06         $11.87    Bdl          1000/BDL 

Item # 36030030

l Light duty 26 gauge bright annealed wire
l Many different uses and applications
l Used to secure shipping tags 

We stock standard sizes and colours for twist ties, but other colours and sizes are available. Call your sales rep or
our customer support group at 310-GFGF.
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Cutters and Blades 
Cutters and Knives

Carton Cutters

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 02000100        OLFA                                                           Single Edged Blade                                                                    40/BX                                        $2.51      Each 

v 02990019        GF                                                               Carton Cutter Single Edged Blade Top Action                             12/BX 48BX/CS                           $.95      Each 

v 02990026        GF                                                               Klever Koncept Safety Carton Cutter 5-3/4"x1-1/2" Red           1 EA 100/BG 1000/CS               $3.10      Each 

Standard Blade Cutters

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 02000040        OLFA                                                           Stainless Steel Auto-Lock 9mm Blade                                       6/BX                                          $9.29      Each 

v 02000010        OLFA                                                           Slide-Lock 9mm Blade                                                               6/BX                                          $3.73      Each 

Heavy Duty Blade Cutters

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 02010252        GF                                                               Heavy Duty Cutter Econo Slide-Lock 18mm Blade                    48/CASE                                    $1.60      Each 

v 02010300        GF                                                               GF Branded Slide Lock 18mm Blade                                          1 EA 48/CS                                $1.45      Each 

v 02000091        OLFA                                                           Econo Slide-Lock 18mm Blade                                                  6/BX                                          $6.25      Each 

v 02000050        OLFA                                                           Wheel-Lock 18mm Blade                                                           6/BX                                          $9.29      Each 

v 02000060        OLFA                                                           Rubber Grip Wheel-Lock 18mm Blade                                       6/BX                                        $11.05      Each 

v 02000095        OLFA                                                           Rubber Grip Wheel-Lock 25mm Blade                                       6/BX                                        $14.69      Each 

v 02000087        OLFA                                                           HandSaver Auto-Lock 18mm Blade                                           6/BX                                        $12.62      Each 

v 02010253        GF                                                               Heavy Duty Cutters Safety 18mm Blade                                    6/BX                                        $16.13      Each 

Utility Knives

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 02010072        OTHER PRODUCTS                                      Utility Knife Grip Activated With Safety Lock                              300/CS                                      $3.00      Each 

Klever Cutter Heavy-Duty Wheel Lock Utility Knife Grip Activated Utility Knife

Boxes and Packaging
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See our complete line of cutters, scissors, blades and
accessories. Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of
our marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Other Cutters/Scraper/Scissors

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 02000165        OLFA                                                           Safety Auto Retractable 18mm Blade                                        6/BX                                        $10.10      Each 

v 02000180        OLFA                                                           Stainless Steel Scissors Serrated Edge 7"                                6/BX                                        $31.51      Each 

Blades and Accessories
Break Off Blades

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 02020030        OLFA                                                           Heavy Duty BreakOff Blades 18mm                                           10/PK 6PK/CS                           $6.93      Pkg 

v 02020090        OLFA                                                           Extra Heavy Duty BreakOff Blades 25mm                                  5/PK 6PK/CS                             $7.47      Pkg 

v 02020020        OLFA                                                           Standard BreakOff Blades 9mm                                                 50/PK 6PK/CS                         $20.29      Pkg 

v 02020025        OLFA                                                           Standard BreakOff Blades UltraMax 9mm                                 50/PK 6PK/CS                         $24.05      Each 

v 02020040        OLFA                                                           Heavy Duty BreakOff Blades 18mm                                           50/PK 6PK/CS                         $26.98      Pkg 

v 02990015        OLFA                                                           Extra Heavy Duty BreakOff Blades 25mm                                  20/PK                                      $25.51      Pkg 

v 02999966        OLFA                                                           Standard BreakOff Stainless Blades 9mm                                 50/PK 6PK/CS                         $28.42      Pkg 

v 02020043        OLFA                                                           Heavy Duty BreakOff Blades Ultramax 18mm                            50/PK 6PK/CS                         $30.75      Pkg 

v 05363503        STANLEY                                                     Blades SnapOff Heavy Duty 18mm                                            50/PK                                      $20.07      Each 

Specialty Blades

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 02000175        OLFA                                                           Safety Knife Blade Olfa SK-4                                                      10/PK 6PK/CS                           $7.44      Pkg 

Boxes and Packaging
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Why shop GF online?

Access the complete GF product line•
Safe, fast and efficient service•
Search by brand, product or keyword•
Place purchase orders and find stock availability•
Track the status of your orders•
Get easy access to billing and account information.•

www.gf.ca



This section contains all
your requirements for
tape products plus
related equipment.

Tape
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CYNCH Packaging Tape
Packaging or box sealing tape is primarily
designed to provide quick, inexpensive
closure to a carton. Like masking, duct and
filament tape, it can be used in many
different applications and comes in different
performance grades and price points. Our
catalogue contains only a few of the many
choices available. Contact us for other
brands, colours and sizes. Machine length
rolls are intended to go on semi-automatic
and automatic case-sealing equipment.

CYNCH Tape Dispensers
These rugged dispensers are suitable for general-purpose use. They seal
cartons easily and secure tape with a smooth, one-handed motion. A serrated
multi-tooth blade cuts the tape quickly and easily while an adjustable brake
keeps tension on the tape to prevent slipping and wrinkling.

See page 38

See page 49
Great quality•
Great value•
Great service•

CYNCHY
When you need a helping hand. 

Look for our CYNCH mascot throughout this
catalogue. He will point you towards helpful
links and videos where you can get more
information about our product line. And ask
your sales rep about a real CYNCHY.

CYNCH is a line of high-quality yet economical packaging supplies and
materials available exclusively from GF. Our comprehensive CYNCH
product line offers you the quality you need and the value you expect. GF
and CYNCH - the perfect partnership for all your packaging needs.

Make your next packaging job a CYNCH!



Packaging Tape 

Standard Grade

Hand Roll

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price     1 Case   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 35000321        369 48mmx100m Clear                                                                                   $2.83           $2.57           $2.51           $2.45    Roll          36RL/CS 

v 35000315        369 48MM x 132M Clear                                                                                 $2.72           $2.45           $2.39           $2.34    Roll          48RL/CS 1920/SK 

v 35000311        369 72MM x 100M Clear                                                                                 $3.49           $2.90           $2.60           $2.50    Roll          24RL/CS 

Machine Length

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price     1 Case   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 35010330        6100 48MM X 914M Clear                                                                             $16.90         $15.36         $14.08         $12.99    Roll          6RL/CS 48CS/SKID 

v 35010320        6100 48MM x 1828M Clear                                                                           $27.55         $24.53         $24.11         $23.88    Roll          4RL/CS 

v 35010103        369 48MM X 1828M Clear                                                                             $30.43         $27.09         $26.37         $25.52    Roll          4RL/CS 45CS/SK 

v 35010100        369 72MM x 914M Clear                                                                               $37.26         $33.87         $31.05         $28.66    Roll          4RL/CS 

Packaging or box sealing tape is primarily designed to provide quick, inexpensive closure to a carton. Like
masking, duct and filament tape, it can be used in many different applications and comes in different
performance grades and price points. Our catalogue contains only a few of the many choices available. Contact
us for other brands, colours and sizes. Machine length rolls are intended to go on semi-automatic and automatic
case-sealing equipment.

Standard grade packaging tape is the most economical and common product for carton sealing and general
packaging use. These tapes have excellent aging properties and adhere well to all types of corrugated cartons
and other substrates. The hotmelt adhesives give superior initial tack and good long term adhesion. Ideal for light
to medium-duty non-critical packaging applications.

Tape
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Cynch Packaging Tape

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price     1 Case   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 35000310        CYNCH 48MM x 100M Clear                                                                            $2.06           $1.82           $1.72           $1.64    Roll          36RL/CS 2160/SK 

v 35000312        CYNCH 48MM x 100M Tan                                                                               $2.06           $1.82           $1.72           $1.64    Roll          36RL/CS 2160/SK 

v 35000316        CYNCH 72MM x 100M Clear                                                                            $3.23           $3.02           $2.95           $2.90    Roll          24RL/CS 60CS/SK 

v 35000317        CYNCH 72MM x 200M Clear                                                                            $6.82           $6.14           $6.00           $5.90    Roll          24RL/CS 48CS/SK 

Industrial Grade
Hand Rolls

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price     1 Case   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 35000080        7100 48MM x 100M Clear                                                                               $2.84           $2.18           $2.09           $2.03    Roll          36RL/CS 2160/SKID 

v 35000085        7100 72MM x 100M Clear                                                                               $4.42           $3.40           $3.25           $3.16    Roll          24RL/CS 

v 35000227        371 48MM x 100M Clear                                                                                 $3.95           $2.66                                          Roll          36RL/CS 

v 35000220        371 72MM x 100M Clear                                                                                 $7.92                                                             Roll          24RL/CS 

Machine Length

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 35010060        371 Industrial Grade 48MM x 1828M Clear                                                                                                           $49.03    Roll          4RL/CS 45CS/SKID 

v 35010057        Packing Tape 371 Industrial Grade 72MMX1500M Clear                                                                                     $104.04    Roll          4RL/CS 

Low Temperature

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price     1 Case   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 35000179        305 Gen. Purpose 48MMX100M Clear                                                            $2.98           $2.81           $2.63           $2.40    Roll          36RL/CS 

v 35000180        302 Gen. Purpose 48MMX100M Clear                                                            $3.96           $3.59           $3.41           $3.29    Roll          36RL/CS 

v 35010068        305 Box Sealing 72MMX914M Clear                                                             $36.86         $33.50         $31.85         $30.71    Roll          4RL/CS 

Industrial-grade packaging tape is designed for single-strip top and bottom closure of cartons. It is ideal for
medium to heavy duty sealing applications. The rubber based adhesive adheres quickly to carton surfaces and
resists tearing, splitting, aging and U/V light. Excellent long term adhesion to cardboard. Available in manually
applied and machine grade tapes.

Low-temperature carton sealing tape is designed with an acrylic adhesive that performs very well in a cold, damp
environment. It is ideal for food processing plants, freezer applications or anywhere else where temperature is a
factor. The acrylic adhesive also provides excellent performance with recycled corrugated, because of its very
high initial tack which instantly grabs the recycled fibres.

Tape
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Explore our complete line of packaging tape.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



PVC High Performance

Hand Roll

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price     1 Case   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 35000110        48MM x 66M Clear                                                                                          $3.50           $2.92           $2.81           $2.69    Roll          72RL/CS 48CS/SKID 

v 35000120        48MM x 66M Tan                                                                                             $3.50           $2.92           $2.81           $2.69    Roll          72RL/CS 

v 35000130        48MM x 66M White                                                                                         $3.50           $2.92           $2.81           $2.69    Roll          72RL/CS 

This heavy-duty high performance quiet release tape is
designed for moisture-resistant packaging and sealing.
It provides a high-impact waterproof seal for virtually
every kind of carton packing. PVC holds tight in hot or
cold weather over long periods of time, even on wax or
plastic coated surfaces. Ideal for medium to heavy
single or double wall cartons. Conforms easily around
edges and over rough surfaces. It also comes off the roll
almost silently, so it is great where low noise is required.
Approved for indirect food contact.

Tape
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Taping Machines

GF sells, installs and maintains a
complete line of automatic and semi-
automatic case sealers.  Please see the
end of this section for some popular
examples. Call your sales rep or our
customer support department at 310-
GFGF (4343) for more information. We
can help you make the right decision on
a taper.



Stock Printed Tape

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price     1 Case   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 33020010        Fragile H/W Care 48MMx66M                                                                         $3.90           $3.11           $3.05           $3.00    Roll          72RL/CS 

v 33000020        Packing Slip Enclosed 48MMx66M                                                                 $5.46           $4.55           $4.33           $4.20    Roll          72RL/CS 

Tamper Proof Printed Tape

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   33000065        PAKMARK                                                   Caution 48MM x 66M Red on White                                           72RL/CS                                    $5.05      Roll 

   33000075        PAKMARK                                                   If Tape is Broken 48MMx66M Red on White                               72RL/CS                                    $3.50      Roll 

Custom Printed Tape

When shipping your product, why not close it with custom
printed tape that has your company’s logo on it?  Printed tape
spotlights your company, product, or logo from the time the
carton leaves your plant until it reaches the consumer.

Print colors are vibrant and highly noticeable•
Reduces inventory costs – eliminates the need to carry•
large inventories of printed boxes 
Easily identifiable and traceable method for shipping,•
storage and for product identification 
Tamper-evident – noticeable when cut; cannot be removed•
or replaced without detection 
Can alert or warn of important handling requirements •
Marketing and advertising tool to reinforce your brand•
visibility 

Put Advertising on your Packages at a Low Cost...

Your message/logo can be printed in up to three colours on high quality PVC or polypropylene packaging tape.
Both hand rolls and machine length are printable.  

Stock printed tape can be used to identify the contents
of a package immediately. It comes with pre-printed
messages regarding handling, security and other
general information. Printed tape also reduces the risk of
damage by identifying fragile items. Tamper-proof tape
is highly visible and will discourage pilferage as it is
easily detectable if broken and resealed. These products
are available in both PVC and polypropylene and with
many messages and warnings. Printed red ink on white
tape unless otherwise indicated.

Tape
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Masking Tape 

General Purpose

Standard Grade

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price     1 Case   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 31000360        203 18MM x 55M                                                                                            $2.00           $1.89           $1.79           $1.71    Roll          48RL/CS 

v 31000370        203 24MM x 55M                                                                                            $2.34           $2.27           $2.21           $2.14    Roll          36RL/CS 

v 31000380        203 36MM x 55M                                                                                            $3.56           $3.26           $3.16           $3.01    Roll          24RL/CS 

v 31000390        203 48MM x 55M                                                                                            $4.55           $4.41           $4.28           $4.09    Roll           24RL/CS 

v 31000400        203 72MM x 55M                                                                                            $6.52           $6.01           $5.83           $5.58    Roll          12RL/CS 

Standard grade masking tape is best suited for light to medium duty holding and bundling. Can also be used for
non-critical paint masking and is recommended for indoor use only. Good conformability - maintains integrity
when formed around a corner and resists slivering when removing. The synthetic rubber based adhesive hi-tack
adhesive is formulated to resist lifting and curling. Other brands and sizes as well as premium grades of masking
tape are available.

Masking tape was designed specifically to “mask” off surfaces that were not to be painted or coated. Today it is
used in countless applications to seal, bundle, mark and even mask a myriad of different products. Masking tape
has evolved into many performance, application and price groups.

NOTE: All masking tapes should be thoroughly evaluated and tested by the user under actual use conditions with
intended substrates and paints/coatings being used to determine the suitability of the application to the tape.

Tape
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High Temperature

Industrial Grade

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price     1 Case   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 31000495        231 48MM x 55M                                                                                          $15.44         $13.99         $13.72         $13.50    Roll          24RL/CS 

v 31000492        231 18MM x 55M                                                                                            $6.41           $5.41           $5.32           $5.24    Roll          48RL/CS 

Painters Grade\Safe Release

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price     1 Case   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 31010205        109 24MM x 55M Bulk Green                                                                          $3.36           $2.83           $2.71           $2.62    Roll          36RL/CS 

v 31010208        109 48MM x 55M Bulk Green                                                                          $6.71           $5.66           $5.42           $5.23    Roll          24RL/CS 

General grade painters tapes are designed to be used for
indoor paint masking applications. These tapes have a
specially formulated adhesive that has a quick initial tack with
low long-term adhesion. Removes easily from freshly painted
surfaces and leaves no residue. Most are coloured to help
achieve a professional “edge” and easy removal. Tuck 309 is
bright green for improved visibility and can be used on freshly
painted surfaces. Can be used outdoors if not exposed to
sunlight.

High-temperature masking tape is made of high-strength crepe paper with a natural rubber adhesive designed to
withstand medium to high-temperature paint bake ovens. 3M 231 is a high performance industrial grade hi-
temperature capable masking tape. It is ideally suited for paint masking on autos, aircraft, boats and trucks.
Excellent conformability and thinness which is beneficial in reducing paint build-up on the edges. Resists
temperatures up to 300 degrees F.

Tape
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It’s not always easy to figure out the right masking
tape. Follow this QR Code for a brief 3M video on
choosing the right tape from their industrial line.(Video)

Prices can vary depending on a number of factors.

Prices for many packaging items are very sensitive to commodity costs and market conditions, so the
prices printed above are subject to change. You want to be sure that you’re getting the best possible prices
at all times and GF is committed to the pursuit of fair market pricing. 

Additionally all prices quoted in this catalogue are FOB our major branches. Regional prices on some
products may vary either up or down because of transportation costs.

You can always find current pricing for your region by setting up an account on our website at
www.gf.ca. Or contact your GF sales representative or call us toll free at 310-GFGF (310-4343.)



Filament Tape 
Standard Grade

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price     1 Case   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 30000200        8934 12MM x 55M                                                                                          $1.68           $1.39           $1.31           $1.28    Roll          72RL/CS 64CS/SK 

v 30000210        8934 18MM x 55M                                                                                          $2.28           $1.90           $1.85           $1.75    Roll          48RL/CS 64CS/SK 

v 30000220        8934 24MM x 55M                                                                                          $3.12           $2.60           $2.48           $2.39    Roll          36RL/CS 

v 30000240        8934 48MM x 55M                                                                                          $5.80           $4.83           $4.64           $4.45    Roll          24RL/CS 48CS/SK 

Standard grade filament tape is the most economical and widely used filament tape. It is an excellent choice for
everyday use. This filament tape is designed for medium to heavy duty bundling, palletizing and reinforcing. It has
very good shear and tensile strength, ages well and has good long term adhesion properties. Can be used
outdoors but has no UV protection properties and will leave residue on products. We offer many more grades than
are listed here and can help you find the right fit for any application you may have.
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Explore our complete line of filament tape.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Gum Tape 

Standard Kraft

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price          10 +          30 +          50 +  Per      Packaging

v 32000030        Medium Duty 72MM x 175M Natural                                                          $127.36       $107.77       $103.10       $100.07    Case        10RL/CS 

Reinforced Kraft

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price          10 +          20 +          30 +  Per      Packaging

v 32025000        75MM x 450' Natural                                                                                   $151.79       $140.96       $137.84       $135.16    Case        10RL/CS 

   32025005        75MM x 450' White                                                                                     $167.12       $155.19       $152.18       $148.81    Case        10RL/CS 

Reinforced tape is also made with white or brown kraft paper but is crisscrossed with glass fibres which increase
the strength and durability of the tape. It is an ideal two strip top/bottom carton sealer for medium to heavy
weight cartons.

Standard gum tape is made from white or brown kraft paper with an adhesive backing. When the adhesive is
moistened with water, it is ready to use. It is ideal for packing and unitizing lightweight cartons and containers.

Gummed tapes are designed to adhere to and reinforce all types of paper containers. The adhesive is designed to
penetrate the container board, making the tape and case essentially a single unit which creates a tamper-proof
seal. Because they use a starch-based adhesive paper, gummed tapes are excellent performers in hot, cold, dirty
and dusty environments. Ideal for food products packaging.

Gum tapes can be custom printed. Please call us for more information.
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Duct Tape 
Standard Grade Cloth

Silver/Grey

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 29000040        POLYKEN                                                     203 48MM x 55M Silver                                                             24RL/CS                                    $7.33      Roll 

v 29000594        INTERTAPE                                                  AC10 48MM x 55M Silver                                                           24RL/CS                                    $7.31      Roll 

v 29000050        POLYKEN                                                     203 72MM x 55M Silver                                                             16RL/CS                                  $12.20      Roll 

Black

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 29000090        POLYKEN                                                     203 48MM x 55M Black                                                             24RL/CS                                    $7.12      Roll 

v 29000100        POLYKEN                                                     203 72MM x 55M Black                                                             16RL/CS                                  $12.20      Roll 

Standard grade duct tape is the perfect choice for a
variety of general maintenance activities. Ideal for
wrapping, bundling and sealing surfaces from dust, dirt
and moisture. It has an aggressive rubber based
adhesive that bonds to almost any surface. It has good
water and tear resistance and conforms well to corners
and curves.

Some of its many uses are: heating and air conditioning
duct sealing, packaging, sound dampening, moisture
proofing, splicing, insulation applications, sand-blast
masking, line wrapping, temporary plumbing repairs and
carpet-pad seaming.
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Explore our complete line of duct tape.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.

How to Order from GF

Online with our eCatalogue at www.gf.ca•
In store at any our 9 branch locations in Western Canada•
Fax or email to info@gf.ca•
Toll free by phone at 310-GFGF (310-4343)•



Double-Coated Tape 

Adhesive Transfer Tapes 
Adhesive Transfer Gun Tape

General Purpose

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price     1 Case   3 Cases   5 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 34002390        924 12MM x 33M 2mil                                                                                    $6.70           $6.08           $5.78           $5.58    Roll          72RL/CS 

v 34002397        924 12MM x 55M 2mil                                                                                  $10.36           $9.41           $8.95           $8.63    Roll          72RL/CS 

v 34002400        924 19MM x 33M 2mil                                                                                    $8.64           $7.85           $7.52           $7.19    Roll          48RL/CS 

Adhesive transfer gun tapes offer clean, easy
application with virtually no waste. They are used in a
hand-held applicator that allows you to apply a neat,
uniform strip of clean, dry adhesive each and every
time. There is no mess or cleanup.The release liner is
wound inside the applicator/dispenser during use. The
applicators do not require electricity or air to operate
and fit easily and comfortably in your hand.

Double coated tapes provide easy handling during
assembly operations. Carriers including paper,
polyester and vinyl are combined with rubber or
acrylic adhesives to match a variety of bonding needs.
Some of these tapes can be considered where the
clean removal of tape is desired.

Double coated film tape is a high tack hand-tearable
polyethylene film with a very high tack rubber based
adhesive. It is ideal for use with metals, plastics and
glass. Double coated paper tapes are best used with
paper corrugated materials.
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Explore our line of other specialty tapes.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Other Tapes 
Bag Sealing Tape

Seals more tightly than elastics and twist ties•
PVC film resists turning brittle with age•

Coloured Vinyl Tape
For colour identification, lane marking, safety coding,•
decorating, striping on vehicles, masking, abrasion,
splicing, wrapping
Highly conformable and is resistant to aging, sun,•
water, fungus, bacteria, oil, acids, alkalids and
corrosive chemicals.

Flatback Tape
For splicing, core starting, end tabbing, bundling,•
holding and heavy-duty carton sealing
Can be torn easily; no need for a dispenser; can be•
applied in cold, humid environments. 
Use any pen or marker to write directly on the tape.•

Caution and Hazard Tapes
Identify safety areas, physical hazards, traffic areas•

Aluminum Foil Tape
Aluminum backing provides excellent heat and light•
reflection, making it ideal for a variety of uses such as
HVAC applications
Permanent high-tack adhesives provide a long-lasting•
moisture and vapour-resistant barrier on heating and
air-handling systems

Electrical Tape
For splicing wire and repairs to junction boxes;•
excellent memory & is waterproof; 
Rubber-based, solvent-spread, non-corrosive•
adhesive, helps protect against corrosion

Stretchable Tape
For unitizing pallets and various bundling applications;•
can be used to stabilize products for storage or short
haul loads
When optimally stretched, the tape can be easily•
removed without damage to boxes and graphics as it
loses its tack; conforms tightly to irregular surfaces.

Sheathing & Stucco Tape
Used as a sealer and tape when overlapping and•
splicing insulation; adheres to many types of plastic

Call 310-GFGF or go to www.gf.ca for details on
these specialty tapes.

Coloured Vinyl Tape

Bag Sealing Tape

Tape
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Protective Products 

3M PolyMask Tape 
PolyMask tape is designed to mask and protect substrates
and products while they are being produced, assembled,
warehoused, shipped or installed. Scratching, marring,
chipping, UV and weather damage can all be reduced or
prevented with the application of easily removable
PolyMask products.

PolyMask is ideal surface protection for metals, appliances
and electronics, graphics, glass, furniture and cabinets,
carpets and flooring, automotive and RV or anywhere else
temporary surface protection is required.

3M PolyMask comes in standard roll lengths of 1000’.
Standard widths are 48”, 60” and 72”. All tapes can be
custom slit for width in 1/2” increments from 2” - 72”.
There are small minimum orders for slitting.

Many factors can affect the use and performance
of a 3M™ Protective Tape in a particular
application: 

Surface texture of substrate •
Surface preparation of substrate •
Method and conditions of tape application •
Time and environmental conditions •
Storage conditions •

There are four basic steps for product selection:
Determine the appropriate film backing. •
Determine the best overall adhesive range needed•
to protect your substrate. 
Determine surface compatibility to be protected. •
Test for desired performance. •

At GF, we can help you select the right product for
your needs.

It is essential that you evaluate the 3M Protective Tape to
determine whether it is suitable for your particular
purpose. Your GF sales representative and 3M can help
you decide which polymask product is right for you.

Tape
Protective Products
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Tape Dispensers and Parts 

Packaging Tape Dispensers

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 28000035        CYNCH                                                        Regular Duty 48MM                                                                   40/CS                                      $13.61      Each 

v 28000075        CYNCH                                                        A1 HD With Magnet 48MM                                                         1 EA 30DISP/CASE                  $21.80      Each 

Gum Tape Dispensers

28000035 28000075

Electric 6” - 45” LengthsManual Lever Operated 36MM - 75MM

    Item No     Brand             Packaging            List Price   Per

v   28030065      GF                         1 EA                               $1,677.52     Each 

    Item No     Brand             Packaging            List Price   Per

v   28030040      GF                         1 EA                                  $485.58     Each 

Tape
Tape Dispensers and Parts
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Miscellaneous Tape Dispensers
Filament Dispensers & Parts

Adhesive Transfer Disp & Parts

Item # 28000020

l Dispenser to accommodate filament or strapping tape
l Can take up to 1” (24mm) wide 3” core tape
l Handle serves as brake if required by user
l Replacement blades are available 

      Item No.        Description                             List Price    Per

 v   28000010           Plastic 24MM                                             $10.95      Each 

Item # 28020021

l Can be used with different adhesive transfer tapes for a wide
variety of uses

l Great for framing pictures and added dust covers to frames
l Allows you to apply a neat, uniform strip of clean dry adhesive
l Adhesive transfer gun tapes offer clean, easy application
l Bond, join, mount or laminate materials 

      Item No.        Description                             List Price    Per

 v   28020021           ATG700 Applicator                                     $74.90      Each 

Tape
Tape Dispensers and Parts
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Explore our complete line of dispensers.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Taping Machines 
GF Packaging offers a full line of 3M case sealers that can improve productivity and reduce operating costs at the
end of a packaging line. Case sealers are designed to help increase plant safety, reduce labour costs and
decrease downtime (versus hand taping or stapling.)

3M case sealers are available in models ranging from low cost semi-automatic uniform box-size systems to fully-
automatic random-size systems. Please contact a GF Packaging representative for more information or to arrange
a demonstration.

Tape
Taping Machines
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3M-Matic™ Adjustable Case Sealer a80/a80-3
Affordability, productivity, and versatility come together in a rugged compact unit.  Located on each
side of the 3M-Matic™ Adjustable Case Sealer a80, traction-grip drive belts center and stabilize
boxes for consistent, accurate sealing on top and bottom of uniformly-sized RSCs. Seal a range of
box sizes with quick, easy adjustments.  Seals up to 30 cases per minute!

Dual masts for taping head stability•

Reliable motor drives for•
dependability with cases up to 65
pounds (29.5 kg)

Designed for use with 36-48mm•
(1.5”-2”) Scotch® Box Sealing Tapes;
model a80-3 is available for use with
72mm (3”) tape

Centrally-located emergency stop for•
quick and easy access

Laced belt construction with traction•
grip for reliable feeding and easy
replacement

Epoxy powder painted surface for in-•
plant durability

Options: Locking casters, infeed and exit conveyors, t-table attachment, box hold down
attachment, and compression rollers to push flaps together for a better tape seal.

3M™ AccuGlide™ Taping Head 2+ for
low impact sealing that protects cases

Optional t-table packing station
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3M-Matic™ Adjustable Case Sealer 200a/200a3
Productivity and performance – bringing it all together in two sturdy, space-saving units for 2" or 3"
tape application: Seals up to 40 cases per minute!

Gear motor and bottom belt drive•
shift-after-shift dependability with
cases up to 85 pounds

Dual masts with twin lead screws•
for greater stability of taping head

Consistent top and bottom sealing•
of RSCs with quick, easy
adjustments for a wide range of
case heights and widths

Compression rollers to close flaps•
before taping

3M™AccuGlide™3 Taping Head•
for low impact sealing that protects
cases while providing greater
throughput*

Side guides adjustable to center•
cases of various widths for the full
length of the unit

Emergency stop positioned for•
quick and easy access 

Laced belts with traction grip for•
reliable feeding and easy
replacement

Options shown: Low tape indicator light staff,
infeed and exit conveyors, locking casters

* Follow the QR code for a video of the features and benefits of the 3M™AccuGlide™3 Taping Head

(Video)



This section contains all
your steel and plastic
strapping needs,
including power
strapping equipment.

Steel and 
Plastic Strapping
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Steel and Plastic Strapping
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CYNCH Steel Strapping

Regular-duty strapping is designed to be used in light to medium-duty
applications like package reinforcement, unitizing, bundling, palletizing and box
closure equipment.

Hi-tensile is designed to be used in medium to heavy-duty applications where
high break-strength, extra shock-resistance and elongation (stretch) are required.

See pages 55-56

Great quality•
Great value•
Great service•

CYNCHY
When you need a helping hand. 

Look for our CYNCH mascot throughout this
catalogue. He will point you towards helpful
links and videos where you can get more
information about our product line. And ask
your sales rep about a real CYNCHY.

CYNCH is a line of high-quality yet economical packaging supplies and
materials available exclusively from GF. Our comprehensive CYNCH
product line offers you the quality you need and the value you expect. GF
and CYNCH - the perfect partnership for all your packaging needs.

Make your next packaging job a CYNCH!



Steel Strapping 

Regular Tensile Strength

Cynch Coils

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price        165 +        330 +  Per      Packaging

v 23030610        1/2" x .020 CYNCH                                                                                                           $32.50         $30.90         $29.45    10 Kg      55KG/CL 

v 23030620        5/8" x .020 CYNCH                                                                                                           $32.50         $30.90         $29.45    10 Kg      55KG/CL 

v 23030640        3/4" x .020 CYNCH                                                                                                           $32.50         $30.90         $29.45    10 Kg      55KG/CL 

v 23030650        3/4" x .023 CYNCH                                                                                                           $32.50         $30.90         $29.45    10 Kg      55KG/CL 

Steel strapping is normally shipped in coils that have an approximate weight of 55 kg. The weight of
individual coils will vary. In most cases coils are shipped on pallets, 12 coils to a pallet. Total skid weight
may also vary.

Regular-duty strapping is made of low carbon cold-rolled steel under rigid quality control guidelines. It is
designed to be used in light to medium-duty applications like package reinforcement, unitizing, bundling,
palletizing and box closure.

Precise uniformity in width, gauge and finish ensures trouble-free operation with automatic strapping machines
and pneumatic or manual strapping tools. The strapping is painted with a high-quality coating to resist corrosion
and is uniformly waxed to ensure ease of operation in all strapping tools and equipment.

Steel and Plastic Strapping
Steel Strapping
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Hi Tensile Strength

Cynch Coils

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price        165 +        330 +  Per      Packaging

v 23030825        5/8" x .020 CYNCH                                                                                                           $37.66         $35.89         $34.28    10 Kg      55KG/CL 

v 23030840        3/4" x .020 CYNCH                                                                                                           $37.66         $35.89         $34.28    10 Kg      55KG/CL 

v 23030845        3/4" x .023 CYNCH                                                                                                           $37.66         $35.89         $34.28    10 Kg      55KG/CL 

v 23030869        1 1/4" x .029 CYNCH                                                                                                        $36.05         $34.28         $31.21    10 Kg      55KG/CL 

Signode Coils

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price        165 +        330 +  Per      Packaging

v 23010010        1/2" x .020                                                                                                                       $39.60         $37.66         $35.89    10 Kg      55KG/CL 12CL/SK 

v 23010060        3/4" x .025                                                                                                                       $37.12         $35.30         $33.64    10 Kg      55KG/CL 12CL/SK 

v 23010065        3/4" x .029                                                                                                                       $43.45         $42.39         $41.33    10 Kg      55KG/CL 12CL/SK 

v 23010100        1 1/4" x .035                                                                                                                    $36.05         $34.99         $33.93    10 Kg      55KG/CL 20CL/SK 

v 23010120        2" x .044                                                                                                                          $30.22         $28.74         $27.39    10 Kg      55KG/CL 15CL/SK 

Zinc Coated and Other Strap

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price        165 +        330 +  Per      Packaging

v 23020051        Strap High Tensile Zinc 3/4" x .025                                                                                  $42.79         $40.03         $37.61    10 Kg      55KG/CL 12CL/SK 

v 23010014        Strap High Tensile Zinc 3/4" x .029                                                                                  $46.88         $43.85         $41.20    10 Kg      55KG/CL 12CL/SK 

Zinc coated strapping is available in both regular-duty and heavy-duty high tensile. It has all the properties of
standard strapping with the added advantage of greater rust and corrosion resistance than regular painted
material.

Heavy-duty high tensile strapping is made of high carbon heat-treated cold-rolled steel. It is designed to be used
in medium to heavy-duty applications where high break-strength, extra shock-resistance and elongation (stretch)
are required. This Strap is AAR approved for transport on rail.

Precise uniformity in width, gauge and finish ensures trouble-free operation with automatic strapping machines
and pneumatic or manual strapping tools. The strapping is painted with a high-quality coating to resist corrosion
and is uniformly waxed to ensure ease of operation in all strapping tools and equipment.

Steel and Plastic Strapping
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Explore our complete line of steel strapping products.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Plastic and Cord Strapping 
Standard Polypro Strapping

5mm - 6mm (1/4”) Plastic Strap

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            2 +            4 +          12 +  Per      Packaging

v 25030810        5mm 130lb 8"x8" Core 23000' White                                                           $79.49         $76.60         $74.80         $73.91    Coil          2CL/BX 24CL/SK 

v 25030470        6mm 200lb 8"x8" Core 18000' White                                                         $113.45       $109.33       $107.19       $105.49    Coil          24CL/SK 

8mm - 9mm (3/8”) Plastic Strap

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            2 +            4 +          12 +  Per      Packaging

v 25030500        9mm 300lb 8"x 8" Core 12900' White                                                          $75.66         $72.69         $71.52         $70.61    Coil          1CL/BX 24CL/SK 

   25030502        3/8" 300LB 8"x8" Core 12900' Yellow                                                          $84.02         $80.72         $79.62         $78.42    Coil          1CL/BX 24CL/SK 

v 25010301        3/8" 300LB 8"x8" Core 12900' White                                                           $76.60         $73.59         $72.55         $71.49    Coil          2CL/BX 24CL/SK 

v 25030520        9mm 300lb 8"x9" Core 12900' White                                                           $75.63         $72.66         $71.61         $70.58    Coil          1CL/BX 24CL/SK 

12mm (1/2”) Plastic Strapping

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            2 +            4 +          12 +  Per      Packaging

v 25010304        1/2" 8"x8" Core 9900' White                                                                        $64.85         $62.31         $60.52         $58.84    Coil          2CL/BX 24CL/SK 

v 25010320        1/2" 9"x8" Core 9900' White                                                                        $72.47         $70.05         $67.79         $65.67    Coil          2 OR 1CL/BX 24CL/SK 

v 25010321        1/2" 8"x8" Core 10200' Black                                                                       $60.61         $58.23         $56.57         $55.00    Coil          2CL/BX 24CL/SK 

v 25030550        12mm 300lb 8"x8" Core 9900'                                                                     $75.61         $72.64         $71.49         $70.56    Coil          1CL/BX 24CL/SK 

v 25030570        12mm 300lb 8"x9" Core 9900'                                                                     $75.61         $72.64         $71.49         $70.56    Coil          1CL/BX 24CL/SK 

v 25030420        GF 11mm 500lb 16" x 6" Core 9000' Black                                                $101.58                                                             Coil          1CL/BX 12CL/SK 

15mm (5/8”) Plastic Strapping

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            2 +            4 +          12 +  Per      Packaging

v 25030310        GF 15mm 820lb 8" x 8" Core 6000' Black                                                  $113.33       $109.55       $107.23       $106.02    Coil          1CL/BX 24CL/SK 

Self Dispensing Carton

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            2 +            4 +          12 +  Per      Packaging

v 25010130        12mm 300lb 3300' Black                                                                              $29.70         $28.45         $27.93         $27.37    Coil          1CL/BX 48CL/SKID 

Embossed polypropylene is an economical, light-weight
strapping that can be used for a variety of light to
medium-duty unitizing, palletizing and bundling
applications. It is available in a wide variety of sizes and
gauges.

Polypropylene strapping offers the greatest elongation of
all strapping, has good initial recovery characteristics, is
very flexible and has the ability to mold to contours of
irregular shaped packages. Embossing (textured pattern)
increases joint efficiency, enhances split-resistance and
improves stiffness.

Steel and Plastic Strapping
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Smooth Polypro Strapping

Signode Machine Grade

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            2 +            4 +          14 +  Per      Packaging

v 25005804        LB112Y 5mm x 30000' Yellow                                                                     $245.56       $230.21       $221.82       $216.67    Coil          36CL/SK 

v 25005810        SP216Y 6mm x 18000' Yellow                                                                     $188.60       $176.81       $171.14       $166.41    Coil          36CL/SK 

v 25005815        SP616C 9mm x 12000' Clear                                                                      $193.78       $181.67       $176.09       $170.98    Coil          36CL/SK 

v 25005812        HB612 9mm x 16000' Clear                                                                        $206.69       $193.77       $187.31       $182.37    Coil          36CL/SK 

v 25006515        HD723B 11mm x 9000' Black #1563                                                          $264.84       $248.29       $239.71       $233.69    Coil          24CL/SK 

Polyester Strapping

Regular Strength

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 25005353        PolyesterStrap Tenax 1616XLC 3/8"x14450'  .0190 425lb                                                                                  $291.76    Coil          24CL/SK 

v 25005371        Polyester Strap Tenax 1716L 7/16" x 11550' .0190 475lb 16x6                                                                         $262.20    Coil          24CL/SK 

High Strength

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            2 +            4 +          12 +  Per      Packaging

v 25030676        GF 5/8" x 4000' .040 Green AR Spec                                                          $137.20       $132.77       $128.63       $124.73    Coil          28CL/SK 

v 25030670        5/8" x 4000' .035                                                                                          $98.26         $96.26         $95.43         $94.33    Coil          28CL/SK 

v 25030675        5/8" x 4000' .040                                                                                        $116.47       $113.32       $111.94       $110.34    Coil          28CL/SK 

v 25030671        GF 5/8" x 4200' .035 Green Non-AAR                                                         $110.09       $106.81       $104.75       $103.71    Coil          28CL/SK 

v 25010308        Embossed 5/8" x 4000' .035 Green                                                            $174.02       $168.41       $165.95       $163.15    Coil          24CL/SK 

v 25021014        Embossed 3/4"x 3000' .040 PET                                                                 $163.80       $158.52       $155.31       $153.56    Coil          24CL/SK 

v 25021012        Embossed 5/8"x 4000' .040 AAR                                                                $131.89       $125.80       $122.45       $120.25    Coil          24CL/SK 

Polyester strapping’s unique qualities make it one of the best strapping
materials to use for securing all kinds of unitized or palletized loads. It is
particularly effective in economically replacing steel strapping with
savings of up to 25% in strapping costs. Some polyester straps are AAR
approved; these can be used in all types of rail and truck shipments. It
can be applied using manual tools or powered equipment.

Polyester provides excellent retained tension to stay tight on rigid loads.
Its superb recovery properties help a load absorb impact without strap
breakage. It is UV resistant and does not rust so is excellent for outdoor
applications. It is available in a wide variety of sizes and gauges.

Smooth polypropylene is a light-weight strapping designed to run
through powered strapping equipment. It provides superior performance
for light to medium-duty bundling and carton closure applications. It has
excellent elongation recovery properties, making it ideal for products
that shrink or compress.

Steel and Plastic Strapping
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Cord Strapping

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            0 +            0 +  Per      Packaging

v 25000600        500-R 5/8" x 3000' 850lb                                                                                                $87.84         $83.00         $78.00    Coil          2CL/BX 54CL/SK 

v 25005630        600-R 3/4" x 2100' 1050lb                                                                                            $112.57       $105.53         $99.32    Coil          4CL/BX 36CL/SK 

v 25005632        1-1/2" x 600' #2055 AAR                                                                                               $142.00       $132.37       $125.97    Coil          4CL/BX 48CL/SK 

Strapping Seals and Buckles 
Steel Strapping Seals

Open Steel Strap Seals

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            4 +            8 +  Per      Packaging

v 23040040        1/2"                                                                                                                                  $23.10         $18.70         $16.50    1000        2000 BX 

v 23040100        3/4"                                                                                                                                  $30.74         $29.93         $24.18    1000        2000 BX 

Closed Steel Strap Seals

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price      4000 +      8000 +  Per      Packaging

v 23040050        1/2"                                                                                                                                  $35.98         $34.15         $32.50    1000        2000 BX 

v 23040110        3/4"                                                                                                                                  $48.55         $46.08         $43.85    1000        2000 BX 

Open Seal Closed Seal Overlap Seal

Fast and easy to use, open seals can be placed over the strap before or after tensioning. They are best used on
flat surfaces. Open seals are used with feed wheel type tensioners;not recommended for use with push types.

Also referred to as thread-on seals, the overlapping strap is pre-threaded through the seal prior to tensioning.
Generally used on bales and bundles and with larger strap sizes. Not recommended for push type tensioners.

Polyester cord strapping is manufactured from polyester
fibre which is one of the strongest synthetic fibres
available. It has a very high break strength and will
resist impacts that can break steel strapping. Cord is
used only in manual applications and is sealed using
buckles, or it can be tied.

Polyester cord will not recoil when cut and has no sharp
edges so is very safe to use. It is not affected by
extreme weather conditions, such as cold, heat, or
moisture, making it ideal for outdoor applications.

Steel and Plastic Strapping
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Overlap Steel Strap Seals

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price      4000 +      8000 +  Per      Packaging

v 23040060        1/2" Overlap Seal                                                                                                             $44.86         $42.58         $40.52    1000        2000 BX 

v 23040120        3/4" Overlap Seal                                                                                                             $38.63         $36.66         $34.89    1000        2000 BX 

v 23040170        1 1/4" Overlap Seal                                                                                                        $186.80       $177.31       $168.73    1000        1000 BX 

Plastic and Cord Strap Seals

Standard Seals

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price      4000 +      6000 +    12000 +  Per      Packaging

v 25020120        1/2" Standard Seal                                                                                        $33.26         $31.38         $30.95         $30.24    1000        2000 BX 

v 25020206        Snap-On LS2600 Plastic Strap Seal Serrated 5/8"                                     $180.14       $169.94       $165.74       $163.76    1000        1000 BX 

Strapping Buckles

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                     List Price      4000 +  Per      Packaging

v 25020091        Poly Buckle 1/2"                                                                                                                                 $29.77         $27.48    1000        2000 BX 

v 25020070        Wire Buckle 1/2"                                                                                                                                $34.54         $31.09    1000        1000 BX 

v 25020043        Wire Buckle 3/4" Gator Phosphate Coat                                                                                           $127.22       $117.43    Box          1000 BX 

Standard Seal Strapping Buckles

Open seals are snapped on overlapping strap ends either before or after tensioning. If they are applied prior to
tensioning, they help to keep the straps aligned. Standard open seals are used with embossed polypropylene.

Plastic and wire buckles are used in plastic strapping applications of low volume and where cost is a factor. High
strength cord strapping buckles are available for all sizes of cord strapping from light duty to heavy duty woven
cord strapping. The manual operation requires no tools for securing the strap, only for cutting.The strapping is
threaded through the buckle and tightened manually without the use of a tool. For applications which require
additional tightening a plastic strapping tensioner can be used. This tool helps ensure a tighter, more secure
package.

Also referred to as push type seals the strap is pre-threaded through the seal prior to tensioning. The overlapping
flange feature provides the required strength as the tensioner pushes against the edge of the seal. Generally used
with irregular shaped or round items.

Steel and Plastic Strapping
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Strapping Tools and Dispensers 

Steel Strapping Tensioners
Manual Feedwheel Type

Regular Duty FeedWheel 3/8”-3/4”

l Economical manual feedwheel type tensioner
l Fast & easy to use with painted & waxed steel strapping
l Has a serrated feedwheel that firmly engages the strapping
l No limit to amount of slack it can pull out of the strap
l Strap width = 3/8” to 3/4”
l Strap thickness = .015” to .023”

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   24020012      GF                               1 EACH                  $100.95     Each 

Heavy Duty ST Feedwheel Type 3/8” - 3/4”

l General use manual feedwheel type tensioner
l Fast & easy to use with painted & waxed steel strapping
l Has a serrated feedwheel that firmly engages the strapping
l No limit to amount of slack it can pull out of the strap
l Strap width = 3/8” to 3/4” (9.5mm-19.0mm)
l Thickness = .015” to .023” (.38mm-0.58mm)
l Weighs 4 lbs (1.8 kg)

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   24060020      SIGNODE                     1 EACH                  $372.44     Each 

Manual feedwheel type tensioners take up an unlimited amount of strapping continuously. The strap need not be
pre-cut to length and the tensioners can be used in any position. They work best on flat compressible surfaces.

Regular Duty FeedWheel Steel Strapping
Tensioner 3/8”-3/4”

l Regular duty feedwheel type tensioner
l Fast & easy to use with painted & waxed steel strapping
l Has a serrated feedwheel that firmly engages the strapping
l No limit to amount of slack it can pull out of the strap
l Strap width = 3/8” to 3/4”
l Strap thickness = .015” to .025 “

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   24000500      MIP TOOLS                  1 EACH                  $266.60     Each 

Steel and Plastic Strapping
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Manual Push Type

Manual push type tensioners take up an unlimited amount of strapping continuously. The strap need not be pre-
cut to length and the tensioners can be used in any position. Push type tensioners push against the seal and work
well on irregular or small operating surfaces.

Regular Duty 3/8” - 3/4”

l Multi-purpose, medium tension, feedwheel type tensioner
l Fast & easy to use with painted & waxed steel strapping
l Has a serrated feedwheel that firmly engages the strapping
l No limit to amount of slack it can pull out of the strap
l Designed for use on round or irregular bundles
l Strap width = 3/8” to 3/4” (9.5mm-19.0mm)
l Thickness = .017” to .023” (.43 mm-0.58 mm)
l Weighs 3 lbs (1.4 kg)

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   24060050      SIGNODE                     1 EACH                  $760.44     Each 

Heavy Duty 3/4” - 1 1/4”

l Multi-purpose, medium tension, feedwheel type tensioner
l Fast & easy to use with painted & waxed steel strapping
l Has a serrated feedwheel that firmly engages the strapping
l No limit to amount of slack it can pull out of the strap
l Designed for use on round or irregular bundles
l Strap width = 3/4” to 1-1/4” ( 19.0 mm-31.8 mm)
l Thickness = .025” to .031” (.64 mm-0.79 mm)
l Weighs 6 lbs (2.7 kg)

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   24060060      SIGNODE                     1 EACH                  $903.53     Each 
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Explore our complete line of steel strapping tensioners.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Pneumatic

Steel Strapping Sealers

Standard Double Notch

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 24000555        MIP TOOLS                                                  Industrial Duty 5/8"                                                                    1 EACH                                  $114.22      Each 

v 24000550        MIP TOOLS                                                  Industrial Duty 1/2"                                                                    1 EACH                                  $185.76      Each 

v 24000560        MIP TOOLS                                                  Industrial Duty 3/4"                                                                    1 EACH                                  $114.21      Each 

v 24060180        SIGNODE                                                     Heavy Duty C3423 3/4"                                                              1 EACH                                  $286.84      Each 

PN-2-114 Push Type  3/4-1 1/4”

l Pneumatic drive push type tensioner
l Reduce operator fatigue, improve strapping efficiency, provide
uniform tension

l Designed for use on round or irregular surfaces
l No limit to amount of strap take-up
l Maximum strap tension at 90 psi = 1600 lbs
l Strap width = 3/4” to 1 1/4” (19 mm-31.8 mm)
l Strap thickness = .020” to .044” (.51 mm-1.12 mm)
l Weighs 8 lbs (3.7 kgs)

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

     24060365      SIGNODE                     1 EACH               $4,817.23     Each 

Manual sealers provide positive, secure sealing action with minimal effort. They lock strapping into high-strength
joints by using a metal seal and the strapping itself. Notch type sealers cut into the seal and outer edges of the
strap. Depending on type of sealer, either a single or double set of “notched tabs” are created that are either
pushed down (down notch) or up (reverse notch.) Crimp type sealers press the edges of the strap and create
wavy crimps that are specially shaped to produce maximum frictional force on the strap. This results in an
extremely high strength joint.

Standard double notch sealers cut a double set of
notches into the seal and outer edges of the strap. The
double set of notched tabs are pushed down or down
cut when the joint is complete. Double notch sealers are
normally used with open or closed seals.

These sealers use front-action handles that allow you to
hold the sealer perpendicular to the strapping. Then
squeeze the two handles together to create the double
notched joint. Front action sealers are can be used with
strapping up to 3/4” in width and gauges up to .023”.

Pneumatic steel strapping tensioners are designed to be used in high volume applications where uniform tension
is required. They take most of the effort out of the strapping process and are available in feedwheel, push and
drum types.

Steel and Plastic Strapping
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Side Action Double Notch

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 24060290        SIGNODE                                                     Heavy Duty RCD-1431 1 1/4"                                                     1 EACH                               $1,238.97      Each 

Steel Strapping Combo Tools
Manual Sealless Combo Tools

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 24000750        GF                                                               1/2"-3/4"                                                                                    1 EACH                                  $877.11      Each 

v 24000760        GF                                                               1/2"-3/4" Hi-Tensile                                                                   1 EACH                               $1,090.90      Each 

v 24060579        SIGNODE                                                     3/4"                                                                                            1 EACH                               $1,839.29      Each 

Tool Balancers

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   24060710        SIGNODE                                                     Overhead  9 - 13lb Capacity                                                       1 EA                                       $383.20      Each 

Standard side action double notch sealers cut a double set of notches into the
seal and outer edges of the strap. The double set of notched tabs are pushed
down or “down cut” when the joint is complete. Double notch sealers are
normally used with open or closed seals.

These sealers use side-action handles which allow one of the sealer’s handles to
be rested on the flat surface of the item being strapped. This enables the
operators to apply much of their weight using both hands on the upper handle.
Side-action sealers are generally used for heavier applications that use thicker
steel strapping and seals.

Manual sealless combination tools function as tensioners, sealers and often
cutters as well, depending on the model. They save time and improve efficiency
by eliminating the handling of separate tools.

Sealless combination tools eliminate the need for metal seals which reduces
packaging cost. Sealless joints are created by using a punch and die to cut an
interlocking key or notch directly into the overlapping straps. They are extremely
simple to use: put the strap in place, tighten with the tension handle then seal
and cut off any excess strap with the punch handle.

Tool balancers organize workstations and spaces by keeping expensive tools
suspended out of they way when not needed. They allow the tool to be moved up
or down with little effort. Depending on the adjustment, the tool will remain
suspended or retract out of the way when no down force is applied.

Steel and Plastic Strapping
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Steel Strapping Cutters

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 24020020        GF                                                               Light Duty 3/8" - 3/4"                                                                1 EACH                                    $61.97      Each 

v 24000610        GF                                                               Regular Duty 3/8" - 1 1/4"                                                         1 EACH                                    $70.46      Each 

   24060770        SIGNODE                                                     Extra Heavy Duty CU-25 3/4" - 2"                                              1 EACH                                  $632.52      Each 

Steel strap cutters are for quick and efficient strap removal or for cutting steel
strap to length.

Light and regular duty cutters can be used with one hand and are best used to
cut strap up to 3/4”.

Heavy duty cutters are designed to be used with both hands and are best used to
cut strap up to 1 1/4”.

Extra heavy duty steel strap cutters are designed to be used with both hands and
are best used to cut strap up to 2”.
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Signode GripPack 114 - Battery Powered Sealer for Steel Strapping

Break free from the lack of portability and high weight associated with pneumatic tools. The GripPack 114 steel strap
sealer and tensioner, provide the low weight and portability that operators need but can’t get with pneumatic tools.
Plus they deliver maximum power and performance without the air generation costs and inconsistencies of
pneumatically driven tools. The GripPack tools’ lightweight, durable design make them easy to handle and operate.
With one-button operation and performance enhancing features not found on pneumatic tools, they vastly improve
productivity for the application of steel strapping in heavy-duty hand tool applications. 

Strapping size:   1-1/4"x 0.025" to 0.031" 
                             (32 mm x 0.64 mm to 0.80 mm)
Joint type:           Single reverse notch
Seal type:            114 P, 114 OF
Weight:                7.5 lbs. (3.4 kg)

Lightweight design and•
ergonomic handle reduce
operator fatigue

LED light illuminates seal•
area

Green/red LED battery light•
indicates charge level

Maximum portability. No•
cord, no hose

18 vold lithium-ion battery•
for long-lasting operation

240 single notches per•
charge

Strap detection system•
eliminates accidental
cycling

Watch the GripPack 114 in action:

(Video)



Steel Strapping Dispensers

Portable Strapping Dispensers

We can supply you with a wide variety of strapping dispensers, depending on your application. There are many
factors that you should consider when choosing a dispenser: strap size, coil winding (mill or ribbon), whether the
strap feeds from the inside or the outside, portability requirements, size and weight requirements and more. The
selection below is merely representative of the range of products we carry. Call us for more information on how to
choose the dispenser that’s right for you.

Cynch Portable Plastic/Steel Strap Dispenser Large Tray

l Can be used with Plastic & Steel Strap
l Large tray to hold all types of strapping tools
l Fits core sizes - 16x6 16x3 16x8 8x8
l Pneumatic Tires

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   26000231      GF                               1 EACH                  $244.46     Each 

3”x16” or 6”x16” Cores

l Regular duty steel and plastic strap dispenser
l Accepts 3/8”to 3/4” regular wound steel strapping
l Can also be used with 6”X 16” core plastic strapping
l Portable with 8” hard rubber wheels
l Suitable for uneven terrain
l Automatic strapping brake prevents spillage and tangling
l Includes a tool and seal tray
l Weight  45 lbs

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   24000050      GF                               1 EACH                  $355.55     Each 

Steel and Plastic Strapping
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Plastic Strapping Tools
Manual Tensioners

Light Duty 3/8” - 5/8”

l Light duty economical tensioner
l Designed for use with 3/8” to 3/4” polypropylene strapping
l Windlass drum and gripper applies medium tension
l Comes with built-in strapping cutter
l Weight 2.3 lbs

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   26000050      GF                               1 EACH                    $84.85     Each 

There are many different types of plastic strap tensioners available. Walking gripper tensioners are lightweight
and designed for buckle applications. With feedwheel tensioners you can use strapping straight off the roll.
Windlass style tensioners are better for heavy-duty applications. If you’re not sure which kind of tensioner you
need, call us. Our product specialists can help you select the tool that’s right for you.

Regular Duty 3/8” - 3/4”

l Medium duty economical tensioner
l Designed for use with 3/8” to 3/4” polypropylene and
polyester strapping

l Windlass drum and gripper applies high tension
l Comes with built-in strapping cutter
l Weight  2.8 lbs

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   26000060      GF                               1 EACH                  $139.37     Each 

Heavy Duty Cord/Poly 3/8”- 3/4”

l High quality premium tool
l Designed for use with 1/2” to 3/4” polypropylene and
polyester strapping

l Windlass drum and gripper applies high tension
l Comes with built-in strapping cutter
l Weight 5 lbs

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   26000005      GF                               1 EACH                  $205.00     Each 

Steel and Plastic Strapping
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Manual Sealers

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 26000150        GF                                                               Heavy Duty 1/2"                                                                         1 EACH                                    $75.70      Each 

v 26020145        SIGNODE                                                     D-58 5/8"                                                                                   1 EACH                                  $564.48      Each 

Manual sealers provide positive secure sealing action
with minimal effort by locking strap into high strength
crimped joints and by using a metal seal. These sealers
use front-action handles which allow the sealer to be
held perpendicular to the strapping. The operator then
squeezes the two handles together which creates the
crimped joint.

The MIP 400 sealers are designed to be used with
standard embossed strapping and non-serrated metal
seals. The MIP 420 series is used with smooth strapping
and serrated seals. The Signode tools are used with
smooth strapping and Signode dry grit strapping seals.
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Why shop GF online?

Access the complete GF product line•
Safe, fast and efficient service•
Search by brand, product or keyword•
Place purchase orders and find stock availability•
Track the status of your orders•
Get easy access to billing and account information.•

www.gf.ca



Battery Operated Combo Tools

Signode BXT2-19

l Battery-powered combination tool for polyester strapping
l For use with 5/8” & 3/4” polyester strapping
l Semi-automatic & automatic settings with one-button
operation

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

     26000101      STRAPEX                     1 EACH               $5,637.51     Each 

Signode BXT2-HT16

l Comes with charger and 2 18 Volt Batteries

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

     26000093      STRAPEX                     1 EACH               $5,637.51     Each 

Signode BXT2-16

l Simple two button operation
l For use with polyester & polypropylene strapping
l For use with 3/8 to 5/8 strapping
l Output of 100-200 strapping cycles between recharges
l 60 minute battery recharge time
l Tensions Rating: 90 - 500 lbs
l Weighs 6.4 kg

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   26000089      STRAPEX                     1 EACH               $4,943.66     Each 

Battery operated combination tools offer all the advantages of other combination tools with the added benefit of
lightweight portability. They take most of the effort out of the strapping process by functioning as tensioners,
sealers and strap cutters. They save time and improve efficiency by eliminating the handling of separate tools.
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Watch the BXT2 Series in action
(Video)



Plastic Strapping Dispensers

Cynch Portable Plastic/Steel Strap Dispenser Large Tray

l Can be used with Plastic & Steel Strap
l Large tray to hold all types of strapping tools
l Fits core sizes - 16x6 16x3 16x8 8x8
l Pneumatic Tires

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   26000231      GF                               1 EACH                  $244.46     Each 

We can provide you with a complete range of plastic strap dispensers. There are a number of factors you should
consider when selecting a dispenser. Will you be using it on the floor or overhead? What size and grade of
strapping will you use? Should the dispenser be portable? Will you be using it with power equipment? Call us for
more information.

Regular Duty Portable W114

l Economical plastic strap dispenser
l Accepts all 8” across strap face X 8”or 9” core plastic strapping
l Best used indoors on smooth even surfaces
l Portable with 6” hard rubber wheels
l Automatic friction brake to prevent overruns and tangling
l Includes tool and seal tray
l Weight 40 lbs

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

     26000230      GF                               1 EACH                  $307.06     Each 
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Plastic Strapping Machines 
Semi-Automatic
Table Tops

   Item No      Brand              Model                    Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

44801300           GF                           LG1000                          Little General Table Top Strapping Machine                               1 EACH                                         Call      Each 

Table top entry level machines are ideal plastic strapping systems for low to moderate volume shippers. Their
simple design makes them equally efficient for strapping cartons, bundles or coiled products. Strap tension and
length are fully adjustable.

These machines use inexpensive 3/8” and 1/2” standard embossed polypropylene strapping.

l Table height: 30”
l Machine weight:  185 lbs
l Machine dimensions: 29 1/2”H x 36 1/4”W x 23”D
l Electrical: 115V/1PH/12A
l Regular duty casters

l Strapping: 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2” embossed polypropylene 8” or 9” core
l Strap tension: Adjustable from 30 - 90 lbs
l Sealing method: Heat seal element
l Maximum recommended package weight: 125 lbs
l Minimum strappable package size: 2”W x 2”H
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Watch the Little General in action
(Video)



Arch Style

Arch style semi-automatic strapping machines are ideal for medium to high volume off-line general purpose
applications. They provide high-speed, jam-resistant operation for a wide range of general purpose applications,
including mail room operations, apparel manufacturers, distribution centres and printed forms manufacturers. The
operator simply places the package on the table and activates the machine using either the control box, a foot
pedal or an automatic table switch and the strap is applied, tensioned, sealed and cut. Depending on the model,
these machines use either inexpensive embossed or smooth 1/4”, 3/8” or 1/2” polypropylene strapping.
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Signode TP 702 - Semi-Automatic Plastic Strapping Machine

Robust compact strapping head. The•
TP 702 uses the latest DC motor technology.  No
belts, clutches or pulleys.

Easy Maintenance Access. Hinged top•
plate allows for easy access to the strapping
head. Access to the strap guides without the need
for tools. No belts clutches or pulleys.

Waist Height Loading. Ergonomic and•
quick changeover makes coil change-over simple
and easy. Automatic strap loading without the
need to open the machine.

Integrated foot switch.•

Sensor controlled heater•

Strap end ejector•

Adjustable height: 32” to 36”•

Specifications:
       Production Speed:       Up to 65 straps / minute

       Power Supply:             120 Volts, Single Phase

       Strap Tension:             Variable from 2 to 80 lbs

       Strap Width:                3/16”, 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2” (5mm, 6mm, 9mm, 12mm) 8”x8” or 9”x8” ID Core

       Machine Weight:         350 lbs

Standard Arch Sizes
        22” W x 16” H

        25” W x 20” H

Options
        Photo eye switch

        Foot pedal switch

        Stainless steel frame



Automatic
In-Line Fully Automatic

   Item No      Brand              Model                    Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

44801331           SIGNODE                LBX-2000                       Fully Automatic Arch Style InLine General Duty                         1 EACH                                         Call      Each 

Arch style operatorless fully automatic strapping machines are ideal for medium to high volume in-line heavy
duty applications. They provide high-speed, jam-resistant operation for a wide range of general purpose
applications, including mail room operations, apparel manufacturers, distribution centres and printed forms
manufacturers.

With the machine placed in line, packages are moved by a conveyorized top and the strap cycle is activated
automatically. Strap is applied, tensioned, sealed and cut and package is exited from sealing head. Depending on
model, these machines use either inexpensive embossed or smooth 1/4”, 3/8” or 1/2” polypropylene strapping.

l Easy maintenance
l Cycle rate: Up to 70 straps per minute
l Strap size: 5mm or 6mm wide polypropylene strapping
l Strap tension: Adjustable from 2 lbs to 60 lbs
l Tabletop height: 34” (865mm)
l Electrical requirements: 110 volt, 60Hz

l Jam-resistant technology
l Automatic strap feed
l Up to 70 straps per minute
l Lubrication-free
l No internal adjustments necessary
l Easy coil loading; fully accessible strap path
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Watch the LBX 2000 in action
(Video)
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Mosca Romp-6 Evolution Strapping Machine

Mosca strapping systems are renowned for superior performance in a broad range of applications.  This is a high-
quality strapping solution that fits in our product line between the Little General and Signode production line machines

Production Rate: Up to 52 cycles/min, based on track size and
bundle size.

Strapping: 5mm, 6mm, 8mm, 9mm & 12mm machine grade
polypropylene.

Electrical: 110V - 220V 50/60 Hz, 0.5 kVA

Air Requirements: None for std machine. 10 CFM @90 psi with
press option.

Table: Std machine has stainless steel table top. Optional cylindrical or
ball rollers.

Table Height: Standard frame: 32.25” - 36.5” (820mm - 925mm); 

Low frame: 28.75” - 32.85” (730 - 835mm) available upon request.

Strap Tension: DC motor controlled, infinitely adjustable up to 60
lbs.

Strap Seal: Electronic temperature-controlled heat sealer. Optional
Sonixs ultrasonic sealer.

Machine Color: Mosca Blue RAL 5010

Machine Shipping Weight: Depending upon model,
approximately 495 lbs. on pallet.

Casters: Heavy-duty, two swivel-lock and two fixed.

Mosca offers more than just superior strapping
performance in a broad range of applications; their
machines evolve. The ROMP-6 Evolution combines
the best features of earlier models with Mosca’s
newest technology to achieve superior
performance. Continuing with the same efficient
DC brushless direct drive technology, the refined
ROMP-6 features the innovative new Standard-6
Sealer with significantly reduced parts count,
sealed bearing construction, and a precision strap
track.

Direct drive technology and refined•
construction improves dependability and
reduces service requirements.

Compact cabinet provides maximum strapping•
capability with minimal space requirements.

The Standard-6 is available with electronically•
controlled heat seal or patented Sonixs
ultrasonic sealing technology, now both
available with sealed bearing construction. This
new feature greatly reduces the effect of dust
buildup and ensuing service requirements.

Precision strap track reduces jam risks for•
exceptional reliability.

Proprietary modular control board increases•
cycle speeds and simplifies electrical
troubleshooting.

Convenient front or side dispenser access for•
fast coil changes.

Standard stainless table top, or optional•
cylindrical or ball rollers available for heavier
product applications.

180° pivoting control panel and optional dual•
footbars enable machine operation from front
or rear.

Watch the ROMP-6 in action
(Video)



Accessories and Other Products 
Angleboard

2”x 2” Angleboard

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 23050046        SIGNODE                                                     2"X 2"X 48"X .090                                                                     4267MT/SK                           $358.75      1000 

v 23050031        SIGNODE                                                     2" x 2" x 48" x .160                                                                   2569MT/SK                           $766.47      1000 

v 23050121        SIGNODE                                                     2" x 2" x 96" x .160                                                                   2715MT/SK                           $766.47      1000 

v 23055380        SIGNODE                                                     2" x 2" x 120" x .160                                                                 3414MT/SK                           $637.88      1000 

Corner Protectors

Fibreboard Protectors

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 23050060        SIGNODE                                                     2" x 2" x 2.5" x .080                                                                  1440/CS                                  $47.94      1000 

v 23055350        SIGNODE                                                     2" x 2" x 2.5" x .120                                                                  1200 OR 1800/CS                    $51.00      1000 

Plastic Protectors

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 23050021        GF                                                               1 3/4" x 1 3/4"                                                                           1000/CS                                $128.82      1000 

Angleboard protectors provide corner protection, unitization, stacking strength
and material savings. It is especially useful for unitization and protection from
strapping or stretch wrap. In many cases angleboard can be used as a cost-
effective substitute for lumber.

Price is per 1000 metres. Other sizes and custom cut angleboard are available. 

Corner protectors provide a dual function. Primarily, they are designed to prevent the strapping from cutting into
the package or box. They also help to square and stabilize a load. Other sizes of corner protectors are available.
Prices are subject to change without notice. Go to www.gf.ca for more information and current price levels.

Fiberboard corner protectors are constructed of recycled plies of paperboard that
are laminated, treated and formed into rigid right angles of exceptional strength.
For plastic and metal strapping. Various sizes are available.

Durable plastic corner protectors prevent damage to tightly strapped shipments.
Ribbed groove keeps strapping from slipping. For plastic and metal strapping.
Various sizes are available.
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Honeycomb filler pads are needed with certain
combinations of air dunnage bags used in road
and rail transportation.  These honeycomb filler
pads decrease the voids between the air dunnage
bags and the load, making it a more stable and
secure shipment.

Honeycomb is the strongest and most economical
core material for use in today’s transportation
environments.  Low weight means lower freight
costs, making this recyclable product an excellent
first choice for transportation securement.

Minimum orders apply.  Please contact a GF
representative for further information.

Air dunnage bags are used to secure shipments
and virtually eliminate damage to products in transit.
They have an outstanding load stabilizing capacity
and are capable of withstanding tons of pressure and
resistance to load shifting.

Dunnage bags are easier and less expensive to in-
stall than wood bracing and other types of load
securement products.  A load can typically be braced
in less than five minutes by a single worker.  These
bags are lightweight, easy to position and are quickly
inflated.  There are no special storage requirements
after your products have arrived at their destination.

To ensure that you are using the most cost-effective
and correct method of blocking and bracing, please
feel free to contact us with your damage problems or
loading requirements.  Minimum orders apply.

Air Bags and Load Securement

Hexacomb Void Forms



This section contains all
your requirements for
stretch wrap and  shrink
wrap products. We also
provide a complete line
of stretch and shrink
equipment.

Stretch Wrap and
Shrink Wrap

Shanklin®

77
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CYNCH Bundling Film and Dispensers
Bundling film can be used to contain small items for
shipping and storage. It eliminates the need for
tape, string, strapping and other securing methods.
It can be applied manually using a CYNCH
dispenser, so there is no requirement for expensive
equipment.

See page 80

CYNCH Machine Film
Machine film is designed for use with stretch-
wrapping equipment. It provides the same benefits
as bundling film but on a much larger scale. You can
use machine film to wrap pallet-sized loads and
there are a wide variety of machines available so
we can match the right solution to your
requirements.

See page 83

Great quality•
Great value•
Great service•

CYNCHY
When you need a helping hand. 

Look for our CYNCH mascot throughout this
catalogue. He will point you towards helpful
links and videos where you can get more
information about our product line. And ask
your sales rep about a real CYNCHY.

CYNCH is a line of high-quality yet economical packaging supplies and
materials available exclusively from GF. Our comprehensive CYNCH
product line offers you the quality you need and the value you expect. GF
and CYNCH - the perfect partnership for all your packaging needs.

Make your next packaging job a CYNCH!



Stretch Wrap Products 

Bundling Film

Goodwrapper Bundling Film

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price          36 +          72 +        144 +  Per      Packaging

v 27040160        3" x 1000'                                                                                                       $5.93           $5.82           $5.76           $5.70    Roll          18RL/CS 60CS/SK 

v 27040161        5" x 1000'                                                                                                       $9.72           $9.52           $9.43           $9.33    Roll          12RL/CS 60CS/SK 

v 27040170        Good Wrapper Dispenser                                                                                 $9.00                                                             Each        1 EA 

Stretch packaging uses stretchable film to wrap your product to a pallet. When stretched it is designed to
conform to the load. As the load settles and moves, the film will continue to react to the changes and keep it
secure. This process can be done by hand, using hand stretch film. For greater capacity, semi-automatic or
automatic equipment can be used to either rotate a load, or rotate around the load, to apply the film. Stretch
packaging products protect against dirt, theft, damage and lost items.

Item # 27040161

l Used to contain small items for shipping and storage
l Eliminates the need for tape, string, strapping and other securing
methods

l Will not mar product surfaces
l Narrow width stretches more while still retaning its memory and
strength

l No adhesive so no stick residues left behind
l Continually provides form-fitted wrap even as objects settle
l GoodWrapper film fits 1” core bundling dispensers 

Stretch Wrap and Shrink Wrap
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Bundling Film 3” Core

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price          54 +        108 +  Per      Packaging

v 27200610        Cynch 3"x1000' 80G                                                                                                          $4.25           $3.40           $2.83    Roll          18RL/CS 48CS/SK 

v 27200615        Cynch 5"x1000' 80G                                                                                                          $7.08           $5.66           $4.72    Roll          18RL/CS 48CS/SK 

Hand Wrap

Standard Blown Hand Film

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            8 +          32 +          64 +  Per      Packaging

v 27200647        13" x 1450' x 62ga Tuff -Stuff                                                                       $13.09        $13.06        $12.57        $12.13    Roll          4RL/CS 36CS/SK 

v 27200660        14"x1500'x65ga                                                                                            $14.93         $14.16         $13.78         $13.46    Roll          4RL/CS 60CS/SK 

v 27200700        14" x 1500' x 80ga                                                                                        $18.16         $17.22         $16.85         $16.38    Roll          4RL/CS 60CS/SK 

v 27200740        14" x 1500' x 90ga                                                                                        $20.67         $19.60         $19.12         $18.64    Roll          4RL/CS 60CS/SK 

v 27300587        16"x1476'x51ga                                                                                            $13.49         $12.79         $12.42         $12.16    Roll          4RL/CS 48CS/SK 

v 27200720        18" x 1500' x 80ga                                                                                        $23.33         $22.12         $21.53         $21.03    Roll          4RL/CS 48CS/SK 

v 27200760        18" x 1500' x 90ga                                                                                        $26.58         $25.21         $24.56         $23.97    Roll          4RL/CS 48CS/SK 

v 27300800        18" x 1000' x 120 ga                                                                                     $22.82         $21.64         $21.59         $20.57    Roll          4RL/CS 36CS/SK 

Item # 27200610

l Used to contain small items for shipping and storage
l Eliminates the need for tape, string, strapping and other securing methods
l Will not mar product surfaces
l Narrow width stretches more while still retaning its memory and strength
l No adhesive so no sticky residues left behind
l Continually provides form-fitted wrap even as objects settle
l Cynch bundling film fits 3 inch core bundling dispensers 

Hand stretch film allows small to medium packaging operations to achieve a unitized pallet load of product, thus
minimizing damage. For operations that stretch wrap more than 20 pallets per day, the benefits of using
machinery can be substantial.

Blown stretch film generally has greater tear and puncture
resistance, tension retention and scuff resistance than cast
films, making it ideal for irregular shaped loads and loads with
sharp corners. It is also better suited for cold environment
applications. However, blown film is quite noisy as it comes off
the roll and is not as clear as cast film.
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Standard Cast Hand Film

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            8 +          32 +          64 +  Per      Packaging

v 27050045        12.8" x 1476' Eco-Green                                                                               $11.20         $10.62         $10.30         $10.10    Roll          4RL/CS 60CS/SK 

v 27300515        13" x 1476' x 75ga                                                                                        $15.55         $14.74         $14.39         $14.02    Roll          4RL/CS  60CS/SK 

v 27050030        15" x 1500'x 80ga                                                                                         $19.33         $18.33         $17.98         $17.43    Roll          4RL/CS 48CS/SK 

v 27050048        16" x 1476' Eco-Green                                                                                  $13.69         $12.98         $12.66         $12.34    Roll          4RL/CS 48CS/SK 

v 27300525        16" x 1476' x 65GA                                                                                       $16.62         $15.76         $15.37         $14.98    Roll          4RL/CS  48CS/SK 

v 27300530        16" x 1476' x 75GA                                                                                       $19.13         $18.14         $17.62         $17.25    Roll          4RL/CS  48CS/SK 

v 27050016        18" x 1500' x 80GA                                                                                       $23.07         $21.88         $21.32         $20.80    Roll          4RL/CS 48CS/SK 

Pre-stretched Hand Film

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            8 +          32 +          64 +  Per      Packaging

v 27050082        Pre-stretched Hybrid Hand Film  X9S 38g 14.5" x 1450'                              $11.27         $10.69         $10.32         $10.16    Roll          4RL/CS 36CS/SK 

v 27050090        Pre-stretched Hybrid Hand Film  XLXS 14.5" x 1450'                                     $9.51           $9.02           $8.84           $8.57    Roll          4RL/CS 36CS/SK 

v 27300629        Eliminator 13" x 1476'                                                                                    $9.35           $8.86           $8.62           $8.43    Roll          4RL/CS 60CS/SK 

v 27300642        X2Film 17.2"x1500'                                                                                       $12.33         $11.69         $11.31         $11.11    Roll          4RL/CS 48CS/SK 

v 27300630        Blown Handwrap 16" x 2000'                                                                       $13.62         $12.91         $12.48         $12.28    Roll          132RL/SKID 

v 27300632        Blown Handwrap 18" x 2000'                                                                       $15.36         $14.57         $14.19         $13.85    Roll          132RL/SKID 

Cast film provides better clarity and has a much quieter film unwind than
blown films. Cast films generally stretch farther and have higher “elastic”
memory than blown films. However cast film is not as puncture and tear
resistant as blown. These characteristics make cast film a good choice for
Type A and B loads.

Cast stretch film is made by heating the resin and extruding it through spray
nozzles onto a “chill” roller to produce a layer of film. This process allows the
film to be made in multiple layers which allows great flexibility in the design
and manufacturing of the finished product.

Pre-stretched hand film is a revolutionary new product for pallet wrapping. It is typically used in high volume
hand wrap applications where there is no need to stretch the film during the pallet wrapping process. Less film
used to wrap each pallet means less waste and lower wrapping costs. The film has excellent puncture resistance,
load retention and clarity. Please contact a GF sales representative for more information.
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Extended Core Hand Film

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            8 +          32 +          64 +  Per      Packaging

v 27300620        20" x 1000' x 80ga                                                                                        $18.05         $17.12         $16.64         $16.28    Roll          4RL/CS  48CS/SK 

Coloured Security Hand Films

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            8 +          32 +          64 +  Per      Packaging

v 27050074        15" x 1500' x 80ga Black                                                                              $20.65         $19.59         $18.98         $18.62    Roll          4RL/CS 48CS/SK 

v 27300665        15" x 1500' x 80ga Black                                                                              $23.02         $21.72         $21.12         $20.55    Roll          4RL/CS  48CS/SK 

Stretch film, in addition to preventing damage by holding loads securely for
shipment, can provide additional security protection to help reduce theft.
Opaque and coloured films (stretch films that you cannot see through) help
deter theft by concealing a shipment’s contents.

Tinted films also can be used to supplement proper inventory rotation to help
you quickly identify different loads. Other colours and sizes are available, in
addition to white and black.

Extended cores serve as handles, eliminating the need for a stretch film
dispenser. Rolls are lightweight and easy to use in tight spaces. Wound on 1
1/4” cores with 5” extensions on each end. Comes in various lengths, widths
and gauges. It is available in both blown and cast rolls if required.
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Selecting the Proper Stretch Wrap for Your Application

The type of load, whether it be “Standard Square”, “Irregular Shape”, or “Mixed”, plus the weight of the
load, are factors to consider when determing the gauge of the film you need.

Type A Loads

Type A loads are standard, square
loads. There are no sharp protrusions.
Depending on weight and distance
shipped you can use a light to
standard gauge film (50-90 gauge)

Type B Loads

Type B loads are irregularly shaped
with up to 3” protrusions. Depending
on weight and distance shipped you
should use a standard to heavy gauge
film (70-140 gauge)

Type C Loads

Type C loads are usually mixed loads of
different sized packages, having more
than 3” protrusions. Depending on
weight and distance, use a standard to
heavy gauge film  (70-140 gauge)



Machine Film

Cast Machine Film 45 - 65
   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 27300422                                                                         Cynch G60 20"x8000'x12.4 Micron                                            40RL/SK                                  $62.92      Roll 

v 27300423                                                                         Cynch G70 20"x7000'x14 Micron                                               40RL/SK                                  $60.87      Roll 

v 27300424                                                                         Cynch G80 20"x6000'x16.5 Micron                                            40RL/SK                                  $61.68      Roll 

v 27050051                                                                         Cast Machine Film 20"x7500'x51ga                                          40RL/SK                                  $67.89      Roll 

v 27050052                                                                         Cast Machine Film 20"x6500'x57ga                                          40RLS/SK                                $65.83      Roll 

v 27050056                                                                         Cast Machine Film 20"x6000'x63ga                                          40RLS/SK                                $67.17      Roll 

v 27050057                                                                         Cast Machine Film 30"x6000x63ga                                           20RLS/SK                              $100.59      Roll 

Cast Machine Film 70 - 79 Ga
   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 27050075                                                                         19.7" x 5500' 71GA                                                                    40RL/SK                                  $69.45      Roll 

v 27050080                                                                         19.7" x 5000' 79GA                                                                    40RL/SK                                  $70.19      Roll 

v 27300140                                                                         Select 500MM x 6000' x 70ga                                                    40RL/SK                                  $65.08      Roll 

v 27051260                                                                         Ultra Perform 20"x6500'x70ga                                                  40RL/SK                                  $72.63      Roll 

v 27300160                                                                         Select 500mm x 6000' x 75ga                                                   40RL/SK                                  $69.73      Roll 

Cast Machine Film 80 - 135 Ga
   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 27300175                                                                         Select 20" x 6000' x 80ga                                                          40RL/SK                                  $74.39      Roll 

v 27300180                                                                         500MM x 6000' x 80ga Boxed                                                    40RL/SK                                  $74.39      Roll 

v 27051230                                                                         Ultra Performance 20"x6000'x80ga                                           40RL/SK                                  $76.61      Roll 

v 27300190                                                                         Select 20" x 5000' x 90ga                                                          40RL/SK                                  $69.73      Roll 

v 27300210                                                                         Select 500MM x 4000' x 120ga                                                  40RL/SK                                  $74.39      Roll 

v 27300185                                                                         Select  750mm x 6000' x 80ga                                                  20RL/SK                                $111.57      Roll 

v 27051246                                                                         Ultra Perform 30"x6000'x80ga                                                  20RL/SK                                $114.93      Roll 

Machine film is designed for use with semi-automatic or
automatic stretch wrapping equipment. Using machinery to
wrap loads significantly lowers costs on material and labour.
As well, greater load containment is achieved, which helps to
reduce damage during transit.

Please note that in general all machine film is sold in pallet
quantities only with the exception of our boxed cast machine
film, 500MM x 6000’ x 80 gauge our SKU number 27300180.
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Blown Machine Film

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 27200250                                                                         20" x 6000' x 80ga Blown                                                          40RL/SK                                  $89.65      Roll 

v 27200290                                                                         20" x 4000' x 120ga Blown                                                        40RL/SK                                  $89.65      Roll 

v 27200300                                                                         30" x 4000' x 120ga Blown                                                        20RL/SK                                $134.48      Roll 

One-Side Cling Film

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 27051568                                                                         One Side Cling Cast Machine Film 20"x9000'x50ga                  40RL/SK                                  $73.80      Roll 

v 27051569                                                                         One Side Cling Cast Machine Film 20"x6500'x70ga                  40RL/SK                                  $74.63      Roll 

v 27051565                                                                         One Side Cling Cast Machine Film 20"x6000'x80ga                  40RL/SK                                  $78.72      Roll 

All blown stretch film is made using a process much like
blowing bubble gum. The specially-designed
polyethylene resins are heated and passed over an
opening through which air is blown, creating a bubble
which then cools and produces the film.

Blown stretch film generally has greater tear and
puncture resistance, tension retention and scuff
resistance than cast films, making it ideal for irregular
shaped loads and loads with sharp corners.

One-side cling film is used in special applications to
prevent pallets from sticking to adjacent pallets. One-
side cling films deliver the same optimal strength and
puncture resistance as standard films. With the cling
side towards the load, layers of wrap stick together for
better load integrity. The slick no-cling side prevents
tightly stacked loads from sticking together.
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Explore our complete line of stretch wrap products.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Coloured Machine Films

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 27300660                                                                         500mm x 5000' x 80ga Black                                                     40RL/SK                                  $69.16      Roll 

v 27300675                                                                         750mmx5000'x80ga Black                                                         20RL/SK                                  $99.35      Roll 

Stretch Netting

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 27061504                                                                         Elastinet Manual 20" x 3333'                                                                                                     $86.57      Roll 

Hand Dispensers
Cynch Dispensers

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            5 +          10 +  Per      Packaging

v 27040195        2 Pc 3" Core w/ Brake                                                                                                     $12.25         $11.63           $9.97    Pair         1 EA 40SETS/CS 

     27040201        1 Pc 3" Core                                                                                                                       $6.60           $6.27           $5.37    Each        1 EA 

Item # 27040195

l Hand-saver film dispenser
l 3” Core
l Adjustable soft-touch brake
l Light weight for low hand fatigue
l Knob for dispenser length adjustment
l Stair-like base and top for films of different core sizes 

Stretch netting is designed to allow pallet loads to “breathe.” Secures pallet
loads without stopping air flow. Perfect for companies in the food business. It
inhibits condensation by providing even ventilation and air movement into and
out of the wrapped load. Provides even ventilation to allow product in the middle
of a load to maintain the same temperature as product on the outside of a load.

Stretch film, in addition to preventing damage by holding loads securely for
shipment, can provide additional security protection to help reduce theft. Opaque
and coloured films (stretch films that you cannot see through) help deter theft by
concealing a shipment’s contents. They can also be used to quickly identify
different loads. Other colours and sizes are available, in addition to white and
black.
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Explore our complete line of stretch wrap hand dispensers.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Stretch Wrap Equipment 
Semi Automatic Machines

Low Profile Turntable Systems

   Item No      Brand              Model                    Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

44801048           WULFTEC               WVL-100                        Turntable Value Line Stretch Wrapper                                        1 EA                                              Call      Each 

l Entry level low profile turntable model
l Ideal stretch solution to improve productivity in lower volume applications
l Designed with affordability, versatility and reliability in mind
l 20”No-Thread powered pre-stretch film carriage
l Pre-stretch ratio: 200% (other ratios available)
l Production rate: up to 40 loads per hour
l 0-10 RPM variable speed chain drive turntable
l Electronic film tension control with analog sensor
l Emergency stop push/pull button

l Autoheight load sensing photo eye
l Separate top/bottom wrap selectors
l Electronic carriage up/down speed adjustment
l Foldable tower for easy transport
l Maximum Load Weight: 3,000 lbs
l Maximum Load Size: 50”W x 50”L x 80”
l Electrical: Standard 120/1/60 15A (Other options available)
l Shipping Weight: 985lbs

Wulftec semi-automatic machines can increase productivity, reduce film and labour costs, and ensure optimal
safe operation - at up to 50 loads per hour. These operator-controlled wrappers apply much stronger prestretched
plastic film to the pallet, ensuring a safer, stable load. Although more expensive than non-prestretch equipment,
these pallet wrappers more than make up for it by using less film.

Low-profile turntable systems are designed for hand or powered pallet jack and forklift loading. With the turntable
under 3 inches in height, pallet jacks can easily place loads on this series using an optional ramp.
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Watch the Value Line 100 in action



   Item No      Brand              Model                    Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

44801055           WULFTEC               SML-150                        Turntable Smart Series Stretch Wrapper                                   1 EA                                              Call      Each 

l 20” No-Thread powered pre-stretch carriage for safe easy loading
l Pre-stretch ratio: 50% to 300%
l Production rate: 35-50 loads per hour
l Maximum Load Weight: 4,000 lbs
l Maximum Load Size: 50”W x 50”L x 80”H
l Overall Dimensions: 59”W x 111”L x 87”H   
l Weight: 2,200lbs approx
l Electrical: Standard 120/1/60 15A (Other options available)

l 58” diameter 3/8” steel plate turntable
l 0-12 RPM variable turntable speed control
l Electronic start/stop with positive table alignment at end of cycle
l Manual carriage up/down switch
l Variable up/down carriage speed
l Separate top/bottom wrap selectors
l Reinforced wrap/manual rotation control
l Automatic load height photo eye with on/off switch

Stretch Wrap and Shrink Wrap
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Watch the SML 150 in action



High Profile Turntable Systems

   Item No      Brand              Model                    Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

44801105           WULFTEC               SMH-150                       Turntable HighProfile Smart Series Stretch Wrapper                 1 EA                                              Call      Each 

l 0-12 RPM variable turntable speed control
l Compact and forklift portable from both ends
l Electronic start/stop with positive table alignment at end of cycle
l Manual carriage up/down switch
l Variable up/down carriage speed
l Separate top/bottom wrap selectors
l Reinforced wrap/manual rotation control
l Automatic load height photo eye with on/off switch

l 20” No-Thread powered pre-stretch carriage for safe easy loading
l Pre-stretch ratio: 50% to 300%
l Production rate: 30-40 loads per hour
l Maximum Load Weight: 4,000 lbs
l Maximum Load Size: 55”W x 55”L x 80”
l Overall Dimensions: 51”W x 109”L x 99”H   
l Weight: approx. 1,523 lbs
l Electrical: Standard 120/1/60 15A (Other options available)
l Chain driven 51” square turntable

High-profile turntable series designed specifically for forklift loaded applications. The turntable is raised to provide
easy loading and positioning access compared to low-profile systems. The most economical series of stretch
wrapping available.
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Get more information on the Smart Series



Rotary Systems (No Turntable)

   Item No      Brand             Model                     Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

44801040           WULFTEC              WRT-150                         Rotary Arm Heavy Duty Floor Mount Stretch Wrapper               1 EA                                              Call      Each 

l Production Rate: 50 loads per hour, based on load and machine
configuration

l Maximum load weight: unlimited
l Machine Weight:  approx. 2,100 lbs
l Machine Dimensions: 126”W x 162”L x 120”H
l Maximum Load Size: 52”W x 52”L x 80”H
l Rotary Arm Speed: 0 - 12 RPM variable speed
l Electrical Requirements: 120V/1/60 15 amps 
(other specs available)

l Carriage: 20” heavy duty no-thread powered pre-stretch carriage

l Carriage Prestretch Ratio: 50%-300%
(factory set to customer specs)

l Rotary Arm Drive: 3/4HP AC motor with heavy duty ring gear
bearing drive

l Controls: Alan Bradley PLCs
l Controls: Separate up/down carriage speeds and top/bottom wrap
selector

l Film force to load control and manual film clamp jog
l Autoheight sensing photoeye with On/Off switch
l Electronic film tension control with analog sensor
l Electronic rotary arm soft start/stop and alignment controls

Rotary arm systems are designed for maximum flexibility and for unique load shapes and weights. The rotary arm
rotates around a stationary load which makes for a safe, highly-effective way of wrapping very light, tall, very
heavy or unstable loads. Depending on model, they can be wall mounted, floor-mounted or free-standing four-
legged gantry style.
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   Item No      Brand             Model                     Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

44801045           WULFTEC              WRT-200                         Rotary Arm Heavy Duty Free Stand Stretch Wrapper                 1 EA                                              Call      Each 

l Production Rate: 50 loads per hour, based on load and machine
configuration

l Maximum load weight: unlimited
l Machine Weight:  approx. 2,600 lbs
l Machine Dimensions: 88”W x 150”L x 114”H
l Maximum Load Size: 52”W x 52”L x 80”H
l Rotary Arm Speed: 0 - 12 RPM variable speed
l Electrical Requirements: 120V/1/60 15amps 
(other specs available)

l Carriage: 20” heavy duty no-thread powered pre-stretch carriage

l Carriage Prestretch Ratio: 50%-300% 
(factory set to customer specs)

l Rotary Arm Drive: 3/4HP AC motor with heavy duty ring gear
bearing drive

l Controls: Alan Bradley PLC ‘s
l Controls: Separate up/down carriage speeds and 
top/bottom wrap selector

l Film force to load control and manual film clamp jog
l Autoheight sensing photoeye with On/Off switch
l Electronic film tension control with analog sensor
l Electronic rotary arm soft start/stop and alignment controls
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Watch the WRT 200 wrap a jeep in 2 minutes



Fully Automatic Machines
Turntable Non-Conveyorized

   Item No      Brand             Model            Description                                                                      Packaging                List Price    Per

44801140           WULFTEC              SMLPA-200          Low Profile Turntable Heavy Duty Stretch Wrapper                               1 EA                                              Call      Each 

Rotary turntable non-conveyorized systems offer flexible and economical stretch wrapping of all load types. This
series of stretch wrappers are designed for forklift loading and unloading and offer fully-automatic capability at a
semi-automatic price.

Once a load is delivered to the machine via forklift, the driver starts the wrap cycle by pulling a cycle start cord
and is then free to attend to other duties. The equipment automatically wraps the load, adjusting for varying load
heights, then seals the film tail to the load at the end of the cycle.

If you wrap 80 or more loads in an eight hour shift an automatic stretch wrapper will save you time and money.

l 60” diameter, 3/8” steel plate turntable
l Separate top/bottom wrap selectors and up/down controls
l Pneumatic cut/wipe film system, eliminates the need 
to attach and cut film

l Air compressor included - no external air source required
l Automatic load height photo eye with on/off switch
l Pause switch for top cover application
l Remote cycle start/stop pull cord
l Spiral up, spiral up down control

l Production rate: 50 loads per hour maximum
l Maximum Load Weight: 4,000 lbs
l Maximum Load Size: 50”W x 50”L x 80”
l Overall Dimensions: 60”W x 120”L x 93”H   
l Electrical: Standard 120/1/60 15A (Other options available)
l 0-12 RPM variable turntable speed control
l Electronic start/stop with positive table alignment at end of cycle
l 20” No-Thread powered pre-stretch carriage for safe easy loading
l Pre-stretch ratio: 50% to 300%
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Rotary Arm Conveyorized System

   Item No      Brand             Model                     Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

44801137           WULFTEC              WCRT-200                       Conveyorized Rotary Arm Free Stand Wrapper                          1 EA                                              Call      Each 

l Production Rate: 65 loads per hour, based on load and configuration
l Maximum load weight: 4,000 lbs
l Machine Weight:  approx. 4,500 lbs
l Machine Dimensions: 172”W x 141”L x 132”H
l Maximum Load Size: 50”W x 50”L x 80”H
l Turntable Speed: 0 - 32RPM variable speed
l Electrical Requirements: 230V/3/60 15 amps 
other specs available)

l Pneumatic Requirements: 3cfm @ 80psi
l Carriage: 20” Heavy Duty No-Thread Powered Pre-Stretch Carriage
l Carriage Prestretch Ratio: 50%-300% (factory set to customer specs)

l Rotary Arm Drive: Heavy duty ring gear bearing drive
l Entry/Exit Conveyor: 11 1/2’  powered chain drive 
18” pass height vary speed

l Controls: Alan Bradley PLC with touch screen interface
l Controls: Separate up/down carriage speeds and 
top/bottom wrap selector

l Film force to load control and manual film clamp jog
l Autoheight sensing photoeye with On/Off switch
l Electronic film tension control with analog sensor
l Visual alarm device for film out/broken
l Electronic rotary arm soft start/stop and alignment controls

Rotary arm systems are designed for maximum flexibility and for unique load shapes and weights. The arm
rotates around a stationary load which makes for a safe, highly effective way of wrapping very light, tall, heavy or
unstable loads. They are also ideal for wash-down applications.

Running automatically, these stretch wrapping systems allow high speed operation. They are commonly used in-
line as an integrated part of a packaging line and require no operator interaction.
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Shrink Wrap and Accessories 

Standard Multi-Purpose Films
Cryovac Premium

   Item No.                            Description                                                                                          Packaging                List Price    Per

v 27090445                                    12"x6250'x42GA C/F Perf'd                                                                                             1RL/CS 30/SKID                    $206.10      Roll 

v 27090417                                    18" x 100ga x 2620' Perf'd                                                                                             1RL/CS                                  $336.00      Roll 

   27090432                                    18" x 45ga x 5830' C/F                                                                                                    1RL/CS                                  $277.17      Roll 

Other Films

   Item No.                            Description                                                                                          Packaging                List Price    Per

v 27990174                                    Shrink Film 18"X60GAX4375' LTF EXLFILM                                                                     1 RL/BOX                               $326.20      Roll 

v 27990182                                    Shrink Film 18"X60GA RD-106 Anti Fog CF  UPC 00411110479769                               1 RL/BOX                               $788.37      Roll 

Other Shrink Products
Polyethylene Shrink

   Item No.                            Description                                                                                          Packaging                List Price    Per

v 16041072                                    20' x 150' x 10MIL White                                                                                                 15ROLL/SKID                         $510.94      Roll 

Shrink film is the most popular form of packaging in the marketplace. Whether you are multi-packing several
items, enhancing the graphics of your retail pack, achieving tamper-evident protection, or just looking for a dust
cover, shrink film is a great choice.

The sparkle and clarity of shrink film gives your product attractive retail appeal. Shrink film totally encloses your
product in plastic, which offers an excellent form of tamper-evident protection. It also gives your artwork or print
a glossy look. The shrink wrap process places a sealed plastic bag over your product. The bagged product then
moves through a heat tunnel, where the bag shrinks down to the exact size of your product.

Stretch Wrap and Shrink Wrap
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Shrink Wrap Equipment 

TableTop Systems and Access
Deluxe I-Bar Systems

Heat Guns

These proven I-Bar sealer systems are a cost-effective way to package cassettes, compact discs, parts, games,
repack returned goods, books, software, gift baskets, paper, pillows, linen sets, cookware, cosmetics, picture
frames, prints, sandwiches, candies, fruits and various other items. Operation is fast and smooth. Insert your
product into the film, press the sealer arm down, turn the package to seal the open side, and shrink the film with
the heat gun.

Heat Shrink Sealer Deluxe Portable System 18”

l Works with any centre-folded PVC or polyolefin shrink film
l Operation is fast and smooth.
l Includes an adjustable timer and LED indicator
l Maintenance kit and a starter roll of shrink film

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

     27080019      TRACO                        1 EA                              Call     Each 

Heat Shrink Gun Model 998 With Metal Case, Hose
and Gauges

l Shrink pallet bags in less than two minutes
l Lightweight, portable - use indoors or out
l Wide even heat pattern - up to 18” in a single pass
l Safety features include safety trigger, check valve, auto shut-off

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   16990045      GF                               1 EA                              Call    Each.

Stretch Wrap and Shrink Wrap
Shrink Wrap Equipment
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Entry Level Combo Systems
Shrink Tunnel\Sealer Combos

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   44801160        DAMARK                                                     L-Bar Semi-Auto Combo System                                               1 EA                                              Call      Each 

   44801150        DAMARK                                                     L-Bar Semi-Auto Table Top Combo System                                1 EA                                              Call      Each 

   44801170        DAMARK                                                     L-Bar Semi-Auto Combo System Pkg Discharge                       1 EA                                              Call      Each 

These entry level L-Bar sealer and heat tunnel combination systems are designed to provide economical quality
and performance. All models are ruggedly built and feature brand name components to give many years of
reliable service.

They are designed, depending on model, to seal and shrink up to 12 packages per minute using either
polyethylene, polyolefin or PVC film.

l Electromagnetic seal bar hold down
l Variable speed Teflon mesh belt heat tunnel conveyor
l Electronic heat control on shrink tunnel
l Top, side and bottom heat vents
l Film perforator roller for vent holes

l Tubular welded steel one-piece seal jaw
l Dual blower motor/heater system
l 3200 watt heating capacity in shrink tunnel
l Easy load film cradle
l Electronic time proportional low voltage impulse sealing system
l Adjustable product loading table

Stretch Wrap and Shrink Wrap
Shrink Wrap Equipment
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Watch the Damark L-Bar Series in action
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Shanklin Wrappers and Shrink Tunnels

Simple, Reliable, and Hard-Working for Superior Packages Every Time

Simplicity and reliability best describe this excellent line of standard shrink tunnels. Each is a hard-working,
high performance machine that produces superior packages every time. Standard models are also available
in stainless steel construction. 

Shrink Packaging Machinery

Shanklin®

Eastey L-Sealers
Rugged but economical, Eastey L-Sealers
have been proven reliable over and over
again. These intermediate level shrink seal-
ers provide you with all the quality features
found in much higher priced machines.
They are designed and built to give you all
the performance features needed for positive
sealing a wide variety of films including poly-
olefin, polyethylene, and PVC.

Ask our shrink specialists about choosing the right system for your needs.
Call your sales rep or our help desk at 310-GFGF (310-4343). 

Watch Shanklin shrink wrap products in action:



This section contains
products ranging from
labels and labelers,
stencils, inks and ribbons
to pens, markers and
placards.

Marking and
Labeling 
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CYNCH Permanent Ink Felt Tip Markers
CYNCH markers are available in either a wedge tip or bullet tip
and are ideal for warehouse and shipping applications.

Marks on wood, metal, and more•
Fast drying, fade resistant permanent ink•
Excellent durability - leak-proof six inch metal barrel•
Heavy-duty felt-tip with anchored rib construction•
Bullet tip is ideal for writing text•

See page 100

Great quality•
Great value•
Great service•

CYNCHY
When you need a helping hand. 

Look for our CYNCH mascot throughout this
catalogue. He will point you towards helpful
links and videos where you can get more
information about our product line. And ask
your sales rep about a real CYNCHY.

CYNCH is a line of high-quality yet economical packaging supplies and
materials available exclusively from GF. Our comprehensive CYNCH
product line offers you the quality you need and the value you expect. GF
and CYNCH - the perfect partnership for all your packaging needs.

Make your next packaging job a CYNCH!



Hand and Electronic Labeling 
Hand Labeling/Pricing

Hand Labelers

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                     List Price            2 +  Per      Packaging

v 18050080        #216 Two Line 8 Character Band                                                                                                      $105.87       $100.41    Each        1 EA 

v 18050010        #106 Single Line 6 Band                                                                                                                     $82.41         $75.82    Each        1 EA 

One-Line Stock Labels

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            5 +          10 +  Per      Packaging

v 18050025        106 Label White                                                                                                                 $1.33           $1.09           $1.00    Roll          1000/RL 54M/CS 

v 18050020        106 LabelTamper Proof White                                                                                            $1.42           $1.28           $1.16    Roll          1000/RL 54M/CS 

Two-Line Stock Labels

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 18050102        AVERY                                                         216 Labeler White                                                                      1250/RL 50M/CS                       $2.14      Roll 

When quality counts, the preferred choice is Avery Dennison hand labeling systems. Use it to print, dispense and
apply labels such as price marking and date coding. GF Packaging offers a complete line of easy to use and
operate hand labeling tools, complemented with a comprehensive variety of stock and made-to-order labels. We
also stock a number of these labels with tamperproof cuts responding to your needs for security and loss
prevention. We can deliver labels manufactured to fit your business needs whether price marking, product
identification, date coding or product tracking.

Single Line Label Gun Double Line Label Gun One Line Stock Labels

Stock labels are designed for price, date and code labeling of products. Permanent labels have a high strength,
long term adhesive and are very difficult to remove without leaving residue. Removable labels stick aggressively
to products but will remove cleanly and leave no residue. Tamper-proof labels have slits in the label, making them
hard to remove in one piece. This makes it easy to identify any attempts to remove or change the label.

Marking and Labeling
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Explore our complete line of hand and electronic labeling
products. Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of
our marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Marking Products 
Permanent Markers

Fine Tip

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price          36 +          72 +        144 +  Per      Packaging

v 04000165        Fine Point Marker Sharpie Black                                                                     $1.66           $1.58           $1.51           $1.46    Each        12/BX 

Regular Tip

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price          36 +          72 +        144 +  Per      Packaging

v 04000010        Wedge Tip Marker Cynch Brand Black                                                            $1.54                                                             Each        10/BX 

v 04000090        Bullet Tip Marker Cynch Brand Black                                                              $1.54                                                             Each        500/CS 

v 04000015        Wedge Tip Marker Cynch Brand Black Magnetic                                            $1.96           $1.87             $1.7           $1.72    Each        12/BX 

Large Tip

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 04990035        GF                                                               Magnum 44 Wedge Tip Permanent Marker Black                      12/CS                                        $5.06      Each 

Permanent markers are designed to leave fast-drying, waterproof, weather and smear-resistant marks on metal,
wood, paper, cardboard, plastic, glass and more. A variety of different tip sizes, styles and colours are available
from several manufacturers.

Marking and Labeling
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Paint Markers

Regular Tip

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price          36 +          72 +        144 +  Per      Packaging

v 04010012        Paint Marker Pumper White                                                                            $3.25           $2.98           $2.85           $2.68    Each        12/BX 

v 04010014        Paint Marker Pumper  Black                                                                           $3.27           $3.00           $2.87           $2.69    Each        12/BX 

v 04010013        Paint Marker Pumper Yellow                                                                           $3.27           $3.00           $2.87           $2.69    Each        12/BX 

v 04010015        Paint Marker Pumper Red                                                                               $3.27           $3.00           $2.87           $2.69    Each        12/BX 

v 04010030        Paint Marker Artline 400 White                                                                       $3.42           $3.20           $3.11           $3.01    Each        12/BX 

v 04010040        Paint Marker Artline 400 Yellow                                                                      $3.40           $3.19           $3.10           $3.00    Each        12/BX 

v 04010060        Paint Marker Artline 400 Red                                                                          $3.40           $3.19           $3.09           $2.99    Each        12/BX 

v 04010070        Paint Marker Artline 400 Blue                                                                         $3.40           $3.19           $3.10           $3.00    Each        12/BX 

Paint markers are permanent markers that are ideal for metal marking, industrial and outdoor use. The quick-
drying paint marks on nearly any surface and leaves a fadeproof opaque mark. These paint markers even mark
on wet, rough and oily surfaces. They won’t chip, peel or rub off. GF Packaging offers a variety of markers from
different manufacturers.

Marking and Labeling
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Explore our complete line of marking products.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Crayons and Chalk
China\Grease Markers

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price          36 +          72 +        144 +  Per      Packaging

v 04060060        China Marker Black                                                                                           $.97             $.93             $.89             $.86    Each        12/BX 

v 04060080        China Marker White                                                                                           $.96             $.93             $.89             $.86    Each        12/BX 

Stenciling Products
Stencil Cutting Machines

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   39000080        DIAGRAPH                                                   Stencil Cutting Machine Kit 1" Characters                                 1 EA                                    $5,784.30      Each 

   39000070        DIAGRAPH                                                   Stencil Cutting Machine 3/4" Characters                                   1 EA                                    $5,784.30      Each 

Stenciling is a quick cost-effective way to mark products for shipment or identification. Diagraph stencil
machines have been the industry standard since 1893. They are easy to operate, sturdy and portable.

Marking and Labeling
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Stencil Oilboard

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                     List Price        150 +  Per      Packaging

v 39000170        Stencil Board Oiled 6" x 20"                                                                                                                 $3.00           $2.74    Lb            50LB/CS 14SHT/LB 

v 39000200        Stencil Board Oiled 6 1/2" x 24"                                                                                                          $3.00           $2.74    Lb            50LB/CS 10SHT/LB 

Stenciling Applicators

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            2 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 39000540        OneShot Stencil Roller Assembly 3"                                                                              $162.07       $147.67       $135.61    Each        1 EA 

v 39000340        Roll It On Stencil Roller Assembly 3" Black Neoprene                                                     $37.80         $35.44         $33.85    Each        1 EA 

Replacement Rollers and Accessories

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            2 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 39000390        Roll It On Stencil Roller Replacement 3" Black Neoprene                                               $30.07         $27.06         $24.60    Each        1 EA 

v 39000400        Roll It On Stencil Roller Ink Pad 3 1/2" x 7"                                                                     $17.04         $15.34         $13.95    Each        1 EA 

v 39000560        OneShot Stencil Roller Replacement 1 1/2"                                                                    $23.24         $20.92         $19.02    Each        1 EA 

Stenciling Ink & Conditioner

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            2 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 39000590        OneShot Ink Cartridge GS1 Black                                                                                    $10.75           $9.56           $8.60    Each        1 EA 8/BX 

v 39000610        OneShot Ink Cartridge GS3 White                                                                                    $11.33         $10.07           $9.06    Each        1 EA 8/BX 

v 39000650        Marking Ink Porous Surface R1 Black                                                                             $48.20         $42.18         $39.23    Qt            1 QUART 

v 39000751        Marking Ink Multi-Purpose Non Porous Surface S3 Black Heavy                                    $30.94         $29.75         $28.13    Qt            1 QUART 

v 39000770        Marking Ink Non Porous Surface S3White                                                                       $52.69         $46.10         $43.90    Qt            1 QUART 

GF Packaging has the ink type and colour to match just about any application:

R type inks are for use on porous surfaces such as corrugated, paper, wood and
textiles.

S type inks are for use on non-porous metal, plastic, glass and laminate
surfaces.

GS inks are multi-purpose and can be used on both porous and non-porous
applications.

Marking and Labeling
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Labeling Products 
Stock Printed Labels

Standard Warnings

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price            2 +            5 +          10 +  Per      Packaging

v 08000020        Packing Slip Enclosed Label 2" x 5" Black/Fluorescent Red                        $16.99         $14.81         $13.49         $12.58    Roll          500/RL 

v 08000025        Invoice Enclosed Label 2" x 5" Black/Fluorescent Red                                $16.99         $14.81         $13.49         $12.58    Roll          500/RL 

v 08000030        Mixed Pack Label 2" x 5" Black/Fluorescent Red                                         $16.99         $14.81         $13.49         $12.58    Roll          500/RL 

v 08000060        Fragile Handle With Care Label 2" x 5" Black/Fluorescent Red                    $16.99         $14.30         $13.24         $12.14    Roll          500/RL 

v 08000070        Glass Handle With Care Label 2"x5"  Black/Fluorescent Red                       $16.99         $14.31         $13.24         $12.14    Roll          500/RL 

v 08000130        This Side Up Label W/ Arrow 2" x 5" Black/Fluorescent Red                        $16.99         $14.81         $13.49         $12.58    Roll          500/RL 

Ship To Labels

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 08000010        Lined 2-7/8" x 4-1/2"  Black on White                                                                                                                  $18.86    Roll          500/RL 

Easy-to-understand, high visibility pressure sensitive adhesive labels help to prevent mishandling of valuable
contents. Place on every package that requires special attention by the sender or receiver. GF Packaging has
hundreds of stock labels available to choose from. Whether it’s a warning or caution label, an internationally
recognized pictorial label, commodity label, or just a plain label, we have a huge selection to suit your needs.

Caution or special-handling labels are used almost
anywhere to provide warning, security and special
handling instructions. They are made of fluorescent,
self-adhesive paper and have bright simple-to-
understand graphics and warnings.

The following labels are the most commonly used and
are in stock at all times. 500 labels per roll. Many more
styles, sizes and colours are available.

Standard Ship To labels are used for addressing and
marking packages and products for shipment. They
come in a variety of styles and sizes and can be custom
made with your company’s name, address and logo. 500
labels per roll.

Marking and Labeling
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Explore our complete line of labels.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Custom Labels
GF Packaging can supply high-impact custom printed labels in a wide
variety of shapes, sizes, materials and colours. Standard and custom
sizes are available up to 7” wide and 13” long. 500 labels per roll on
standard sizes.

Please contact a GF Packaging representative for assistance in designing
a label specifically tailored to your needs. Custom labels can be
perforated, depending on your requirements.

Marking and Labeling
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Weber® Labeling Systems

Affordable Alternatives for High-Speed Labeling

Weber's sturdy, self-contained units combine a high-density
thermal/thermal-transfer label printer with an automatic label
applicator to simultaneously print and apply pressure-sensitive labels
to the tops, bottoms or sides of products right along the conveyor line.

The major benefits of print-apply systems include their ability to:

Eliminate the expense and inconvenience of preprinted labels•

Eliminate label obsolescence•

Reduce labor costs•

Provide faster, more precise labeling•

Automatically print, encode and apply RFID smart labels• Watch the 5300 in action

Model 5300 Series Printer-Applicators.

Watch the 4300 in action

Model 4300 Pro-Apply Printer-Applicators

Watch the Alpha in action

Alpha Compact Wipe-on Label Applicator

(Video)

(Video)(Video)



Thermal Transfer Products

Thermal Transfer Labels

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 08090016        GF                                                               4" x 2" White                                                                              3000/RL 24M/CS                       $9.63      1000 

v 08090019        GF                                                               4" x 3" White 3" Core                                                                 1000/RL 10RL/CS                    $13.19      1000 

v 08000296        GF                                                               4"X6" White 3" Core No Perf                                                      1000/RL                                  $16.11      1000 

v 08090021        GF                                                               4" x 6" White Perf 3" Core                                                         1M/RL 4RL/CS 75CS/SK          $14.45      1000 

v 08090033        OTHER PRODUCTS                                      4" x 6" White Perf 3" Core                                                         1000/RL 8RL/CS                      $31.91      1000 

Thermal Transfer Print Ribbons

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 09070123        GF                                                               Waxed 156MMx450M Black                                                       12RLS/CASE                            $23.80      Roll 

v 09070115        GF                                                               Waxed 110MMx450M Black                                                       12RLS/CASE                            $19.85      Roll 

GF Packaging thermal transfer labels can be used as shipping labels, bar
codes, product identification labels, price labels, inventory control labels, etc.
They are made of semi-gloss top coated premium grade paper stock for
superior sharp thermal transfer printing. The ultra smooth finish allows for
premium imprinting and consistent first scan readability as well as durability
and smudge resistance.

These labels have been tested with various standard and high speed thermal
transfer printers and ribbons and are recommended for print speeds up to 10”
per second. Thermal transfer labels can be perforated.

GF wax ribbons print at high speeds and require less printhead energy than
the standard wax ribbon. They have good smudge and scratch resistance, and
produce outstanding results on a wide variety of stocks. Superior edge
definition decreases misreads on bar code scan. Anti-static formulation
prolongs the life of your printhead. Ideal for general purpose usage, retail
labeling, apparel/textile labeling, addressing, shipping, warehouse and
inventory labeling.

Marking and Labeling
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Prices can vary depending on a number of factors.

Prices for many packaging items are very sensitive to commodity costs and market conditions, so the
prices printed above are subject to change. You want to be sure that you’re getting the best possible prices
at all times and GF is committed to the pursuit of fair market pricing. 

Additionally all prices quoted in this catalogue are FOB our major branches. Regional prices on some
products may vary either up or down because of transportation costs.

You can always find current pricing for your region by setting up an account on our website at
www.gf.ca. Or contact your GF sales representative or call us toll free at 310-GFGF (310-4343.)



Shipping Tags 

Plain Kraft Shipping Tags

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            6 +  Per      Packaging

v 14040040        K-4 Manilla 4-1/4" x  2-1/8"                                                                                            $22.21         $20.63         $19.58    Box          1000 BX 

v 14040050        K-5 Manilla 4-3/4" x 2-3/8"                                                                                             $23.17         $21.52         $20.42    Box          1000/BX 

v 14040060        K-6 Manilla 5-1/4" x 2-5/8"                                                                                             $24.65         $22.89         $21.73    Box          1000/BX 

v 14040070        K-7 Manilla 5-3/4" x 2-7/18"                                                                                           $51.57         $48.95         $46.58    Box          1000/BX 

v 14040080        K-8 Manilla 6-1/4" x 3-1/8"                                                                                             $30.00         $27.89         $26.07    Box          1000/BX 

Colored Kraft Shipping Tags

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            6 +  Per      Packaging

v 14040055        K-5 Yellow 4-3/4" x 2-3/8"                                                                                              $43.40         $39.06         $35.51    Box          1000/BX 

v 14040051        K-5 Red 4-3/4" x 2-3/8"                                                                                                  $28.84         $25.96         $23.60    Box          1000/BX 

v 14040052        K-5 Green 4-3/4" x 2-3/8"                                                                                               $28.84         $25.96         $23.60    Box          1000/BX 

v 14040054        K-5 Dark Blue 4-3/4" x 2-3/8"                                                                                         $28.84         $25.96         $23.60    Box          1000/BX 

Tyvek Shipping Tags

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            2 +            6 +  Per      Packaging

v 14040310        #5 White 4-3/4"x 2-3/8"                                                                                                  $61.18         $59.36         $55.24    Box          1000/BX 

v 14040320        #8 White 6-1/4"x 3-1/8"                                                                                                $107.26       $100.11         $93.25    Box          1000/BX 

Our shipping tags are available in 8 sizes and a wide variety of colours. They are
available in either coated or uncoated 10 point cover stock. All have reinforced
eyelets. We also produce custom sized and custom printed shipping tags for your
specific requirements. While ideally suited for shipping tags, they also work well
as production, quality control, and fire safety tags.

Marking and Labeling
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Shipping Tag Sizes



Installation and configuration
There’s more to labeling and packaging than just

purchasing the right equipment.  The entire process must

be laid out professionally and expertly for optimum

efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

GF will not only help you find the right equipment.  Our

dedicated and trained professionals will go to your

premises to analyze your needs, determine the right

equipment and applications and how it should be

configured - one-stop shopping for a total solution.

Manufacturing direct support
We work side-by-side with our suppliers to make sure that

you receive 24-hour repair and maintenance service from

our factory-trained millwrights and automation

technologists.

Preventative maintentance
Avoid costly downtime and save money with special

maintenance rates by catching potential problems BEFORE

they happen.  Subscribe to our Preventative Maintenance

Program and earn  savings on prescheduled preventative

maintenance calls.  For more information or a copy of our

Preventative Maintenance Agrement, please contact your

local GF service department.

Demonstrations
Know what you’re buying with confidence.  We’ll show you

exactly how our products work, either on site or at our own

premises.

Specialized Services, Support and Repair for
all Your Packaging and Fastening Needs

GF Service makes sure you re-
ceive the highest quality service
in support of our high quality
products.

• GF services all makes of packaging equipment

• All technicians are properly insured

• All technicians are fully accredited

• GF maintains an extensive parts inventory

• GF will manage your packaging equipment inventory

• Long-term contracts assure you of 24/7 service

What can you expect from
GF Service Technicians?

• Prompt service

• Polite conduct

• Professional attitude

• In-depth knowledge

• Quality service

• Service vehicles stocked with

replacement parts

• Return of all used parts after the repair

• Hand written service reports at the 

end of each call

We also provide:

• In plant or on-site service capabilities

• Training program for your staff

• Used equipment for sale

GF Service is an authorized
repair depot for an extensive list
of quality Packaging and
Fastening equipment:
• 3M
• Airy
• Bostitch
• Damark
• Dewalt
• Diagraph
• Duofast
• Eagle
• Eastey
• Emglo
• Gerrard Ovalstrapping
• Haubold
• Highlight Industries
• Hitachi
• Hysol
• Inno-Pack
• Intertape
• Joseph Kihlberg

We also repair:
• B.T.
• Belpak
• Cousins
• Emplex
• Fromm
• Hitachi
• Infra Pak
• Lantech
• Little David
• Macwrap

• Liftrite
• Linx
• Makita
• Max
• MIP
• Mosca
• Muro
• Paslode
• Precisionrap Dispensers
• Quik Drive
• Ramset
• Ranpak
• Sealed Air
• Shanklin
• Signode
• Strapex
• Wulftec

• Marsh
• Muller
• Nintech
• Orgapak
• Orion
• Paslode
• Phoenix
• Siat
• Strapack
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This section contains
storage and material
handling equipment
ranging from pallet
trucks to carts,
dockboards, ladders
and racking.

Storage and
Material Handling
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Material Handling Equipment 

Pallet Lifting\Moving Products
Standard Pallet Jacks

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 10020050        LIFT RITE                                                    20 1/2" x 48" 5500lb Capacity                                                   1 EA                                       $620.32      Each 

v 10020040        LIFT RITE                                                    27" x 42" 5500lb Capacity                                                         1 EA                                       $646.22      Each 

v 10020060        LIFT RITE                                                    27" x 48" 5500lb Capacity                                                         1 EA                                       $641.50      Each 

Ergo Lift Pallet Jacks

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   10020096        LIFT RITE                                                    Ergonomic Lift Manual 27" x 48" 3000lb Capacity                    1 EA                                    $3,650.77      Each 

Lift-Rite hand pallet trucks are designed to meet the demands of a fast-paced material handling industry.
Simplicity, strong construction, smooth handling and exceptional maneuverability are hallmarks of our hand pallet
trucks - making them ideal for use day in and day out.

Lift-Rite trucks include low-profile and ultra-low-profile configurations, for pallet clearances as low as 1 3/4”. A
host of options and accessories enable you to customize your truck’s capabilities to meet your specific needs.
Simple, easy-to-access design and fewer parts allow quick, easy servicing. Ergonomic features, including
convenient fingertip controls, enhance operator comfort and productivity.
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Hand Trucks

General Purpose

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 10000010                                                                         Loop Handle 8" Semi-Pneumatic General Purpose                    1 EA                                         $86.90      Each 

v 10000020                                                                         Loop Handle 10" Pneumatic                                                      1 EA                                       $106.29      Each 

Medium Duty

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 10010200                                                                         Loop Handle 8" Semi-Pneumatic                                               1 EA                                       $123.24      Each 

v 10010210                                                                         Extended Toe Plate 8" Semi-Pneumatic                                     1 EA                                       $186.72      Each 

v 10010280                                                                         Rough Terrain 10" Pneumatic                                                    1 EA                                       $135.24      Each 

Loop Handle Dock Master Warehouse Special Pail Trucker
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You Can Trust Lift-Rite Quality

The Lift-Rite Titan Series Hand Pallet Trucks, Models LCR55 and LCS55 versions, are warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for a
period of two (2) years for the hydraulic pump and one (1) year for the truck chassis. All periods begin from date of installation.

Wearable Components include but are not limited to:

• Wheels, Rollers, and Bearings

• Oilite Bearings and Bushings

Components found to be defective by an authorized Lift-Rite Sales and Service Center during the warranty period will be replaced or repaired as
indicated above. Replacement components installed during the defined period set forth above, are warranted for the balance of the applicable truck
warranty period, or 90 days, whichever is longer. Additionally, freight charges for parts involved in the replacement or repair of a defective
component will be paid by Lift-Rite, provided that the replacement or repair is made by an authorized Lift-Rite Sales and Service Center. 

When you need a pallet jack every day you can’t afford to take a chance on a knock-off. Lift-Rite products are
built for heavy duty industrial use. Here’s just a part of their standard 2 year warranty:



Carts

2 Shelf Carts

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 10011080                                                                         2 Shelf 700lb Capacity 24" x 36"                                               1 EA                                       $219.00      Each 

v 10011120                                                                         2 Shelf 700lb Capacity 18" x 36"                                               1 EA                                       $196.37      Each 

3 Shelf Carts

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 10011090                                                                         3 Shelf 700lb Capacity 24" x 36"                                               1 EA                                       $257.73      Each 

4 - 5 Shelf Carts

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   10011078                                                                         5 Shelf 800lb Capacity 24" x 36"                                               1 EA                                       $395.72      Each 

Available in 4 or 5 shelf versions, these trucks allow for large storage capacity of small items. Top shelves can be
reversed for flush surface. Carts come with 2 swivel and 2 rigid casters. Handle mounted on swivel end for
increased mobility under load. Powdercoat paint finish to resist rust.

Practical, timesaving heavy gauge steel carts for order picking or service work. Carts come with 2 swivel and 2
rigid casters. Handle mounted on swivel end for increased mobility under load. Powdercoat paint finish to resist
rust.

10011080 10011090 10011078
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Stock Carts

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                     List Price            3 +  Per      Packaging

v 10010980        2 Level 650lb Capacity 16" x 36" 5" Casters                                                                                   $176.74       $165.41    Each        1 EA 

v 10010990        1 Level 650lb Capacity 16" x 36" 5" Casters                                                                                   $169.43       $158.13    Each        1 EA 

Platform Trucks

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 10011370                                                                         700lb Capacity 24" x 48" 5" Casters                                         1 EA                                       $235.00      Each 

   10011300                                                                         2000lb Capacity Standard Wheel Pattern 24" x 48"                  1 EA                                       $373.28      Each 

Tilt Trucks and Hoppers

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   11100901                                                                         3/4 Cubic Yard Capacity                                                             1 EA                                    $1,640.56      Each 

   11100903                                                                         1-1/2 Cubic Yard Capacity                                                          1 EA                                    $2,119.39      Each 

   11100904                                                                         2 Cubic Yard Capacity                                                                1 EA                                    $2,348.91      Each 

Forklift operated self-dumping steel hoppers are designed for
clean, efficient handling of scrap metal, raw materials and other
bulk items. They can be moved and dumped either by forklift or
placed on an optional caster kit for easy mobility. Returns
automatically to upright and locked position for reloading.
Comes with reinforced locking latch with spring-loaded safety
catch.

The hoppers listed are made of standard 10 gauge steel and are
ideal for general use. Heavy-duty 3/16” steel or extra heavy-duty
1/4” steel hoppers are also available. Other sizes are available.

Platform trucks are ideal for picking and transporting all kinds of
materials easily and efficiently. Choose from a large selection of
deck sizes, deck materials and casters to suit just about any
institutional or retail application. Steel decks are ideal for
general-purpose applications. Wood decks are great for carrying
objects that easily scuff or slip and slide around. All trucks come
with a removable handle. Other sizes and styles are available.

Stock carts are designed to be used as carry-alls for retail or
warehouse stocking. The carts roll smoothly and are very
maneuverable on two swivel and two rigid solid rubber casters.
Powdercoat paint finish to resist rust.
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Appliance/Furniture Equipment

Drum Equipment

Appliance Truck Ratchet
Strap/StairRollers/Bumpers 8”Wheels

l General purpose model
l 14’ ratchet style strap with safety lock feature
l Stair climbers and vinyl non-marking bumpers
l 8” x 2” semi-pneumatic wheels
l Capacity: 800 lbs
l Dimensions: 24” wide x 60” high
l Weight: 50 lbs

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   10010540      GF                               1 EA                       $304.04     Each 

Drum Cradle 30 - 45 Gallon Drum 1000lb
Capacity 3” Casters

l Ideal for moving, storing or draining 30 - 45 gallon drums
l One person can load and unload drums easily and safely
l Self storing tipping lever
l 4 rigid non-sparking casters
l Height: 19”
l Weight: 25 lbs

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   10011270      GF                               1 EA                       $139.29     Each 
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Explore our complete line of material handling products.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Rolling Ladders

Rolling Ladders 2 - 6 Step

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 10011430        GF                                                               3 Step No Handrails with Safety Brake                                      1 EA                                       $236.24      Each 

   10011440        GF                                                               4 Step No Handrails with Safety Brake                                      1 EA                                       $266.49      Each 

   10011450        GF                                                               4 Step with Handrails and Safety Brake                                    1 EA                                       $389.66      Each 

v 10011480        GF                                                               6 Step with Handrails                                                                 1 EA                                       $441.30      Each 

Rolling Ladders 7 - 14 Step

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   10011500        GF                                                               8 Step with Handrails and Safety Lock                                      1 EA                                       $748.97      Each 

   10011512        GF                                                               10 Step with Handrails and Safety Lock                                    1 EA                                       $848.90      Each 

   10011570        GF                                                               14 Step with Handrails and Safety Lock                                    1 EA                                    $1,098.97      Each 

Rolling Ladders 15 - 20 Step

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   10011516        GF                                                               16 Step with Handrails and Safety Lock                                    1 EA                                    $1,168.91      Each 

Ideal for use in warehouses, these ladders are
designed for use by one person. The total load
capacity should not exceed 300 lbs. The ladders
roll easily into position and lock firmly to the
floor for maximum safety.

2 - 7 step ladders use an automatic operator-
activated spring-loaded safety lock. 8 - 20 step
ladders use a positive footlock/kick release
operator activated system for increased safety
and stability. The first step activates the
mechanism. 3 - 7 step ladders can be ordered
with the footlock/kick release mechanism as an
option.

Non-clogging, slip-resistant steel steps are
standard on all models. 2 - 7 step ladders come
with 4 swivel casters for easy maneuverability. 8
- 20 step ladders come with 2 swivel casters
and 2 fixed wheels. 8 - 20 step ladders are
shipped knocked down and are easily
assembled.
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Step Ladders

Heavy Duty Fiberglass

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   10011774        STURDY LADDER                                        4'                                                                                                1 EA                                       $130.45      Each 

   10011775        STURDY LADDER                                        5'                                                                                                1 EA                                       $143.51      Each 

v 10011770        STURDY LADDER                                        6'                                                                                                1 EA                                       $134.63      Each 

v 10011772        STURDY LADDER                                        8'                                                                                                1 EA                                       $179.00      Each 

Extra Heavy Duty Fiberglass

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   10011792        STURDY LADDER                                        3'                                                                                                1 EA                                       $111.05      Each 

   10011750        STURDY LADDER                                        4'                                                                                                1 EA                                       $123.00      Each 

   10011752        STURDY LADDER                                        5'                                                                                                1 EA                                       $141.80      Each 

v 10011754        STURDY LADDER                                        6'                                                                                                1 EA                                       $140.75      Each 

v 10011756        STURDY LADDER                                        8'                                                                                                1 EA                                       $188.18      Each 

   10011757        STURDY LADDER                                        10'                                                                                              1 EA                                       $285.30      Each 

   10011758        STURDY LADDER                                        12'                                                                                              1 EA                                       $374.13      Each 

Wood Heavy Duty Fiberglass Extra Heavy Duty Fiberglass Heavy Duty Aluminum 
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How to Order from GF

Online with our eCatalogue at www.gf.ca•
In store at any our 9 branch locations in Western Canada•
Fax or email to info@gf.ca•
Toll free by phone at 310-GFGF (310-4343)•



Trestle  Ladders

Extension  Ladders

      Item No.        Description                             List Price    Per

       10012010           2'                                                               $67.82      Each 

       10012004           4'                                                               $93.05      Each 

       10012011           3'                                                               $85.15      Each 

 v   10012000           6'                                                             $121.52      Each 

 v   10012001           7'                                                             $176.62      Each 

 v   10012020           8'                                                             $178.33      Each 

       10012015           10'                                                           $249.15      Each 

Item # 10012000

l Designed for use on either side
l Industrial 300lb duty rated aluminum
l Double solid aircraft rivets both front and back
l Excellent stability - heavy-duty extruded side rails
l Non-slip wrap around ladder foot pads
l Full 3” deeply serrated aluminum steps

Item # 10011722

l Heavy duty ladder for industrial applications
l Meets or exceeds CSA grade 1
l 300lb duty rating
l Rigid box shaped side rails
l Side mounted pulley keeps rope clear of feet
l Mar and impact resistant end caps to protect rail ends and support
surfaces

l Heavy duty self-aligning safety feet w/slip resistant treads & ice
pick plate

l Polyethylene rung sleeves to reduce wear and extend life
l Heavy duty zinc die cast rung locks 

      Item No.        Description                             List Price    Per

       10011720           Box Beam 16'                                          $276.75      Each 

 v   10011722           Box Beam 24'                                          $327.97      Each 

 v   10011724           Box Beam 28'                                          $394.34      Each 

       10011726           Box Beam 32'                                          $544.97      Each 

       10011997           Box Beam 44'                                       $1,272.72      Each 
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Storage Products and Systems 
Storage Cabinets

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   10500145        GF                                                               Welded "Hi-Boy" 36"W x 18"D x 72"H                                      1 EA                                       $399.03      Each 

   10500155        GF                                                               Welded "Wardrobe" 36"W x 18"D x 72"H                                  1 EA                                       $439.97      Each 

Hangable/Stackable Bins

10500145 10500155

Industrial grade cabinets offer plenty of storage space for just about anything and are an excellent choice for
manufacturing, warehouse, institutional or office storage. Standard features include fully adjustable shelves as
well as recessed handle and cylinder locks. Wardrobe and combination cabinets come with coat rods. Except for
the jumbo model, the cabinets are all-welded and are shipped assembled. The jumbo is shipped knocked down
and requires assembly. Other sizes, styles and colours are available.

Control inventories, shorten assembly times and minimize parts handling. These heavy-duty bins are designed to
hang from racks, panels, rails and carts. Ingenuity in design and engineering has produced an ultra-strong,
versatile container that will stack on one another and hang on louvered panels, racks, carts, and rails. They’re
also good in combination with shelving. This allows you to form storage and movement systems tailored exactly
to your needs.

AkroBins are unaffected by weak acids/alkalis, oils and grease. Sturdy one-piece construction is water, rust and
corrosion proof and are guaranteed not to break. Available in red, yellow and blue. Other sizes are also available.
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Super-Size Stack Bins

Shelf Bins

Super-Size AkroBin stacking containers are the perfect way to organize heavy, bulky items. The bins stack to form
tall stable storage arrangements on floors or shelving. Large handles make them easy to carry and a wide hopper
style front allows easy access to items.

Dollies are available for the super-sized bins. The Super-Size AkroBins have weight capacities up to 300 lbs and
are available in 5 different sizes and 3 colours.

      Item No.        Description                             List Price    Per

       03050202           20" x 12-3/8" x 12" Red                            $36.12      Each 

       03050203           20" x 18-3/8" x 12" Red                            $49.89      Each 

       03050209           29-1/4" x 18-3/8" x 12" Blue                    $68.29      Each 

Shelf bins are the most economical way to store parts and components. These durable polypropylene bins are
waterproof and are unaffected by oil and grease. Replace your worn-out corrugated bins permanently with plastic
shelf bins. They also help you organize by colour and improve the look of your stockroom.

They are designed for use on 12”, 18” and 24” deep shelving. Choose from 13 different sizes and 3 different
colours. Dividers and bin cups are available.

      Item No.        Description                             List Price    Per

       03050567           5-3/8" x 4-1/8" x 3" Blue                            $2.31      Each 

       03050577           14-3/4" x 8-1/4" x 7" Blue                        $18.82      Each 

       03050875           10-7/8" x 5-1/2" x 5" Blue                        $10.40      Each 

      Item No.        Description                             List Price    Per

 v   03050505           11-5/8" x 4 1/8" x 4" Blue                           $3.08      Each 

 v   03050635           11-5/8" x 6-5/8" x 4" Blue                          $4.80      Each 

       03050001           17-7/8" x 6-5/8" x 4" Blue                          $5.94      Each 

       03050004           17-7/8" x 8-3/8" x 4" Blue                          $8.14      Each 

       03050638           23-5/8" x 11-1/8" x 4" Blue                      $16.71      Each 
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Pallet Racking and Accessories 

End Frames

End Frames 42” - 44” Wide

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   19021042                                                                         End Frame 42" x 120"                                                                1 EA                                              Call      Each 

   19021044                                                                         End Frame 42" x 144"                                                                1 EA                                              Call      Each 

   19021048                                                                         End Frame 42" x 192"                                                                1 EA                                              Call      Each 

Horizontal Beams

Horizontal Beams 2”- 3” Depth

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   19020933                                                                         Step Beam 3.5" x 108"                                                              1 EA                                              Call      Each 

Horizontal Beams 4”- 6” Depth

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   19020922                                                                         Box Beam 4" x 96"                                                                     1 EA                                              Call      Each 

   19020924                                                                         Box Beam 4" x 120"                                                                   1 EA                                              Call      Each 

   19020923                                                                         Box Beam 4" x 108"                                                                   1 EA                                              Call      Each 

   19020926                                                                         Box Beam 4" x 144"                                                                   1 EA                                              Call      Each 

Pallet racking upright frames are welded cross-braced units made with hi-tensile steel. They are designed to
have maximum rigidity and strength and are compatible with all industry standard wedge/slot racking systems.
Note that used product is available from time to time. Call your sales rep or customer support at 310-GFGF for
more information.

Pallet racking beams fit into end frames and lock securely into place by means of a 6-point connector. Box beams
have a flush surface and are primarily used for pallet storage or with wire mesh decking. Step beams have a 1
1/4” step-down groove to support decks of plywood, steel etc. that will create a surface ideal for smaller items.
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Miscellaneous Racking Products
Wire Mesh Decking

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   19020906                                                                         Pallet Decking Wire Mesh 42" x 52"                                          1 EA                                              Call      Each 

   19020900                                                                         Pallet Decking Wire Mesh 42" x 46"                                          1 EA                                              Call      Each 

   19020901                                                                         Pallet Decking Wire Mesh 36" x 46"                                          1 EA                                              Call      Each 

Support Bars and Spacers

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   19000866                                                                         Safety Bar 2" x 36"                                                                    1EA                                               Call      Each 

Dock and Warehouse Products 
Desks and Benches

Standard Work Benches

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   10010383                                                                         48"x30"x1 3/4" Thick Dyna Top                                                 1 EA                                       $294.77      Each 

Heavy Duty Work Benches

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   10010466                                                                         Galv Sheet Metal 72"x30" to 32" Adj Legs 1 Shelf                    1 EA                                    $2,684.16      Each 

Safety support bars provide additional support between beams for odd-size or non-standard pallets. Row spacers
are used on back-to-back racking layouts to maintain spacing between rows.

Heavy Duty Workbench

Wire mesh decking for pallet racking improves product visibility and won’t trap dust, dirt or debris. Allows racking
storage of non-palletized items. Easy to install; just drop in the wire decking over the pallet rack beams. The edge
holds the decking in place.
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Lockers and Accessories

Steel Locker Double Tier Single Bank 2 Doors
12”Wx18”Dx72”D

l Laminated honeycomb double pan door (for exceptional
strength and quietness)

l Lock formed body to side connections (stronger than bolts
or rivets)

l Shelf mount notched in frame to provide superior shelf
strength

l Chrome plated handle box with pull which houses a
removable number plate

l Continuous full height door stop on hinge and hasp post
integral with frame

l (eliminates pushed in doors)
l Each locker has 3 heavy duty chrome plated clothing
hooks

l Vent slots in top and bottom of the door to provide free
flow ventilation

l Plastic handle box and pull

    Item No     Brand         Packaging       List Price   Per

     19010029      GF                    1 EA                            $282.00     Each 

Rugged, fully-assembled steel lockers provide many years of maintenance-free service. They are designed for
use in industrial, commercial or institutional facilities and will stand up to the rigours of everyday use. Lockers are
made of cold rolled steel and are all-welded which eliminates nuts, bolts and rivets.

Standard colours are grey, black or beige but other sizes, configurations and special order custom colours are
available.
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Find more warehouse and storage items.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Strip Curtains and Accessories

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   11100081                                                                         Bulk Standard Grade 8" x .080 300'                                          300'/RL                                     $1.69      Foot 

   11100070                                                                         Bulk Standard Grade 12" x .080 300'                                        300'/RL                                     $1.97      Foot 

   11100090                                                                         Bulk Standard Grade 12" x .120 200'                                        200'/RL                                     $2.79      Foot 

Low Temp Grade Strip Curtains

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   11100052                                                                         Bulk Low Temp Grade 12" x .120 200'                                       200'/RL                                     $3.11      Foot 

Matting

PVC vinyl strip curtains prevent loss of heated or
cooled air, cut energy costs and provide unrestricted
traffic flow and excellent visibility. They also serve as a
barrier against outside noise, dust and fumes. Fire
resistant curtains retain ruggedness and flexibility and
have smooth edges that won’t cut.

Standard grade curtains have a temperature range of
0 to 150 degrees F. Low temperature grade -30 to 150
degrees F. There are 2 standard widths available: 8”
and 12”. Curtains have a 2” overlap.

Kits include standard mounting brackets and
hardware. Indicate whether curtain will be mounted
under door header or on sidewall. Shipped knocked
down. Assembly required.

Our list includes the most common door sizes. We can
have strip doors made to fit almost any opening. 

Item # 07020176

l Effective and inexpensive antifatigue matting
l Ideal for assembly lines, shipping/pack stations & workstations 
l Helps to boost worker productivity
l 3/8” thick closed cell vinyl is chemical and moisture resistant
l Tapered side edges - reduce trip hazards
l Ribbed surface for improved traction
l Available in custom cut lengths and pebbled finish 

      Item No.        Description                             List Price    Per

       07020176           Airsoft Ribbed Black  3'x5'                        $74.48      Each 

       07020179           Airsoft Ribbed Black  3'x8'                      $113.20      Each 

       07020174           Airsoft Ribbed Black  3'x10'                    $141.50      Each 

       07999992           Airsoft Ribbed Black  3'x60'                    $808.90      Each 
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Wheel Chocks
   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 10000100                                                                         6 1/2" x 9 1/2" x 8 1/2"                                                             1 EA                                         $35.62      Each 

Locks and Seals

Scales

Digital Platform Scales

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 10600015                                                                         Bench/Parcel Scale KPS50 Cap 50kg/110lb x 0.05kg/0.1lb      1 EA                                       $307.85      Each 

We have a wide variety of seals that you can use to
protect and identify your products.  We handle all types
of strap and truck seals, cable locks, padlocks, printed,
numbered and bar coded bag and car seals, padlock,
applicator tools, self voiding tapes and bags, bolt locks,
lead and wire seals, pull ups, twistlocks and more. 

Seals can be custom printed and sequentially
numbered. Security seals are ideal for

tamper-proof general purpose
sealing of bags, boxes, totes or
just about anything else that
requires tampering identification.

Counting Scale Bench/Parcel Scale

KBS and ND platform models are general purpose scales that can be used in a variety of applications depending
on weight requirements. BW scales are water-resistant and are designed to be used in washdown areas such as
restaurants and food processing plants. The stainless steel platform and hi-impact plastic indicator/control pod
are rust-proof, ensuring sanitary conditions when handling food products. All BW, KBS and ND scales can be
certified legal for trade.
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This section contains
janitorial, sanitation,
mops, brooms, paper
products and many other
maintenance items.

Janitorial and
Sanitation

125
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CYNCH Garbage Bags
CYNCH garbage bags are excellent
multi-purpose bags made from a
blend of recycled plastics. They are
designed for light to heavy-duty use
and come in a wide range of common
sizes and strengths. They are packed
in a one-at-a-time self-dispensing
box.

CYNCH bags are available in black,
clear, frosted and coloured. Custom
sizes and colours are also available.

See page 137

CYNCH Green Sweep
CYNCH green sweep is a compound that prevents the spread of dust while
sweeping. Top quality ingredients result in a highly absorbent product that
makes it easier to keep floors clean.

See page 138
Great quality•
Great value•
Great service•

CYNCHY
When you need a helping hand. 

Look for our CYNCH mascot throughout this
catalogue. He will point you towards helpful
links and videos where you can get more
information about our product line. And ask
your sales rep about a real CYNCHY.

CYNCH is a line of high-quality yet economical packaging supplies and
materials available exclusively from GF. Our comprehensive CYNCH
product line offers you the quality you need and the value you expect. GF
and CYNCH - the perfect partnership for all your packaging needs.

Make your next packaging job a CYNCH!



Janitorial Equipment 
Wet Mops

Cotton Cut-End Mops

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 07040625                                                                         C-Pro 16oz Wide Band Blue Mesh                                              12/PKG                                      $8.58      Each 

v 07040635                                                                         C-Pro 16oz Wide Band Green Mesh                                           12/PKG                                    $14.22      Each 

v 07040630                                                                         C-Pro 20oz Wide Band Green Mesh                                           12/PKG                                    $10.14      Each 

Wet Mop Handles

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 07040658                                                                         Aluminum 60" x 1" Dia with Jaw Breaker Head                        12/PKG                                    $17.30      Each 

v 07040650                                                                         Fiberglass 60" x 1" Dia with Snap-N Go Head                           12/PKG                                    $26.26      Each 

Our wet mops are made with highly absorbent, top quality yarns or synthetics blends. They offer superior
construction and peak performance in any application. Remember to break in new mop heads in warm water first
and always rinse and wring out mops thoroughly after every use.

Wide band mops are ideal for use with either quickchange or locking jaw handles. Narrow band mops can be
used only with quickchange snap handles.

Cotton Cut-End Mop Mop Handle with Snap-N-Go Head Mop Handle with Jaw-Breaker Head
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Mop Care

Generally speaking, mops do not wear out through use, but rather abuse. Here are a few basic tips
that will extend the life of your mop:

Break in new mop heads in a warm, mild1
detergent solution for at least 20 minutes.

Avoid strong cleaning solutions that will2
cause the strands to break more quickly.

Always rinse and wring out mops after3
every use.

Always store mop heads by hanging them in4
a warm, dry, well-ventilated area.

Avoid scrubbing with the top portion of the5
mop head, as this will tear the strands.

When mopping rough surfaces, always mop6
in the direction that minimizes snagging.



Buckets/Wringers/Pails

Dust Mops and Frames

Cotton Dust Mops

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 07040331                                                                         Tie On Style 36" x 5" Wide                                                         10/PKG                                    $25.55      Each 

Bucket & Wringer Combination

l Heavy duty polymer 32 qt bucket and wringer combination
l Wrings all wet mops from 12 oz to 32 oz
l Downward pressure wringer
l Gears and pressure plates are reinforced with nylon and fiberglass
l Durable, stain-resistant, easy to clean
l Single bail handle eliminates the possibility of pinching
l 3” non-marking casters provide smooth, easy movement

    Item No                                Packaging   List Price   Per

v   07040670                                       1 EA                       $119.90     Each 

The regular use of a dust mop will control dust which saves time and money while promoting a healthy
environment. Routine dust removal will eliminate abrasive dust particles that can ruin a floor and its finish. Dust
mopping will protect your floors, help save time and drastically reduce labour costs for stripping and refinishing
floors. GF offers quality dust mops in various sizes that are designed for top performance.

Cotton Dust Mop Combo Kit
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Mop/Frame/Handle Combo Kits

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 07040334                                                                         48" c/w Tie on Style Frame/Mop and Handle                            1/PKG                                      $71.95      Each 

v 07041101                                                                         36" c/w Tie on Style Frame/Mop and Handle                            1/PKG                                      $55.82      Each 

Push Brooms

Fine Sweeping

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 07040015                                                                         Fine Horsehair & PVC Mix Wood Block 36"                                2/PKG                                      $38.49      Each 

Medium Sweeping

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 07040065                                                                         All Purpose Tampico Fiber Wood Block 24"                               10/PKG                                    $14.88      Each 

v 07040070                                                                         All Purpose Tampico Fiber Wood Block 36"                               2/PKG                                      $31.27      Each 

Coarse Sweeping

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   07040115                                                                         Garage Concrete 36"                                                                  2/PKG                                      $27.28      Each 

Broom and Handle Combos

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

   07040145                                                                         Heavy Sweep Metal Handle 24" Blue/Black                              6/CS                                        $15.40      Each 

Stiffness, durability, resilience and cost are a few of the characteristics that will determine the fibre better suited
for the task at hand. Generally speaking, natural fibres are better suited for fine sweeping on smooth surfaces
such as tile, hardwood and linoleum. Those brooms with a combination of natural and synthetic fibres are more
suitable for medium sweeping on semi-rough surfaces. Brooms constructed from stiffer synthetic fibres are
better suited for coarse surfaces and concrete. Heavy debris would also require coarse sweeping brooms.

Fine Sweeping Medium Sweeping Coarse Sweeping Broom/Handle Combo

Conveniently packaged Marino Hi-Stat dust mop complete with tie-on style frame and 60” hardwood handle.
Ideal for a first time purchase or when various sizes of mops are needed.
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Explore our complete line of janitorial equipment.
Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our
marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Upright Brooms and Dustpans
Corn Brooms and Whisks

Magnetic and Angle Brooms

GF Packaging has an excellent variety of corn brooms. They are designed for long life and durability.

Industrial corn brooms are best suited for tough sweeping indoors and out and have 1 1/8” hardwood handles,
wire bands and polyester stitching for increased durability. Household or light industrial brooms are good general
purpose brooms that have 15/16” hardwood handles and are bound with tough polyester stitching.

Corn Broom Industrial 6 String 15/16” Handle

l Premium quality corn is securely bound with polyester
stitching

l Wire bound and nailed to a hardwood handle

    Item No                                Packaging   List Price   Per

v   07040525                                       12/PKG                    $11.67     Each 

Magnetic brooms are made of colourful long-lasting flagged PVC fibres staple set in a molded plastic block and
come complete with a 48” handle. Ideal for smaller areas and quick clean up for household, commercial and light
industrial applications. Angle brooms are long wearing and unbeatable for their strength and durability. They are
ideal for cleaning corners, under counters, and hard to reach areas, in both wet or dry applications, indoors or out.

Industrial Angle Broom with Metal Handle Industrial Magnetic Broom with Wooden Handle

    Item No                           Packaging            List Price   Per

v   07040209                                  10/PKG                                 $8.58     Each 

    Item No                           Packaging            List Price   Per

v   07040215                                  24/PKG                                 $9.08     Each 
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You can find more brooms and dustpans on our website. Just
follow the QR code to see all of our marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Handles and Accessories

Wood Handles

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 07040405                                                                         Wood Threaded Metal Tip 60" x 15/16"                                     1 EACH                                      $5.90      Each 

v 07040595                                                                         Tapered 60" x 1 1/8"                                                                  1 EACH                                      $5.90      Each 

Fiberglass Handles and Broom Braces

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 07040305                                                                         Broom Brace Long Rod                                                              12/PKG                                      $4.53      Each 

Waste Containers

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 07045000                                                                         32 Gallon 27-1/2"Hx22" Diameter Grey                                     1 EA                                         $34.90      Each 

v 07045009                                                                         44 Gallon 31-1/2"Hx24" Diameter Grey                                     1 EA                                         $60.02      Each 

   07045030                                                                         44 Gallon 31-1/2"Hx24" Diameter Blue                                     1 EA                                         $52.86      Each 

Wood with Metal Threaded Tip Tapered Wood Fiberglass with Threaded Tip

These plastic containers are ideal refuse containers but can be used for many other applications. They are
sanitary, easy to clean and are reinforced for added strength and durability. Internal ribbed vents allow smooth
removal of bags, reducing back strain. Colour is molded into plastic - will not chip, crack or peel. Base is
reinforced and will accept optional 5 wheel assembly which can be ordered separately.

6 different colours are available. Snap-on lock down lids in all sizes and colours. Caster wheels and/or a dolly
base are optional.
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Janitorial Supplies 
Cleaning Supplies
Hand Cleaners and Soaps

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 42000040                                                                         Hand Soap Pink Lotion 4L                                                          4 L                                           $13.17      Jug 

v 11040034                                                                         Fast Orange with Pumice with Pump 3.78 Litre                         4/CS                                        $24.78      Each 

Item # 11040034

l Fast orange is biodegradeable, waterless, petroleum solvent free
l Cleans resins, oil, grease, tar, grime, soil, printer’s ink, paint, cements
l Pure, fresh-smelling, natural citrus power does the cleaning
l Fine pumice formula gently deep cleans the toughest dirt
l Contains no harsh chemicals, mineral oils or ammonia
l Won’t sting cuts and abrasions
l With aloe, lanolin, jojoba and cornhusker’s lotion 
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Why shop GF online?

Access the complete GF product line•
Safe, fast and efficient service•
Search by brand, product or keyword•
Place purchase orders and find stock availability•
Track the status of your orders•
Get easy access to billing and account information.•

www.gf.ca



Paper Products 
Paper Towels
Centre Feed Roll Towels

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                             Packaging             MOQ          List Price    Per

v 14020363        KATRIN                                                        Katrin 1 Ply 9" x 1000'                                            6RL/CS                          6                            $10.68      Roll 

v 14020347        KATRIN                                                        Katrin 2 Ply 9" x 600'                                              6RL/CS                          6                            $10.96      Roll 

Roll Towels

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 14000027        SCOTT                                                         White Swan 8" x 500' White                                                      12RL/CS                                  $97.69      Case 

v 14001375        SCOTT                                                         Roll Towel Second Nature 8" x 600' Brown                               12RL/CS                                  $68.21      Case 

v 14000034        SCOTT                                                         White Swan Household 11" 90 Sheets/Roll                               24RL/CS                                  $53.06      Case 

Centre feed towels come in highly absorbent 1 or 2 ply formats
and are perforated at 12” intervals. Every roll gives
approximately 25% more towels than traditional rolls, resulting
in fewer refills and lower storage costs. They are biodegradable
and made of 100% recycled fibre. Our universal towels are
designed to fit most centre feed dispensers.

Scott industrial roll towels are available in standard widths and come in varying lengths depending on
requirements. They are designed to fit in different dispensers and are available in different quality segments and
price points.
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Singlefold

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 14000028        SCOTT                                                         White Swan White                                                                      268/PK16PK/CS                      $57.59      Case 

v 14000082        OTHER PRODUCTS                                      Esteem Recycled Brown                                                            250/PK 16PK/CS                     $47.51      Case 

v 14001355        OTHER PRODUCTS                                      Singlefold Towels Second Nature Recycled Brown                    250/PK 16PK/CS                     $40.07      Case 

Toilet Paper
Jumbo Roll Toilet Tissue

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 14000077        SCOTT                                                         Purex JumboJr 2Ply 1000'                                                         8RL/CS                                    $47.30      Case 

v 14020451        KATRIN                                                        Toilet Tissue Katrin Jumbo Jr 2Ply 1125'                                   12RL/CS                                  $74.47      Case 

Jumbo and jumbo junior toilet tissue is a cost-effective large
capacity system designed to economically reduce costs. All rolls
are universal and will fit in most jumbo dispensers.

Purex is a premium quality tissue designed for superior strength
and absorbency. It is ideal for low to medium volume
washrooms. Katrin tissues combine value with quality and are
ideal for medium to high use applications.

Singlefold towels are available in different quality segments and prices. Brown Esteem recycled kraft towels are
an economical choice that helps protect the environment. White Swan towels are an excellent blend of quality,
performance and cost effectiveness. Embassy towels are a premium embossed towel with superb absorbency
and softness.
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Standard Toilet Tissue

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 14000076        SCOTT                                                         White Swan 2Ply 420 Sheet                                                       48RL/CS                                  $47.93      Case 

v 14000079        OTHER PRODUCTS                                      Embassy Value 2Ply 500 Sheet                                                  48RL/CS                                  $48.27      Case 

v 14000085        SCOTT                                                         Toilet Tissue Scott 2Ply White 506 Sheets                                 60RL/CS                                  $69.28      Case 

Cloth Towels and Rags

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 11990026                                                                         White Rags                                                                                 30CS/SK                                  $40.82      Case 

v 11990105                                                                         Mixed Colors Rags                                                                     20LB/BX                                  $12.63      Box 

GF white cotton rags are very low linting and are colourfast in
solvent. They are an excellent product for applications where
colours may run when using less expensive coloured rags.
Coloured cotton rags are an economical re-usable wiper that
can be used in a multitude of applications. Both our white and
coloured rags are made of mixed types of cotton blends. Fleece
rags are made of a sweatshirt material and are ideal for heavy
duty wiping and prep work. Our premium all T-Shirt material or
Ganzies rags are ideal for low-lint wiping and polishing.

Item # 14000076

l Premium quality, overall embossed 2-ply tissue
l Individually plastic overwrapped rolls
l Ply bonding manufacturing process reduces the risk of ply separation
l Tail Tie makes it easy to start rolls
l White cores give roll an upscale look.
l 4.2” wide sheet fits most dispensers
l 4.4” sheet length reduces labour, the risk of run out and packaging
l 20,120 sheets per case 
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Explore our complete line of paper products, including
dispensers. Just follow the QR code to our website to see all
of our marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Wipers

General Purpose Wipers

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 14000216        SCOTT                                                         Sontara Premium Multi-Purpose 12"x16" Blue Green               250SHT/CS                              $67.57      Case 

v 14000220        SCOTT                                                         All Works High Performance 11"x9.4" White                             12 RL/CS                               $106.05      Case 

GF Packaging has a comprehensive line of wipers in a variety of sizes and dispensing methods. Wipers are
designed to increase cleaning performance while using the least amount of product.

All-Works wipers are reusable, highly absorbent non-abrasive, low lint multi-purpose towels that are great for
general purpose applications. Sontara wipers are a premium reusable towel that combines all the features of All-
Works with high solvent resistance and increased softness. Scrim-Works wipes are made of 4 layers of paper
reinforced with a nylon mesh to increase durability and absorbency.

Recycled, food service, low-lint and other wipers are available.
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Prices can vary depending on a number of factors.

Prices for many packaging items are very sensitive to commodity costs and market conditions, so the
prices printed above are subject to change. You want to be sure that you’re getting the best possible prices
at all times and GF is committed to the pursuit of fair market pricing. 

Additionally all prices quoted in this catalogue are FOB our major branches. Regional prices on some
products may vary either up or down because of transportation costs.

You can always find current pricing for your region by setting up an account on our website at
www.gf.ca. Or contact your GF sales representative or call us toll free at 310-GFGF (310-4343.)



Garbage Bags 

Regular
   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 16000005        20" x 22" CYNCH                                                                                                             $31.21         $24.32         $23.59    Case        500/CS 

v 16000017        30" x 38"  CYNCH                                                                                                            $30.12         $28.68         $27.80    Case        250/CS 

v 16000023        35" x 50"  CYNCH                                                                                                            $26.65         $25.38         $24.60    Case        150/CS 

v 16000012        26" x 36"  CYNCH                                                                                                            $24.78         $23.60         $22.88    Case        250/CS 

Strong
   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 16000030        26" x 36"  CYNCH                                                                                                            $30.48         $29.03         $28.14    Case        250/CS 

v 16000035        30" x 38"  CYNCH                                                                                                            $36.80         $35.05         $33.97    Case        250/CS 

v 16000040        35" x  50"  CYNCH                                                                                                           $33.23         $31.65         $30.68    Case        150/CS 

v 16000043        42" x 48"  CYNCH                                                                                                            $36.07         $34.35         $33.29    Case        125/CS 

Extra-Strong
   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 16000050        26" x 36"  CYNCH                                                                                                            $35.00         $32.08         $29.62    Case        200/CS 

v 16000057        35" x 50"  CYNCH                                                                                                            $38.93         $37.08         $35.94    Case        125/CS 

v 16000062        42" x 48"  CYNCH                                                                                                            $37.35         $35.57         $34.48    Case        100/CS 

CYNCH garbage bags are excellent multi-
purpose bags that are made from a blend of
recycled plastics. They are designed for light to
heavy-duty use and come in a wide range of
common sizes and strengths. They are packed
in a one-at-a-time self-dispensing box.

CYNCH bags are available in black, clear,
frosted, white and coloured. Custom sizes and
custom colours are also available. Call your
sales rep or our customer support group at 310-
GFGF for more information.
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Find all the colours and strengths in our complete line of
garbage bags. Just follow the QR code to our website to see
all of our full line. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Other Maintenance Products 

Absorbents/Sweeps/IceMelt

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            5 +          10 +  Per      Packaging

v 07010010        Greensweep Canola Oil Based 20KG                                                                                $13.88         $13.42         $12.98    Box          20KG/BX 27 BXS/SKID 

v 07010020        Greensweep Canola Oil Based 120KG                                                                              $91.14         $88.10         $85.26    Drum       120 KG DRUM 

v 07010031        Can Dry All Purpose Absorbent 36lb Bag                                                                         $11.24         $10.55           $9.94    Bag         36LB/BAG 

v 11050075        Ice Melter Prime Source 20kg Bag                                                                                  $17.50         $17.00         $16.50    Bag         20KG/BG 56BG/SK 

Miscellaneous

Item # 07010031

l Can Dry absorbs its own weight in
liquid.

l Helps to suppress odours.
l Is not WHMIS controlled.
l Is non-toxic and non-corrosive 

Item # 07010010

l Green Sweep is highly absorbent -
small amount goes a long way

l Prevents and contains the spread of
dust while sweeping

l Makes it easier to keep floors clean
l Top quality materials - no fillers
l Also available in 300 lb drums 

Greensweep sweeping compound prevents the spread of dust while sweeping. Top quality materials create a
highly absorbent product that makes it easier to keep floors clean.

Floor Dry is a highly absorbent natural product that is ideal for cleaning up liquid spills such as oils and grease.

Ice Melt is a must for driveways, sidewalks and steps. Won’t damage floors, carpets or shoes. Safe to handle,
non-toxic formula. Works effectively to -32 degrees C.

Floor Sign “Caution Wet Floor” Yellow

l Bright yellow sign is two-sided and 28” tall
l Communicates the necessary warning message to help
maintain safety

l Dimensions: Height 28 1/2”  Width  12 3/4”
l Also available in Spanish only, French/English, and
Spanish/English

    Item No                                Packaging   List Price   Per

v   43990069                                       6/PK                        $23.58     Each 
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This section contains
safety glasses, gloves,
masks, respirators and
other safety equipment.

Safety 
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Eye Protection 

Safety Glasses and Goggles

   Item No.                                                          Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 43040701                                                                         Ztek Anti Fog Infinity Blue                                                          12/BX                                        $5.25      Each 

v 43040700                                                                         Ztek Anti-Fog Clear                                                                    12/BX                                        $5.25      Each 

v 43040703                                                                         Ztek Scratch Resist Silver Mirror                                               12/BX                                        $5.95      Each 

v 43040704                                                                         Ztek Scratch Resist Indoor/Outdoor                                           12/BX                                        $5.25      Each 

v 43040705                                                                         Ztek Scratch Resist Gold Mirror                                                 12/BX                                        $5.25      Each 

Ear Protection 

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 43060160        3M                                                              Foam Earplugs 3M Tapered Fit Corded                                      100/BX                                    $43.81      Box 

v 43060150        3M                                                              3M Tapered Fit Uncorded Ear Plugs                                           200/BX 1000/CS                      $38.50      Box 

v 43060174        WORKHORSE                                              Howard Laser-Lite PreShaped Uncorded                                   200/BX 10BX/CS                     $36.43      Box 

Tapered Fit Corded Classic
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Hand Protection 

Cotton and Knit Gloves

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price          24 +          48 +  Per      Packaging

v 43990016        Orange Cotton/Poly Clear PVC Crisscross Med                                                                  $1.75           $1.62           $1.50    Pair         12/PKG 120/CS 

v 43060079        White Cotton/Poly Black PVC Dot Palm Lg                                                                         $1.15           $1.09           $1.04    Pair         12/PKG 240/CS 

Work Gloves
Leather Palm

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price          24 +          48 +  Per      Packaging

v 43060090        Split Leather\Cotton Back                                                                                                  $3.96           $3.55           $3.24    Pair         12/PKG 120/CS 

v 43060063        Full Grain Cowhide/Cotton Back Premium                                                                       $13.35         $10.15           $9.28    Pair         12/PKG 120/CS 

v 43060060        Full Grain Cowhide\Cotton Back Industrial Grade                                                              $6.05           $5.95           $5.84    Pair         12/PKG 120/CS 

Item # 43990016

l Medium weight orange fisherman’s crisscross knit glove
l Tacky PVC crisscross coating ensures secure grip
l Ideal for use when handling wet, slippery items
l Excellent 4-way stretch for comfortable fit
l Seamless design provides warmth and reduces abrasion
l Made of 60% cotton and 40% polyester
l Four different sizes available 

Item # 43060063

l Heavy-duty full grain leather fitter’s glove
l Ideal for construction, metal work, assembly, pipe fitting and
warehouse

l Full leather patch palm - with heavy cotton back
l Leather extends around the front of each finger
l Rubberized cotton cuff and full leather knuckle strap
l Better fit and offers more comfort than standard split leather
gloves

l Available in small, medium, large and extra large 
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Explore our complete line of safety items. Just follow the QR
code to our website to see all of our marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Cold Weather Lined

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price          24 +          48 +  Per      Packaging

v 43060041        Lined Split Leather/Cotton Back Pile Fleece Heavy Duty                                                   $9.23           $8.91           $8.61    Pair         6/PKG 120/CS 

v 43060070        Lined Split Leather/Cotton Back Foam Regular                                                                 $9.22           $8.89           $8.59    Pair         12/PKG 120/CS 

Specialty Gloves

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price          24 +          48 +  Per      Packaging

v 43061123        Spandex w/DuraFit Palm Mechanix 1.5 Utility Black Lg                                                  $22.42         $20.55         $18.97    Pair         20/PKG 

Welding and Hi Temp Gloves
   Item No.     Description                                                                                                     List Price          12 +  Per      Packaging

v 43060145        Welders Full Leather Palm/Split Back "Fabricator"                                                                            $14.76         $11.87    Pair         6/PKG 

Item # 43061123

l Elastic cuff with Thermal Plastic Rubber (TPR) closure for a secure fit
l Form-fitting TrekDry helps keep hands dry and comfortable
l Anatomically cut thumb area provides a snug fit
l Seamless single layer palm for maximum dexterity
l Machine washable 

Item # 43060041

l Heavy-duty premium split leather-cold weather lined glove
l Ideal for use in construction, agriculture, freezers, machine operation
l Heavy pile fleece lining good for cold temperatures
l Fully lined both front and back
l Split leather palm and fingers
l Blue leather/yellow cotton back with rubberized cotton cuff
l Full leather knuckle strap for added protection 
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Coated Gloves
Nitrile Coated

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price          24 +          48 +  Per      Packaging

v 43060370        Stealth Econo Nylon Back  Med                                                                                         $3.28           $3.15           $2.98    Pair         6/PK 144/CS 

v 43060378        Stealth Econo Nylon Back  Lg                                                                                            $3.28           $3.15           $2.98    Pair         6/PK 144/CS 

v 43060369        Stealth Econo Nylon Back  XL                                                                                            $3.28           $3.15           $2.98    Pair         6/PK 144/CS 

v 43060358        BlackHawk Premium Nylon Back Med                                                                               $6.98           $6.71           $6.35    Pair         12/PK 144/CS 

v 43060356        BlackHawk Premium Nylon Back Lg                                                                                  $6.98           $6.71           $6.35    Pair         12/PK 144/CS 

v 43060357        BlackHawk Premium Nylon Back XL                                                                                  $6.98           $6.71           $6.35    Pair         12/PK 144/CS 

Rubber Coated

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price          24 +          48 +  Per      Packaging

v 43990021        Blue Chip Econo Small                                                                                                       $4.78           $4.65           $4.45    Pair         12/PK 144/CS 

v 43060371        Blue Chip Econo Med                                                                                                         $3.85           $3.74           $3.58    Pair         12/PK 144/CS 

v 43060372        Blue Chip Econo Large                                                                                                       $3.85           $3.74           $3.58    Pair         12/PK 144/CS 

v 43060373        Blue Chip Econo XL                                                                                                            $4.71           $4.58           $4.38    Pair         12/PK 144/CS 

Item # 43060358

l Ultra lightweight nitrile palm coating
l Breathable seamless nylon shell with snug fit knit wrist
l Provides superior resistance to punctures, snags, abrasions, oil and grease
l Ideal for safely handling small and/or sharp parts, tools and equipment
l Excellent replacement for heavy-duty leather palm work gloves
l Ergonomically formed to reduce hand fatigue
l Textured surface for superior grip
l Available in small, medium, large, X large 

Item # 43990021

l General purpose palm-coated knit glove
l Seamless heavy rubber coating
l Provides best grip of all coated gloves
l Textured grip provides superior wet and dry grip
l Breathable knit cotton back - improves flexibility and fit
l Uncoated back keeps hands cooler and drier
l Excellent cut, puncture and abrasion resistance 
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Chemical  Resistant Gloves
Nitrile, Neoprene and PVC

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price          24 +          48 +  Per      Packaging

v 43060236        Nitrile Green/Flock Lined Gauntlet Style 13" Med                                                             $2.72           $2.00           $1.87    Pair         12/PKG 120/CS 

v 43060237        Nitrile Green/Flock Lined Gauntlet Style 13" Lrg                                                               $2.74           $2.00           $1.87    Pair         12/PKG 120/CS 

v 43060238        Nitrile Green/Flock Lined Gauntlet Style 13" XL                                                                $2.77           $2.00           $1.87    Pair         12/PKG 144/CS 

v 43060239        Nitrile Green/Flock Lined Gauntlet Style 13" XXL                                                              $2.74           $2.00           $1.87    Pair         12/PKG 120/CS 

Protective Clothing 
Head and Face Protection
   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 43010005        WORKHORSE                                              Hair Cap Bouffant Style Large 21" White Disposable                 100/BG 10BG/CS                       $5.81      Bag 

v 43010008        WORKHORSE                                              Heavy Weight Mesh Hair Net 20" Brown                                    12DZ/BG                                    $7.96      Doz 

Safety Vests

Item # 43060238

l Premium heavy-duty nitrile flock-lined glove
l Superior strength and excellent chemical resistance
l Ideal for use with solvents, acids, caustics, alcohols, grease, etc.
l Diamond embossed for improved grip
l Very good cut, snag, tear and puncture resistance
l Flock-lined for increased comfort
l Extra long gauntlet for better forearm protection
l Available in small, medium, large, X large 

Item # 43060328

l Provides instant visibility in low light situations
l Lightweight polyester mesh vest with reflective tape
l Resists mold and mildew, yet remains breathable - washable
l 2” reflective yellow front stripes with “X” back stripes
l Bound with 3/4” black vinyl binding for extra durability
l Front velcro closure - elastic with buckle adjustment on both sides
l Resistant to oils and gasoline; fire retardant 

      Item No.    Description                                 List Price    Per

 v   43060864      Class 1 Level 2 5PT Tear 3 Pocket Orange      $18.70      Each 

 v   43060321      Superbright L                                                  $28.95      Each 

 v   43060322      Superbright XL                                                $28.95      Each 
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Masks & Respirators 
Dust/Particulate Respirators

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                     List Price            3 +  Per      Packaging

v 06000015        Particle Respirator N95 Non-Toxic 3M 8511 Exhale Valve                                                                  $29.78         $27.57    Box          10/BX 8BX/CS 

v 06000025        Particle Respirator N95 Non-Toxic 3M 8210                                                                                     $132.26       $114.02    100          20/BX  8BX/CS 

Respirators Cartridges

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 06000150        3M                                                              Cartridge 3M 6001 Organic Vapour                                            2/PK 30PK/CS                         $19.42      Pkg 

Respirator Filters
   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 06000038        3M                                                              Filter 3M 2091 P100 Particulate                                                 2/PK 50PK/CS                         $11.18      Pkg 

First Aid Products 
Thermal Gel Packs

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 43990174        Cold/Hot Pack 5 3/4" x 5 3/4" 8oz                                                                                                                            $.45    Each        72/CS 48CS/SK 

Particle respirators are ideal for use when you need quick, maintenance-free, comfortable and reliable particulate
protection. They are approved for use in non-oil based environments and are 95% efficient. Nuisance dust masks
are an economical, convenient and disposable product designed for light-duty short-term use.

We carry a wide variety of respirators. As with mask respirators, it’s critical that you get the right model for the
job you’re doing. Call us to find out how to choose the mask or respirator that’s right for you.

3M 8511 with Exhale Valve 3M 8210 3M 8240 Oil Based Disposable Economy

Item # 06000150

l NIOSH approved against certain organic vapours
l Designed for use with 3M 6000 and 7000 Series Half and Full Facepieces
l Provides protection from 10X-50X the Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL)
l Not for use in environments that are immediately dangerous to life or health
l Low-profile design provides excellent field of vision
l Can be used with N95 or P100 filters for protection from particulates
l Two cartridges per pack 

Safety
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Fall Protection 
Roofer/Warehouse Kits and Accessories

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05020975        WORKHORSE                                              Roofers Fall Protection Safety Kit                                              1 EA                                       $238.99      Each 

v 43060290        OTHER PRODUCTS                                      Roof Anchor Permanent with D Ring and Screws                      1 EA                                         $37.82      Each 

Flagging 

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            5 +          10 +  Per      Packaging

v 16080080        Poly Flagging Red 12"x1000'                                                                                           $48.70         $44.27         $39.49    Roll          4RL/CS 

v 16080081        Poly Flagging Red 16"X1000'                                                                                          $56.93         $51.76         $46.16    Roll          4RL/CS 

Item # 16080080

l Attach to loads - warns of hazard
l Ideal for lumber yards and home centres
l Made of easy-tear polyethylene
l 12” x 12” sheet size 

Safety
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This section includes
adhesive and applicator
products supplied by GF
from a range of
manufacturers.  Whether
you need an epoxy
adhesive or a hot melt
glue gun, we can supply
it for you.
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Hot Melt, Aerosol, Construction, Silicone,
Contact Adhesives 
Aerosol Adhesives

General Purpose

   Item No.     Description                                         List Price            2 +            6 +          12 +          24 +          48 +  Per      Packaging

v 01046005        Nashua 357 14OZ                                                    $10.29           $9.43           $9.01           $8.71           $7.55           $7.30    Can         12/CS 1152/SK 

v 01000040        #76 Hi-Tack Multi-Purpose                                      $35.53         $32.57         $31.16         $30.06         $28.10         $26.05    Can         24OZ/CN 12/CS 

v 01000050        #77 Multi-Purpose                                                   $27.57         $25.26         $24.22         $23.32         $20.20         $19.55    Can         24OZ/CN 12/CS 

v 01000070        #90 Hi-Strength Contact                                          $33.24         $32.07         $31.42         $30.47         $26.11         $25.39    Can         24OZ/CN 12/CS 

v 01046000        AC50 Multi-Purpose                                                 $11.20         $10.27           $9.98           $9.48           $8.21           $7.95    Can         12OZ/CN 12/CS 

Aerosol adhesive products are always ready when needed. A simple touch of
the finger applies adhesive. Aerosols can often save the expense of complex
application systems. Job-matched formulations improve reliability and cost-
effectiveness.

For more aerosol adhesive specifications and information on additional
products please visit our website at www.gf.ca.
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Spray Adhesives

Excellent bonds on a wide variety of substrates•
High temperature resistance•
Variable width spray pattern & low-mist nozzle for precise spray control•

Product Key Features

#76 Hi-Tack Multi-Purpose

High tack, high coverage, low soak-in•
Permanently attaches foils, carpeting, paper, cardboard, felt, cloth & more•
Bonds in 15 seconds•
Aggressive tack with enough time to allow minor re-positioning•
Resists staining, bleeding and wrinkling•

#77 Multi-Purpose

Extremely high-strength and fast-tack adhesive•
Bonds to concrete, wood, MDF, laminates and polyethylene•
High temperature and moisture resistance•
One minute dry time•

#90 Hi-Strength Contact



Melt Adhesives
Hot Melt Adhesives

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price   2 Cases   3 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 01010250        3762 Quadrack 8" Stick                                                                                                   $17.42         $16.65         $16.10    Lb            11LB/CS 

v 01010120        3762 PolyGun AE 12" Stick                                                                                              $16.13         $14.97         $13.97    Lb            11LB/CS 

v 01010189        3750 PolyGun AE 12" Stick                                                                                                $8.18           $7.55           $7.01    Lb            25LB/CS 

v 01990112        Technomelt AS5613 Slug                                                                                                   $5.37           $4.95           $4.60    Lb            35LB/CS 

v 01990113        Technomelt Supra 100 Glue Pellets                                                                                   $9.60                                          Lb            14KG/CS 

v 01010280        3792 Paper\Paper Clear Quadrack 8" Stick                                                                     $27.84                                          Lb            11LB/CS 

Low Melt Adhesives

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price   2 Cases   3 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 01010290        3762 Quadrack 8" Sticks                                                                                                 $20.07         $18.52         $17.20    Lb            11LB/CS 

Low melt adhesives are applied at lower overall temperatures (265 degrees F) and can be used to bond many
heat-sensitive substrates such as styrene foam. They are also intended to increase user safety by reducing the
risk of burns and minimizing the smells and fumes associated with hot melt adhesives. These adhesives require a
low melt temperature applicator.

Hot melt adhesives are made of 100% thermoplastic resins that are
heated and, when cooled, reach bond strength within seconds. They
are very versatile, quick to apply and easy to use. Typical markets for
hot melt adhesives include furniture making, woodworking,
corrugated case sealing, point-of-purchase displays, trade exhibits,
electrical, electronics and industrial product assembly.

GF sells 3M, Henkel, Hysol and Loctite hot melts to fit the many
different applicators that are available. This is only a small sampling
of the many different adhesives we carry. You can find a complete
listing on our website at www.gf.ca or call us and we’ll help you
source the items you need.

Adhesives and Applicators
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Adhesive Guns and Applicators

There are a wide variety of glue guns and applicators available for
different adhesives and applications. Selecting the correct
applicator is critical to the success of any project that requires an
adhesive. GF carries a wide variety of applicators and our product
specialists can help you make the right choice for your application. 

See page 144 for more details. Call your sales rep or one of our
product specialists at 310-GFGF for help deciding on the right gun
for you. 



Construction Adhesive/Sealants
Construction and Subfloor

   Item No.     Description                                                        List Price     1 Case   2 Cases   3 Cases   4 Cases  Per      Packaging

v 05530500        All Weather Subfloor                                                                     $7.98           $7.32           $6.95           $6.75           $5.85    Each        12/CS 528/SK 

v 05530536        PL Premium Urethane 295ml                                                     $11.80         $10.82         $10.38           $9.98           $8.11    Each        310ML  20/CS 

v 05530520        PL400 Heavy Duty All Weather                                                   $10.88         $10.05           $9.83           $9.33           $8.16    Each        825ML 12/CS 

Wood Glues and Fillers

   Item No.     Description                                                                                      List Price            3 +            5 +  Per      Packaging

v 05530530        Contractor Grade White                                                                                                    $41.48         $38.51         $35.95    Each        3L/JUG 3/CS 

v 05530021        Contractor Grade White 5 Gal                                                                                           $74.57         $69.24         $66.40    Pail          5GAL PAIL 

v 05530015        Evertite Yellow 20L Pail 92-008350                                                                                 $93.72         $87.03         $83.45    Pail          20L PAIL 

Item # 05530530

l Ready to use adhesive for all types of wood, paper, cardboard and fabrics
l Particularly suited for high strength non-structural bonds on wood
l Dries to a tough bond, stronger than the wood itself
l Low toxicity, non-flammable and contains no harmful fumes
l Dries to a transparent bond
l Can be cleaned up with water while still wet
l Not recommended for exterior use 

Item # 05530520

l Heavy-duty sub-floor adhesive for sub-flooring, exterior sheathing, siding
l Designed for structural projects that require strength and durability
l Bonds most common building materials such as plywood, masonry, metals,
ceramics, drywall, wet/frozen lumber, pressure treated lumber, OSB, etc.

l Forms permanent bond within 48 hours and results in a solid, unitized floor
l Provides the advantages of I-Beam construction
l Ideal for interior/exterior use - not damaged by freezing
l Extremely flammable, avoid vapours
l Open time: 10 minutes
l Drying time: 24 - 48 hours
l Coverage: 66’ @ 1/4” bead
l Application temperature: -10 to 50 degrees Celsius 

Adhesives and Applicators
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See our complete line of adhesives online. Just follow the QR
code to our website to see all our marketed products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



Silicones

   Item No.     Description                                                                       List Price          12 +          24 +          36 +  Per      Packaging

v 01046015        Dow Standard Translucent                                                                              $6.18           $5.67           $5.45           $5.23    Tube        300ML/TB 12/CS 

v 01046020        Dow Standard Clear                                                                                        $6.18           $5.67           $5.45           $5.23    Tube        300ML/TB 12/CS 

Other Adhesive Products
Miscellaneous Adhesives

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 01050095        Carton Adhesive Henkel Technomelt 8370                                                                                                              $5.32    Lb            30LB/CASE 

Epoxy, Instant and Thermoset Adhesives 

Thermoset Adhesives

   Item No.     Description                                                                                                                    List Price  Per      Packaging

v 01031011        Jet-Weld Thermoset Woods Adhesive White                                                                                                              Call    Each        10OZ/CT 5/CS 

Thermoset adhesives are polymeric resins that are cured
using heat, or heat and pressure. Cured thermoset resins do
not melt and flow when heated, but they may soften. This type
of adhesive combines the advantage of hot melt application
speed and versatility with the strength of a structural
adhesive.

For adhesive specifications and applications please visit our
website at www.gfpackaging.ca for more information.

Item # 01046015

l Seals most glass, plastics, metal, fiberglass, ceramics, aluminum substrates
l Specifically formulated to meet glass shop needs
l Cures to 100% silicone rubber
l Highly resistant to sunlight and weather extremes
l High strength with excellent adhesive properties
l Remains flexible - will not become brittle, crack, shrink or chalk
l Has 25% movement tolerance when properly applied
l Open time: 5 - 10 minutes
l Tack free time: 15 - 20 minutes
l Cure time: 24 hours 1/8” bead
l Strength: 325psi
l Application temperature: -20 to 40 degrees celsius 

Adhesives and Applicators
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Applicators and Other Products 
Hot Melt Guns

Polygun EC Heavy Duty uses Quadrack 8” Sticks

l Versatile, high-performance, hot/low melt applicator
l Uses pre-set temperature modules for either hot or low melt
l Adhesive delivery rate of 2.5 to 5.5 pounds of 3M adhesive per
hour

l Palm trigger and Quadrack convertor included in package
l Stroke adjuster allows repeatable output quantities
l Ergonomic palm trigger and on-off switch
l Use 3M Quadrack 5/8” x 8” hot or low melt glue

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   01020045      3M                              1 EA                       $707.54     Each 

Polygun AE II Regular Duty uses 12” Hot Melt Sticks

l Value priced high volume, high productivity industrial tool
l Delivers up to 4lbs/hr of hot melt adhesive
l Rugged high impact construction withstands daily use
l Positive check valve nozzle minimizes dripping
l Contoured grip and wide trigger for precise control and operator
comfort

l Warms up to 400 degrees F operating temperature in 3 minutes
l 8’ power cord extends operator reach
l Built-in stand and anti-tipping guard keep applicator upright and
stable

l 110 Volt AC  Weight: 20 oz

    Item No     Brand                  Packaging   List Price   Per

v   01020041      3M                              1 EA                         $95.00     Each 

Adhesives and Applicators
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See our complete line of adhesive applicators and
accessories. Just follow the QR code to our website to see all
marketed applicator products. 
If you can’t find what you need, call your sales rep or our
support group at 310-GFGF (4343) for more information.



This section contains a
small sampling of our
complete industrial
fastening line. GF has the
fasteners and tools you
need, whether you are
building pallets or closing
boxes.
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Pneumatic Tools 

Nailers Strip\Stick

28 Degree Clipped Head

   Item No.     Brand                            Description                                                                            Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360055        BOSTITCH                                Low Profile Framing Nailer 28 Degree Wire Weld 3 1/4" Max                      1 EA                                       $398.28      Each 

v 05360022        BOSTITCH                                Framing Nailer 28 Degree Stick 3 1/2" Max                                                 1 EA                                       $409.26      Each 

Regular 28 Degree Wire/Paper Collated

   Item No.     Brand                            Description                                                                            Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360270       BOSTITCH                                                  2 3/8” 28 Degree Wire Collated Smooth Stick Nails                 2000/BX                                 $40.89     Box

v 05360280       BOSTITCH                                                  3” 28 Degree Wire Collated Smooth Stick Nails                       2000/BX                                 $46.47     Box

v 05360290       BOSTITCH                                                  3 1/4” 28 Degree Wire Collated Smooth Stick Nails                 2000/BX                                 $41.26     Box

Galvanized and Stainless 28 Degree

   Item No.     Brand                            Description                                                                            Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360367       BOSTITCH                               3 1/4” 28 Degree Wire Collated Thickcoat Galv Stick Nails                         2000/BX                                 $84.29     Box

30-34 Degree Clipped Head

   Item No.     Brand                            Description                                                                            Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360050        BOSTITCH                                Low Profile Framing Nailer 33 Degree Stick 3 1/4" Max                              1 EA                                       $376.74      Each 

Regular 31 - 34 Degree Paper Collated

   Item No.     Brand                            Description                                                                            Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05440060       PASLODE                                 2 3/8” 31 Degree Paper Collated Ful Head Smooth Strip Nails                   5000/BX                                 $11.30     1000

v 05440067       PASLODE                                 2 3/8” 31 Degree Paper Collated Round Head Ring Strip Nails                  5000/BX                                 $15.20     1000

v 05440090       PASLODE                                 3 1/4” 31 Degree Paper Collated Full Head Smooth Strip Nails                  3000/BX                                 $14.00     1000

Galvanized and Stainless 30 - 34 Degree

   Item No.     Brand                            Description                                                                            Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05440095       PASLODE                                 3 1/4” 30 Degree Paper Collated HotDipped Galv Ring Nails                      1500/BX                                 $49.94     1000

28 Degree - 05360022 28 Degree - 05360055 33 Degree - 05360050
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Nailers Coil
Industrial and Construction

   Item No.     Brand                            Description                                                                            Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360032        BOSTITCH                                Coil Nailer 15 Degree General Purpose 3 1/4" Max                                      1 EA                                       $391.82      Each 

v 05400260        HITACHI                                    Coil Nailer 15 Degree Construction 3 1/4" Max                                            1 EA                                       $726.55      Each 

v 05360226        BOSTITCH                                Coil Nailer 15 Degree Industrial Utility 2 1/2" Max                                        1 EA                                       $475.18      Each 

v 05360220        BOSTITCH                                Coil Nailer 15 Degree Industrial Utility 2 1/2" Max                                        1 EA                                       $616.69      Each 

Coil Nails .080 - .090    1” - 2 1/2”

   Item No.     Brand                            Description                                                                            Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360753       BOSTITCH                               Coil Nail Ring Wire Weld 1”x.080                                                                 14000/BX                             $133.27     Box

v 05360757       BOSTITCH                               Coil Nail Ring Wire Weld 1 1/4”x.080                                                          14000/BX                             $116.72     Box

   05360752       BOSTITCH                               Coil Nail Ring Wire Weld 1 3/4”x.080                                                          14000/BX                             $146.21     Box

v 05360758       BOSTITCH                               Coil Nail Ring Wire Weld 1 1/2”x.080                                                          14000/BX                             $176.89     Box

Coil Nails .099 - .131    1 1/2” - 2 3/4”

   Item No.     Brand                            Description                                                                            Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360610        BOSTITCH                                Coil Nails Spiral Wire Weld  2 1/4"x.099                                                       7200/BX                                  $87.55      Box 

v 05360620        BOSTITCH                                Coil Nails Spiral Wire Weld  2 1/2"x.099                                                       7200/BX                                  $77.80      Box 

Coil Nails .099 - .131    3” - 4”

   Item No.     Brand                            Description                                                                            Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360639        BOSTITCH                                Coil Nails Spiral Wire Weld  3 1/4"x.120                                                       4500/BX                                  $86.36      Box 

Coil Nails Galvanized  .099 - .131  2 1/2” - 4”

   Item No.     Brand                            Description                                                                            Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360646        BOSTITCH                                Coil Nails Screw Shank Thickcoat Galvanized 3 1/4" X.120                         2700/BOX                               $71.52      Box 

05360032 05400260 05360226 05360220
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Nailers Finish

16 Gauge

   Item No.     Brand                                Description                                                                        Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360165        BOSTITCH                                     Finish Nailer 16Ga Straight Magazine 2 1/2" Max                                   1 EA                                       $202.11      Each 

v 05440030        PASLODE                                      Finish Nailer 16Ga Straight Magazine 2 1/2" Max  T250-F16                  1 EA                                       $267.23      Each 

16 Gauge Finish/Brad Nails

   Item No.     Brand                                Description                                                                        Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05440315        PASLODE                                      Finish Brad Nails 16GA Straight 1 1/2"                                                    4000/BX                                    $5.40      1000 

v 05440360        PASLODE                                      Finish Brad Nails 16GA Straight 2"                                                          2500/BX                                    $6.15      1000 

v 05440370        PASLODE                                      Finish Brad Nails 16GA Straight 2 1/4"                                                    2500/BX                                    $6.95      1000 

v 05440380        PASLODE                                      Finish Brad Nails 16GA Straight 2 1/2"                                                    2500/BX                                    $8.40      1000 

18 Gauge

   Item No.     Brand                                Description                                                                        Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360155        BOSTITCH                                     Finish Brad Nailer 18Ga 2" Max                                                               1 EA                                       $163.32      Each 

v 05440016        PASLODE                                      Finish Brad Nailer P18-200  18Ga 2" Max                                               1 EA                                       $208.74      Each 

18 Gauge Finish/Brad Nails

   Item No.     Brand                                Description                                                                        Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05440404        PASLODE                                      Finish Brad Nails 18GA Straight 1"                                                          3000/BX                                    $2.60      1000 

v 05440406        PASLODE                                      Finish Brad Nails 18GA Straight 1 1/4"                                                    3000/BX                                    $3.15      1000 

v 05440412        PASLODE                                      Finish Brad Nails 18GA Straight 2"                                                          3000/BX                                    $4.35      1000 

Headless

   Item No.     Brand                                Description                                                                        Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360129        BOSTITCH                                     Headless Pinner Kit 23Ga 1 3/16" Max                                                    1 EA                                       $194.22      Each 

Headless Pins

   Item No.     Brand                                Description                                                                        Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05361330        BOSTITCH                                     1/2"  23Ga Headless Pins                                                                         3000/BX                                    $9.55      Box 

v 05361331        BOSTITCH                                     3/4"  23Ga Headless Pins                                                                         3000/BX                                  $11.16      Box 

v 05361332        BOSTITCH                                     1"  23Ga Headless Pins                                                                            3000/BX                                  $13.80      Box 

v 05361333        BOSTITCH                                     1 3/16"  23Ga Headless Pins                                                                    3000/BX                                  $16.48      Box 

Headless - 0536012918 Gauge - 0536015516 Gauge - 0544003016 Gauge - 05360165
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Staplers 

Heavy Wire 15-16Ga
Medium Crown

   Item No.     Brand                                 Description                                                                       Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360062        BOSTITCH                                      Construction Stapler 1/2" 16S4 Series Staples                                       1 EA                                       $537.34      Each 

v 05400294        HITACHI                                         Construction Stapler 7/16" N Series Staples                                          1 EA                                       $480.86      Each 

Hammer Head Hvy Wire Staples 15,16 &17Ga

   Item No.     Brand                                 Description                                                                       Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05200230        COMPLETE                                    Heavy Wire Staple N Series  N17  7/16" Crown  1 1/2"                          10000/BX                                  $6.40      1000 

v 05200250        COMPLETE                                    Heavy Wire Staple N Series  N21  7/16" Crown  2"                                 10000/BX                                  $8.03      1000 

Medium Wire 18-19Ga
Narrow Crown

   Item No.     Brand                                 Description                                                                       Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360107        BOSTITCH                                      Narrow Crown Stapler 1/4" SX Series Staples 1 1/2" Max                     1 EA                                       $296.01      Each 

v 05400286        HITACHI                                         Narrow Crown Stapler 1/4" L Series Staples 1 1/2" Max                        1 EA                                       $170.58      Each 

18 Gauge Staples 1/4” Crown

   Item No.     Brand                                 Description                                                                       Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05360910        BOSTITCH                                      Medium Wire Staple SX5035  7/32" Crown  1"                                       5000/BX                                 $27.84      Box 

v 05360920        BOSTITCH                                      Medium Wire Staple SX5035  7/32" Crown  1 1/8"                                 3000/BX                                 $18.13      Box 

Hammer Head 18 G Staples 3/16”to5/8” Crown

   Item No.     Brand                                 Description                                                                       Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05200385        HAMMER HEAD                             Medium Wire Staple L Series L14  1/4" Crown  1 1/8"                           5000/BX                                  $22.05      Box 

v 05200403        HAMMER HEAD                             Medium Wire Staple L Series L17  1/4" Crown  1 1/2"                           5000/BX                                  $25.55      Box 

Narrow Crown - 05360107 Narrow Crown - 05400286Medium Crown - 05360062 Medium Crown - 05400294
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Staplers and Clinchers

Hammer Tackers

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 22040015        RAPID                                                         R-11 Heavy Duty                                                                        1 EA 10/CS                              $62.11      Each 

v 22040025        RAPID                                                         Rapid Hammer Tacker Petrus CR-11 Heavy Duty                       1 EA                                         $42.44      Each 

v 22040020        RAPID                                                         R-19 Fine Wire 1/4"                                                                   1 EA                                         $43.47      Each 

Hammer Tacker Staples

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 21050111        RAPID                                                         Hammer Tacker Staples R19 Galvanized Finish  1/4"                5M/BX                                       $4.52      Box 

v 05460165        COMPLETE                                                  Hammer Tacker Staples A11 Galvanized Finish  3/8"                5M/BX                                       $5.94      Box 

v 05460160        COMPLETE                                                  Hammer Tacker Staples A11 Galvanized Finish  1/4"                5M/BX                                       $5.14      Box 

Ring Clinchers

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 22070010        BOSTITCH                                                   Hog Ring Bag Closing Stapler                                                    1 EA                                         $99.24      Each 

Rings and Clips

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 21020130        BOSTITCH                                                   Sharp Point Hog Ring Staples                                                    2500/BX                                  $20.80      Box 

v 21020140        BOSTITCH                                                   Blunt Point Hog Ring Staples                                                     2500/BX                                  $20.58      Box 

Ring Clincher - 22070010Hammer Tacker - 22040020
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Hand Tools

GF carries a complete line of hand tools, everything from hammers through spirit levels to
safety harnesses. No matter what you’re building, whether it's pallets or racking, we can
help you get it done. Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our marketed hand
tool products. 



Compressors and Generators 

Hand Carry Air Compressors

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05500067       ROLAIR                                                      “The Bull” Portable Twin Tank Compressor 2HP 4.0CFM          1 EA                                     $379.08     Each

Wheeled Portable Air Compress

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05500056       ROLAIR                                                      1.5HP Twin Tank Air Compressor 6.9CFM 100PSI, 9Gallon       1 EA                                  $1,266.59     Each

Vertical Tank Compressors

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05500093       ROLAIR                                                      5HP 1PH 230V 60G Vertitcal Compressor 16CFM                     1 EA                                  $1,773.72     Each

Reinforced Poly Air Hose

   Item No.     Brand                                           Description                                                             Packaging                List Price    Per

v 05520946       AIR HOSE                                                   1/4”x 50’ Reinforced Poly Value 1/4”MNPT Red                       1 EA                                       $55.74     Each

v 05520947       AIR HOSE                                                   1/4”x 100’ Reinforced Poly Value 1/4”MNPT Red                     1 EA                                       $98.49     Each

v 05520976       AIR HOSE                                                   3/8”x 100’ Reinforced Poly HDuty 3/8”MNPT  Blue                  1 EA                                     $185.59     Each

v 05520974       AIR HOSE                                                   3/8”x 50’ Reinforced Poly HDuty 3/8”MNPT  Blue                    1 EA                                       $94.02     Each
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Air Fittings

We have all the accessories and fittings you need, from simple clamps to the universal line
splitter shown above. Just follow the QR code to our website to see all of our air fitting
products.

Clamps•
Crosses, Manifolds and Tees•
Filters, Regulators, Lubricators•
Gauges, Blowguns and Air Chucks•
Hose Ends and Menders•
Nipples and Hex Couplings•
Reducers•
Couplers•
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GF Fastening is our Industrial Fastening and Construction Supply division.  We can supply you with all the tools and
supplies you need for your industrial or construction requirements and we support you with a full service and repair
department. We serve both the industrial and residential sectors backed by the best service; right to your door.  GF is
an authorized repair depot for most major tool brands.  

We carry a complete line of coil and stick nails•
from the leading manufacturers in the industry
in a full range of sizes and styles (regular,
galvanized, etc.)

Finish nails•

Quality staples:  both light and heavy wire,•
available in steel, coated and stainless steel

Screws & Anchors, specialty fasteners•

Pneumatic tools:  nailers, staplers, flooring tools•

Electric power tools:  saws, woodworking &•
metalworking tools, drills, screwdrivers, staplers

Cordless tools:  nailers & staplers, drills &•
hammers, saws, combination kits, etc.

Hand tools:  hammers & striking tools, nail•
pullers, cutting, measuring, squares & bevels,
chalk line & plumb bobs, levels & tripods,
caulking guns

Compressors & generators•

Accessories:  air hoses, tubing, batteries,•
chargers, hammer & drill bits, saw blades

Powder actuated products•

Scaffolds / jacks / horses / ladders•

Abrasives•

If you already have a stapler or nailer, we have•
the fasteners.

GF sells and services equipment by leading manufacturers such as Bostitch, DeWalt, Paslode,
Quik Drive, Hitachi, Ramset, Josef-Kihlberg, Haubold, Rolair and many more. You can find our
complete fastening product offering online at www.gf.ca.

Construction Fastening Products
Tools, Fasteners and Accessories 

UFO Nailscrews

DeWalt Cordless Saw

QuikDrive Auto Feed Screwgun

DeWalt Cordless Framing Nailer

Stiletto Framing Hammer
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About us

GF, a division of Bunzl, provides a complete line of
industrial packaging, warehouse and fastening
products, including equipment and service.

Make your next packaging job a 

pages 8 and 12 page 37

page 55 page 80

page 100 page 137

Our Locations:

CALGARY 
2270 Portland St. SE  
Calgary AB T2G 4M6
Fax (403) 287-7152

EDMONTON
11224 184th Street  
Edmonton AB T5S 2S6
Fax (780) 454-0569

LETHBRIDGE
2934 12th Ave. N.  
Lethbridge AB  T1H 5J9
Fax (403) 320-5136

MEDICINE HAT
101 734 23rd St SW  
Medicine Hat AB T1A 8R6
Fax (403) 527-2828

REGINA
657 Henderson Dr.  
Regina SK S4N 6A8
Fax (306) 721-3910

VANCOUVER (Delta)
6805 Dennett Place 
Unit 100  
Vancouver BC V4G 1N4
Fax (604) 952-3950

KELOWNA
#3 - 865 McCurdy Road 
Kelowna BC  V1X 2P9
Fax (250) 491-7882

PRINCE GEORGE
2119 Ogilvie St.
Prince George, BC V2N 1X2
Fax (250) 561-1105

CRANBROOK
#2 - 1051 Industrial Dr.  
Cranbrook BC V1C 4K7
Fax (250) 489-4858

SASKATOON
630 56th St.  
Saskatoon SK S7K 8G5
Fax (306) 242-5753

PRINTED IN CANADA COPYRIGHT CANADA 2016 No part of this catalogue is to be reproduced without the written consent of GF.

Our complete line of products is available on the Internet for safe, fast and efficient  service.  You can use the GF web site to search
our catalogue, place orders, review stock availability and check pricing.  

The world of GF is at your fingertips

Access to the complete GF•
product line:  search by brand,
type of product, product key
word and GF part number

Order entry and tracking•

Sign on with your user ID to•
see your contract pricing and
stock availability at your
branch location

Access to outstanding•
balances, statements and
invoices

Personalized listings for•
immediate access to
frequently-used products

A cross-reference between•
your product codes and GF
product codes for greater
familiarity

Capacity to save frequently-•
used order lines to eliminate
time-consuming data entry

www.gf.ca

Comprehensive Service and Support
We are proud to support everything we sell with
the most complete service department in Western
Canada. Our technicians are fully accredited and
insured and we back them up with an extensive
parts inventory. Talk to us today about:

Installation and configuration support•

Preventative maintenance•

Product demonstrations•

Authorized repairs•

and much more. See page 108 for details.

Call us toll free at 310-GFGF (4343)
www.gf.ca

Sometimes, smaller is better
At GF we are acutely aware of the fact that the packaging industry has a particularly heavy environmental footprint and uses a
lot of resin, forestry and metal products. We’re also aware that these all depend on a finite and dwindling pool of natural
resources.

We believe that it’s important for our industry to do everything it can to try and manage these resources responsibly. Over the
years we have looked for packaging solutions that use fewer materials or recyclable materials. For example, pre-stretched film
can be just as effective as traditional film in securing your load, but you don’t need as much material (and you don’t have to pay
as much). Finding better solutions is the most important thing we can do for the environment but it’s not the only thing.

A Smaller Catalogue 

We’ve said goodbye to the brick-thick printed catalogue that contains 10 products you need and 5,000 you don’t. Since 2008
we have been reducing the size of our book until it is now less than half the size it was then. But that’s not because we carry
fewer products - quite the reverse! We are just making it easier for you to find them without wasting a lot of paper. We have a
comprehensive web site and starting with this edition of the catalogue we are making better use of emerging technologies for
using your electronic devices to find information about the products you need.

Throughout this book look for our mascot, Cynchy. He will point you to relevant QR codes
that you can use with your smart phone or tablet to browse our complete product line, or
watch movies with related technical information, product demonstrations and much more. 

We could get some of that extra information to you by adding a few hundred pages to this
book, but we have the technology to give our forests a break. We think it’s time to use it! 

This Book is Printed on FSC® Certified Paper

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®) provides an international, independently audited certification and labeling system that
allows buyers to choose paper and wood products that come from responsibly managed forests, and verified recycled sources.
Under FSC® certification, forests are certified against a set of strict environmental and social standards, and fibre from certified
forests is tracked all the way to the consumer. The FSC® ‘check-tree’ logo guarantees that the paper this book is printed on is
responsibly sourced.

More Efficient Packaging Technologies

Ask your sales rep about saving material and cost in your packaging operations. As we noted above, pre-stretched film is a great
place to start and if you’re not already using it, it will save you money as well. And Ranpak void fill systems (see page 21) are
just one example of how an environmentally friendly solution may also make better business sense for your operations.
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CALGARY (Head Office)
2270 Portland St. SE  T2G 4M6
Fax (403) 287-2446

CALGARY (Sales)
2270 Portland St. SE  T2G 4M6
Fax (403) 287-7152

EDMONTON
11224 184th Street  T5S 2S6
Fax (780) 454-0569

LETHBRIDGE
2934 12th Ave. N.  T1H 5J9
Fax (403) 320-5136

MEDICINE HAT
101 734 23rd St SW  T1A 8R6
Fax (403) 527-2828

Adhesives and Applicators

Boxes and Packaging

Safety

Janitorial and Sanitation

Steel and Plastic Strapping

Storage and Material Handling

Stretch and Shrink Wrap

Tape

Marking and Labeling

Call 310-GFGF • 310-4343 • www.gf.ca
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VANCOUVER (Delta)
6805 Dennett Place Unit 100  V4G 1N4
Fax (604) 952-3950

KELOWNA
#3 - 865 McCurdy Road  V1X 2P9
Fax (250) 491-7882

PRINCE GEORGE
2119 Ogilvie St. V2N 1X2
Fax (250) 561-1105

CRANBROOK
#2 - 1051 Industrial Dr.  V1C 4K7
Fax (250) 489-4858

REGINA
657 Henderson Dr.  S4N 6A8
Fax (306) 721-3910

SASKATOON
630 56th St.  S7K 8G5
Fax (306) 242-5753

Call Toll Free: 310-GFGF (310-4343)

www.gf.ca

The Packaging People

Industrial Fastening

50Years 50Years
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